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FOREWORD

Electronic Countermeasures jn the Air War Against No{Lh
Vietnam is one of a series of monographs on USAF tactics and
techniques in Southeast Asia. Electronic countermeasures is
but one aspect of the broad subject of electronic warfare, which
was waged in all its complexity throughout Southeast Asia. Nevertheless, in choosing to deal with this topic, the Office of Air Force
History faced a difficult security problem, for key material is so
closely held that its inclusion might result in a history to which the
average Air Force officer would not have access. As a result, this
special intelligence was not used. Instead, various agencies involved in electronic countermeasures, having access to material not
available to the historian, were invited to comment on a draft of
the monograph, to ensure an essentially correct account.
The author did most of his research at the Office of Air Force
History, using materials obtained from the Albert F. Simpson Historical Research Center and the Air University Library, MaxweII
AFB, Ala. The U. S. Air Force Security Service, (USAFSS),. F"fr
Antonio, Tex., furnished certain countermeasures evaluations that
did not contain unusually sensitive information. Data from this
organtzation supplemented the material assembled by the Strategic
Air Command, Offutt AFB, Neb. , on the 7972 B-52 campaign
against North Vietnam.
"

JOHN W. HUSTON, Maj. Gen. USAF
Chief, Office of Air Force History
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PREFACE

Unlike the broader subject of electronic warfare, which
originated with interceptions of radio traffic during World War
I, electronic countermeasures began with the appearance of
radar-directed air defenses in World War II. The first systematic use of electronic countermeasures occurred when British
night bombers employed various devices to blind German radar
and disrupt communications between defending pilots and ground
controllers. U. S. Army Air Forces also conducted wartime
countermeasures operations, and duri ng the Korean fighting the
U. S. Air Force used equipment and techniques developed for
World War iI. In the years that followed, the United States
.sought to keep pace with improvements in radar by devising new
countermeasures, especially for the strategic bomber force,
though for tactical aircraft as well.
The Vietnam war tested the recent developments in electronic countermeasures. At first, radar-controlled surface-toair missiles and antiaircraft guns had the advantage. The Air
Force, however, perfected a countermeasures pod for fighterbombers, and fitted out and armed aircraft for the express purpose of locating and destroying missile sites. These endeavors,

complemented by long-range jamming and by countermeasures aircraft from the other services, succeeded in restoring a balance
favorable to the offense.

The deadly struggle continued throughout the war. The North
Vietnamese adjusted their radars and electronic techniques to
neutralize American countermeasures, and the Americans reacted
to the changing threat. The countermeasures effort reached its
climax in Linebacker II, the B-52 attacks of December 7972 against
the Hanoi-Haiphong region. The entire wartime experience was compressed into a few days, as each side sought to overcome the electronic tactics employed by the other.

u1{ctAsstFrED

UNCLASSIFITD

The electronic countermeasures campaign produce no inflexible catechism of lessons learned. Instead, the Air Force discovered the importance of continually evaluating the usefulness
of its countermeasures and adjusting quickly when effectiveness
declined. The basic lesson can best be summed up in words attributed to Adm. Thomas Moorer, former Chairman of the Joint
Chiefs of Staff : "If there is a World War III, the winner will be
the side that can best control and manage the electromagnetic

spectrum. "
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I.

.THE DESTRUCTION OF LEOPARD 02

{flf The four McDonnell Douglas F-4C Phantoms of Leopard
flight were cruising in loose fingertip formation at 23' 000 feet,
some 3? nautical miles west of Hanoi, capital city of North Vietnam. These twin-jet fighter-bombers, each with a Z-rnan
cr€wr had taken off earlier that morning from Ubon air base'
Thailand, to protect other Air Force planes assigned to bomb
North Vietnamese military targets. The date was 24 July 1965'
during the fifth month of Rolling Thunder, an air offensive designed, according to President Lyndon B. Johnson, to make
North Vietnamrs leaders t'reali.ze. . that their aggression"
f,- 1
against neighboring South Vietnam
"should

""""".

{5) et about 0805 local time, a Douglas RB-66C electronic
reconnaissance plane detected a radar signal from a Russiandesigned SA-2 surface-to-air missile battery, the second time
in as many days that one of these planes had intercepted this type
of transmission originating within North Vietnam. The RB-66C
radioed a warning, &rrd shortly afterward Lt. Col. William A.
Alden, USAF on the far left of the Leopard formation, saw two
missiles streaking skyward, closing rapidly from the right and {
below. The first missile exploded directly beneath Leopard 02,
on the opposite flank from Alden. He saw flames erupt from the
trailing edge of the Phantomrs wing, as the stricken plane rolled
onto its back and spiraled out of sight into the clouds. One of
the crew, Capt. Richard P. Keirn, parachuted, survived almost
eight years as a prisoner of war, and returned to the United
States in 19?3. His partner, Capt. Roscoe H. Fobair, apparently
died in the crash. Alden and the surviving members of Leopard
flight broke formation, evaded the second missile, &rld returned to
Ilbon, where ground crews discovered that all three aircraft bore.,
scars from fragments of the missile that had downed Leopard 02. "
Intro{gcing the SAM 3
(U) Weli before the Vietnam conflict the American military
coined an acronym for the surface-to-air missile; it had become
the SAM. Although the SAM made a grim southeast Asia debut,
destroying a $2-million airplane and damaging three others, it

was not a new weapon. The SAM had first appeared in 1957, and
3 years later it shot down an American Lockheed U-2 high-altitude
reconnaissance plane near Sverdlovsk, deep inside the Soviet Union.
The pilot, Francis Gary Powers of the Central Intelligence Agency,
was taken prisoner' but within 2 years his captors released him in''t
exchange for a Russian spy held in the United States. Less fortunate
was the chinese Nationalist pilot killed in the autumn of 1962 when
a SAM site in mainland China downed his U-2. A few weeks later,
during the Cuban missile crisis, this type of weapon destroyed a
Strategic Air Command (SAC) U-2 on a photographic mission over
Cuba, killing the pilot, Maj. Rudolf Anderson, Jr, 4

(€lffre kind of SAM that destroyed Leopard 02 was a Guideline missile, a component of the SA-2 weapon system. The SA-2
employed a Fan Song radar to locate targets for four to six Guideline
missiles mounted on individual launchers. Portable generators
provided current for the computers that processed firing data. At .,:r
each SAM site, the North Vietnamese also installed an acquisition
radar capable of detecting aircraft at a distance of 100 nautical
miles, roughly three times the range of Fan Song. The most common
kird of acquisition radar was called Spoon Rest, though others saw
service before the war ended.
(T) The Guideline missiles that roared skyward on 24 July
measured 10. 6 meters (35 feet) in length, weighed about 2270 kllograms (5000 pounds), and attained a velocity approaching Mach 4.
The solid-propellant booster rocket was 64 centimeters (26 inches)
in diameter and 2.6 meters (8.5 feet) in length. The liquid-fueled
sustainer, or second stage, measured 49 centimeters (20 inches)
in diameter and was 7.9 meters (26 feet)long. Because of its distinctive shape, Guideline received the nickname "flying telephone
pole. " The high-explosive warhead weighed 189.6 kilograms (420
pounds) and had a lethal bursting radius of 150 to 200 feet. Atthough Guideline could down an airplane as far as 17 nautical miles
from the launch site, it could not engage targets within a "dead
zone" of 5 nautical rniles. The missile had to travel this distance
before the fuze was armed, the booster stage discarded, and the
guidance system in operation. Nor was Guideline effective against
aircraft flying below 3000 feet, the minirnum altitude at which Fan
Song could track a fast-flying target.
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MISSILE GUIDANCE

AZIMUTH SCANNER

FAN SONG

Fisurel(S)

ELEVATION SCANNER

(8) Mounted on a trailer, Fan Song ernployed two troughshaped antennas, one of which scanned horrzontally to determine
azimuth and range, while the other scanned vertically to obtain
elevation and verify range. Because the antennas continued to
scan after they had locked onto a target, Fan song was called a
track-while-scan radar. This feature enabled the operator to

detect additional targets while tracking a particular radar return but did not permit him to fire upon two or more targets simultaneously. To acquire a target, lock onto it, and launch a
missile took about 75 seconds, with 30 to 40 seconds required to
shift to another target, lock on, and 1aunch. SAM crews could
salvo their missiles against a single radar return at 5-second
intervals.

(€) The same antennas that tracked the target also tracked
the missile, receiving a signal from the guidance beacon, a transponder located on the sustainer stage. A computer processed
the data on both missile trajectory and flight path of the target,
issuing commands to the missire by means of a guidance transmitter that used a different frequency from the track-while-scan
radar and had its own dish-shaped antenna. The guidance signal,
which commenced no later than 4 seconds after launch, was picked
up by a receiver in the base of Guideliners sustainer section.
when the SAM was about 1000 feet from the calculated point of interception, cr approximately 23 seconds after launch, a command
from the ground armed the warhead. A radar proximity fuze caused detonation. If the intended victim eluded the missile, the warhead would automatically explode from 57 to 63 seconds after launch.
The second Guideline fired on 24 July against Leopard flight destroyed itself in this manner.

(*) rrre sA-2 was a mobire weapon. some 25 assigned vehicles and vans could move a complete battalion, usually consisting of an acquisition radar, a Fan song set, electrical generators,
a fire control computer, and 1B Guideline missiles, one for each
of the six launchers and a dozen spares. At first glance, rapid
movement seemed almost impossible in the absence of an extensive
network of surfaced roads, but the North Vietnamese proved surprisingly adept at shutiling units among previously prepared
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C) fne SAM in its 1965 version had certain exploitable
weaknesses other than its inability to engage low-flying aircraft.
To provide a sharply defined radar image, Fan Song operators
doubled the prlse repetition frequency some 30 to 40 seconds
before launch, and the guidance signal, which could not be delayed more than 4 seconds after launch, confirmed that a missile
was on its way. Radar warning gear, installed in American
combat planes, could pick up these signals and alert the pilot to
make a diving or climbing turn, maneuvers that the missile could
not duplicate.

(f,' ffre SAM of 1965 differed, however, from the model in
use 7 years later. An important modification was the addition
of an optical sighting system, first introduced in 1968, which
enabled missile controllers to track aircraft fiying as low as
1000 feet. Contained in a box mounted on the horizontal trough

antenna, this aiming device was immune to jamming, though dependent on good visibility. Optical guidance required only two
electronic signals. One was the guidance command, broadcast
from the Fan Song van beginning about 4 seconds after launch;
the other was the down link, or transponder signal, which showed
whether the missile was following the proper trajectory.

(€l Optical guidance gave North Vietnamts defenders an
opportunity for ambush. As the attackers approached, a Fan
Song radar could begin transmitting to attract the attentjon of
the air crews. Meanwhile, a different SAM site would track the
planes optically in order to unleash missiles from an unexpected
direction. 5
(5) fn addition, the Fan Song radar itself underwent modification, emerging as a greater menace to low-flying aircraft.
In 1972, crews of General Dynamics F-111Ats on night missions

reported being tracked by Fan Song at altitudes below 500 feet,
but they suffered no injury, for the missile warhead did not arm
in time to engage a target flying lower than 1000 feet. 6
(€) The final year of the war saw the North Vietnamese
introduce several new pieces of equipment, among them a new
surface-to-air missile and a modified Fire Can radar, both of
which could have been Chinese inspired. As early as May 1972,

|"
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Air Force pilots reported

seeing a "short, fat, and black"
missile with "extremely good guidance and much better maneuverability than the SA-2. " 7 The missile, however, did not
prove as deadly as the first reports seemed to indicate. On
the basis of infrequent sightings during the summer, intelligence analysts concluded that the weapon had essentially the

same characteristics as current models of the SA-2.

B

(fli ffre other electronic innovation was an I-band radar
signal which the Americans at first called T-8209 but later
redesignated B-4272--Tearnwork. This signal emanated
from Fan Song radars that apparently had been modified to

shift from the usual E-band frequency range to the l-band.
By December 1972 the enemy was installing the modified
Fire Cans at SAM sites, enabling radar operators to shift
from the heavily jammed E and F bands to a less vulnerable
set of frequencies. Against the Teamwork signal, American
electronic warfare officers employed a jamming transmitter qr
designed primarily to deal with airborne intercept radar. I
Other Elements of North Vietnamts
Air Defenses

(€) to compensate for the ineffectiveness of early SAM|s
against low-altitude attack, the North Vietnamese turned to
conventional antiaircraft guns, surrounding their SAM batteries
(and other tikely targets) with automatic weapons ranging in
size from 12.7-rnrn machine guns to 57-mm cannon. Russian- *
designed 85-mm and 100-mrn guns also challenged the Americans, but these were fewer in number and less deadly than the
lighter weapons. In short, North Vietnam bristled with antiaircraft guns, aimed by optical sights or radar, that not only
covered the low altitudes where SAM|s were least effective but
also supplemented the missiles in defending against aircraft
flying between 3000 and 40, 000 feet.

(*) Three types of antiaircraft weapons usually mounted
optical sights. The lightest was the L2.?-mm machine gun,
effective up to 3000 feet and capable of firing B0 rounds per
minute. The heavier 14.5-mm machine gun boasted an effective range of 4500 feet and a rate of fire of 150 rounds per
minute. The 37-mm gun could fire B0 rounds per minute
and down a plane flying as high as 5500 feet. 10
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(Al tn protecting the SAM sites, North Vietnamrs defenders
relied heavily on batteries of four to eight 5z-mm guns, either
towed or self-propelled. A van-mounted'Fire can radar normally controlled these weapons, feeding the data it gathered
into a fire control computer, but optical tracking and ranging
equipment was also available. credited with an B0-rounds-peff*
minute rate of fire, the radar controlled 5?-mm gun, could
engage a target at nearly 20, 000 feet, Optical aiming, however,
reduced the maximum effective range to about 18,000 feet. 11

(€) lfne Fire Can radar, also used with the 85-mm and
100-mm antiaircraft guns, evolved from a Russian set that, in
turn, was based on an American type produced during world
war II. The operator could pick up an aircraft at a range slightly
in excess of 50 nautical miIes, but the lack of a moving target
indicator on the vie wing scope complicated the task of tracking
fast, low-flying planes. Fire can was
to de'''ore vulnerable
liberate electronic interference than Russiars
newer gun-laying
of
1{o
:."9":",
""T: L-rvhich reached North Vietnarn before the
irgntrng endcd.

$f$ftf;fr

*.1

(fl) North Vietnamts heavier antiaircraft guns were deadliest when controlled by radar. The B5-mm weapon had a maximum effective range of.27,500 feet and a rate of fire between 15
'qt
and 20 rounds per minute. The 1OO-mm gun could fire 15
rounds per minute against targets up to 39,000 feet. 13

5) Against aircraft flying so 1ow that neither radar nor
optical equipment could track them, the defenders employed
barrages from 37-mm and 5?-mm antiaircraft guns, machine
guns, and even automatic rifles. These weapons did not take
aim at the approaching formation but tried instead to throw a
wall of fire across the route the attackers would use. AccoFUing
to North Vietnamese Army manuaLs, a trained rifle platoon
could fire a barrage of 1000 rounds within 5 seconds or less. 74
9) As American aircraft began attacking from low altitudes to avoid the SAM, the 57-mm guns, either optically or
radar controlled, quickly became the enemyts dangerous weapon. Compilations of Arnerican losses from the beginning of
Rolling Thunder in March 1965 to the end of that year disclosed
that this weapon, together with machine guns and 3?-mm gurrsr
accounted for 90 percent of the total. 15
€) a third element of North Vietnamts air defenses was
the interceptor force. When the F-4C's of Leopard flight hurtled northward on 24 July, they were protecting the dayts strike
force against Russian-designed Mikoyan-Gurevich (MIG) fighters.
North Vietnamese pilots in MIG-1?ts had made the first aeriBl
kills of the war in April 1965, shooting down two Republic F-105D
Thunderchiefs near the town of Thanh Hoa. Although subsonic
and short-range, the MIG-17 packed three cannon, could carry
air-to-air rockets, and was exceptionally maneuverable. By
the end of 1965, the more formidable delta-wing MIG-21, supersonic and armed with both cannon and infra-red homing missiles,
was in the hands of North Vietnamese pilots. As they gained
experience, these fliers became increasingly skilled at following
instructions from ground controllers to make high-speed, hitand-run attacks on American fighter-bombers. 16
!
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The Defensive Svstem Evolves

€l Such were the three components of North Vietnamts
defenses: surface-to-air missiles, antiaircraft guns supplemented by machine guns and even automatic rifles, and
modern interceptors. As time passed, the enemy establisheqf
a communication net that enabled him to use what the commander of an Air Force electronic warfare squadron called
"unpredictable operating procedure. "
air

(9 tfre "classical example" cited by this officer, CoI.
Morris Shiver, was the use of radars other than Fan Song to
track targets for SAM units. Either the battalionrs acquisi-

tion radar or a nearby early warning set fed data to the SAM
fire control center, so that the Fan Song, instead of picking*
up the American formation at the usual distance of 35 nautical
miles, remained in what was called "dummy 1oad, " which
left it ready to transmit instantly even though no electrical
power was yet reaching the antennas. When the approaching
aircraft came within missile range, the Fan Song operator
began transmitting in the high pulse repetition frequency, thus
avoiding the characteristic doubling of pulse repetition frequency just prior to launch. "This bit of tactical adaptabilitJa."
Shiver declared, "clearly demonstrated the danger of being
complacent where the North Vietnamese are concerned.tt 77

ffre evolution of North Vietnamts air defenses continrred throughout the conflLict, During 1971, Defense Intelli(C)

gence Agency specialists reported signs that the enemy was
centralizing control of his SAM battalions at Hanoirs Bac Mai
airfield, already the site of a command post for interceptor
operations. Such a facility, they predicted, could ultimately
coordinate the activity of several regional defense centers,
each with its own missile and antiaircraft batteries. Yet, when
the air war approached its climax in December 1972, the
heaviest attacks fe1l upon Hanoi and Haiphong, and a nationwide command and control network proved unnecessary. 1B

€) According to Air Force endorsed intelligence,

the

number of SA-2 units increased rapidly during the early years
of the conflict, then became fairlv stable. From seven launch

11

l}r:r. .;{t

sites at the end of July 1965, the number burgeoned to 20 or
25 battalions in 1967, to 35 or 40 in 1968, and to 45 in 7972.
Evidence available to Strategic Air Command planners in
December 19?2 showed that 26 of the SAM units were located
north of the 2Oth para1le1, with L2 of them clustered around
Hanoi and 9 around Haiphong. Each battalion had its own Fan
Song and target acquisition radars.
(Sf After 1967, intetligence estimates advising Air Force
headquarters of the number of North Vietnamese antiaircraft
weapons showed a steady decline, as collection technique improved. In the spring of 1967, the Air Force compilation
credited North Vietnam with almost B000 guns' ranging in
size from 3?-mm to 100-mm. Within a year, a revision had
cut this inflated total almost in ha1f, and by the fa1l of 1969,
it had been halved again to approximately 2000 weapons. In the
spring of 1972, Atr Force headquarters was citing intelligence
estimates listing just B84 antiaircraft guns, 824 of them 37-mm
or 57 -mm and the remainder 85-mm or 100-mm. To some
extent, the reduction since 1969 reflected the disbanding of
antiaircraft units after Rolling Thunder had come to an end.
Meanwhile, Pacific Command intelligence analysts agreed that
the number of gunlaying radars, both Fire Can and more
modern types, had increased from roughly 30 in 1965 to 49 in

r972.

No such drastic revisions characterized estimates of
the number of interceptors available for the defense of North
Vietnam. Throughout the conflict, however, the number of
MIG's actually in the North fluctuated in response to American
air power, which at times forced most of them to retreat beyond the Chinese border. In the spring of 1968, for example,
intelligence reported as few as eight MIG-21ts and seven MIG1?ts flying from North Vietnamese airfields, with the remainder of the force, more than 100 planes, enjoying the security
of bases inside China. The aggregate number of fighters
carrying North Vietnamese markings varied during 1967 and
1968 from slightly more than 100 to almost 150. The year
1969 saw the totat exceed 200, as supersonic MiG-19rs and
MiG-21rs moved south from China to increase from 55 to 126
the number of fighters based in North Vietnam. Air Force intelligence believed that 213 of North Vietnam's 245 MIGrs were

€)
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operating from airfields within the country at the time of the
spring I972 invasion of the South. In December of that ledrt
after almost 9 months of aerial combat, SAC credited the
enemy with 744 MIG's on hand for the defense of his home1and.19

(fll Radar, however, not the number of planes, was the
key to the success of the interceptor force. By late 1965,
North Vietnamese radar operators had acquired the skill and
equipment to control the MIGts from the ground. As early as
the summer of 1966, Pacific Command intelligence had conceded that the early warning network could detect an F-105D
15,000 feet above the northeast corner of Thailand, track the
plane over Laos, &rld follow its course over North Vietnam,
losing it only when the pilot descended below 3000 feet to
take advantage of terrain masking. 20
When the Boeing B-52 Stratofortresses began systematic night attacks in the Hanoi-Haiphong region during December 1972, SAC planners anticipated a savage reaction by radarcontrolled MIG's. This opposition failed to materialize, however, probably because the North Vietnamese pilots were inexperienced in night flying. The principal contribution of the
MIG's, aside from an occasional unsuccessful attack, was to
hetp SAM batteries determine the altitude of the bomber

{t}
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Histor ical Precedent : Bre3king German)r'
Defensive Boxes

s

(U) The defenses confronting Leopard flights over North
Vietnam were much like those encountered by British night
bomber crews in World War II, the use of surface-to-air missiles being the most significant difference. As early as 1942,
however, the German air defense net included not only early
warning radar, but radio-directed fighters, and antiaircraft
guns, all closely coordinated in air defense sectors or boxes.
To penetrate this barrier the A1lies developed counternreasuftrs
to interfere with radar tracking and radio communication.

€fGtEts
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(U) The first and simplest of these countermeasures,
devised by the British, was window, called chaff by the Americans. Chaff consisted of meIittiE-strips that-reflected radar
waves and produced strong returns on viewing scopes. Clouds
of chaff drifting slowly earthward could mislead radar operators or screen attackers from detection and tracking. During
1943, chaff, became an essential aid to night bombardment...*
The defenders soon learned to counter it by either switching
to radar wave lengths not covered by chaff or by using equipped
night fighters with enough endurance to wait for the chaff to
disperse.

gritish scientists responded with jamming transmitters. One such device, called cigar, enabled Allied air(U)

craft to broadcast a signal that disrupted radio communication
among defending pilots and ground controllers. Another,
mandrel, drowned out the return from early warning radar,
causing clutter similar to that produced by chaff. Mandrel **.,
stations in the British Isles broadcast for the first time on 5
June 1944, helping to screen the Normandy invasion force.
(U) During the final year of the war, the Allies used
mandrel cisar, and chaff in combination. The mandrel
ground stations jammed German early warning radar, creat-

ing an electronic screen from which a few decoy bombers
emerged. These decoys released clouds of chaff to create the
illusion of an approaching strike force. The real bomber
formation, also dispensing chaff, advanced with the added
protection of airborne rnandrel sets, installed in Arnerican
Boeing B-17rs or British Short Stirlings,which blanketed the
frequencies used by German ground control intercept radars..
The attackers also employed converted bombers carrying airborne cisar which jammed the radio channels relied upon by
ground controllers. 22

Protecting the Strategic Bornbers

Q After World War II, the U. S. Strategic Air Command
turned to electronic countermeasures as it studied the problem
of penetrating the defenses of the Soviet Union. Electronic warfare training was conducted at Barksdale AFB, Louisiana, where

t5

the 376th Bombardment wing turned out operators for thd"'
spot jammers installed in Boeing .B-29 and B-50 Superfortresses. These spot jammers were transmitters which
concentrated all their available power in a narrow frequency
band to create clutter, also called noise, on defensive radar
scopes. Accurate electronic intelligence was essential since
the operator had to know the .exact enemy radar frequencies
but until the defending operators received equipment that
offered them a choice of frequencies, spot jamming was
effective. 23
(€) Again during the Korean conflict electronic countermeasures demonstrated their wartime value. Spot jamming,
inaugurated in April 1951, became standard practice for B>29
night strikes against North Korea. Usually each B-29
carried three spot jammers and a radar receiver to warn that
it was being tracked. Sometimes a pulse analyzer' used to
identify the tracking radar type replaceo one of the jamming
transmitters. The spot jammers had different frequency
settings, enabling a bomber formation to generate a barrage
of electronic noise to blind the various radars that might be
encountered. Chaff, which made its Korean debut in September 1952, either reinforced the spot jammers or blanketed
frequencies they did not cover. 24

(U) Equipment developed for World War II performed
adequately over Korea, but by the mid-fifties defensive rd{ar
had become less susceptible to existing countermeasures. A
radar operator could escape the narrow focus of spot jamming
by shifting frequencies through a fairly wide range' Barrage
3amming, in which the operator distributed power uniformly
over a wide frequency band, generated too weak a signal to
drown out the return from some of the newer and more powerfu1 radars. A togical solution was to develop sweep jammers
that would enable an airborne electronic countermeasures
specialist to move a concentrated beam over a fairly wide
spectrum, consulting his receiver and pulse anaLyzer every few
seconds to make sure he was transmitting on the exact frtp
quency being used by the enemY. 25
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({lt SAC helped test the newly developed countermeasures
gear and installed much of it in the commandrs newer aircraft.
For a time, the 301st and 376th Bombardment Wings, with a
total of 90 Boeing EB-47ts, were assigned the responsibility
during wartime of flying prescribed routes, using chaff and
electronic transmitters to confuse the enemy and screen the
approach of nuclear-armed bombers. The more modern of
SAC's B-52 Stratofortresses carried elaborate jamming
equipment to improve chances of survival during low-altitude
solo penetrations of radar-controlled defenses. 26
Countermeasures for Tactical Aircraft

c.

(€) Atthough Tacticat Air Command (TAC) also was
interested in electronic warfare, development of the necessary equiprnent did not receive an overriding priority. Work
in this field went ahead, however, despite the difficulty of
finding space for countermeasures devices in compact tactical aircraft and a chronic shortage of funds for research and
development. By 1957, TAC had radar warning receivers
and chaff dispensers available for its most modern fighterbomber, the North American F-100D, and for the Britishdesigned Martin B-57 light bomber. The New McDonnell
RF- 101 reconnaissance plane carried just the warning equipment.

€.) Among the countermeasures devices under consideration in 1957 was a jammi.ng pod to be mounted under the
wings of fighter-bombers instead of inside the already crowded
air frame. The pod could be removed for strikes where radarcontrolled weapons were not anticipated and replaced by an
equal weight of munitions or fuel. This self-protection pod, as
it came to be called, contained only two transmitters, so coverage was limited to a narrow frequency range. Consequently,
to compensate, strike planners had to have precise intelligence
on enemy

radar.
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(l) By the end of 1963, the Air Force was testing a family
of five QRC-160 self-protection pods, one of them designed to
jam Fan Song. Fitted to pylons on the F-100D and the newer Republic F-105, the pods weighed 79 to 90 kilograms (175 and 200
pounds, measures 250 centimeters (100 inches) in lengthby 25
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centimeters (10 inches) in diameter, and contained a propellerdriven generator to provide electric power. Similar pods were
planned for the RF-101, the McDonnell F-4 and RF-4, and the
General Dynamics fighter-bomber that ultimately became the.n,
F- 111. 28
(U) The most extensively equipped electronic warfare
planes available to TAC in the early 1960rs were modifications
of the Douglas B-66 Destroyer, a twin- jet, shoulder-wing light
bomber developed for the Navy and then manufactured for both
the Navy and the Air Force. One of the two variants was used
principally for electronic reconnaissance and the other ex-

clusively for jamming.
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(O ttre electronic reconnaissance model was the RB-66C,
created by replacing the camera compartment and photo-flash
bomb bay of a standard RB-66 with a pressurized capsule that
housed four electronic warfare specialists and a variety of gear.
This equipmentr some of it developed for SAC strategic bombers,
included radar receivers, direction finders, pulse analyzers'
chaff dispensers, and jamming transmitters. During the early
1960ts, RB-66C's deployed from Shaw AFB, South Carolina,
to Europe for training that included flights along the perimeter
of the Iron Curtain to ferret out and record transmitting frequencies and location of East German radars. 30
(€) tfre jamming version was an RB-66B, minus its
cameras and related equipment, but retaining its permanently
installed radar warning receiver. It carried a special bombbay pa11et, cal1ed a cradle, that accommodated both countermeasures transmitters and chaff dispensers. A tail cone containing electronic countermeasures gear replaced the usual gun
turret. An array of.23 jamming devices enabled the aircraftrs
one electronic warfare officer to 1ay down an effective noise
barrage over a wide frequency spectrum. 31

(?l Lit<e the RB-66Crs, those B models fitted out for
electronic warfare flew numerous peacetime training missions,
testing their jammers against American radar. Out of this experience, a tactical doctrine evolved that called for counterrneasures-carrying RB-668rs to accompany bomb-laden B-66rs,
jamming enemy radar throughout the attack. By 1965, however,

1B

the B-66 was no longer a first-line light bomber, and the practice was never followed in Southeast Asia. 82

Gl Prior to the Vietnam war, TAC was confident that it

was developing and gradually acquiring countermeasures gear
that would disrupt modern radar-controlred defenses. The
watchword at the time was "quality rather than quantity. " 33
Once the Southeast Asia fighting began, however, North Vietnamrs
defenses improved with stunning speed, and rAC found itsetf
struggling to keep pace.
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II. THE EB-66 AND STANT-OI'F

JAMMING

€t At the time of the first Rolling Thunder attacks in the
Spring of 1965 neither RB-66Cts nor countermeasures-equipped
RB-668rs had arrived in Southeast Asia. Although TAC had
some 65 RB-66rs, "58 of them ready for combat,not all were
modified for electronic warfare. And with this smal1 force,
the command had to futfill cornmitments to U. S. Air Forceg
Europe (USAFE), conduct training, take part in joint exerci6es,
and meet the needs of the Vietnam war. To ease the shortage
of aircraft, and also to obtain scarce parts, TAC turned to the
3 dozen retired B-66's stored at Davis-Monthan AFB, Arizona.
(fl) Despite other demands, the command did send six
EB-66Crs to Southeast Asia. These began flying from Takhli
Air Base, Thailand, in May 1965. This deployrpent exhausted
the pool of C models until September, when TAC was able !g
idcrease the number of EB-66Crs at Takhli to nine, but it rffis
unable to dispatch any B models until October, when five of
them arrived from the United States. Eight more EB-668rs,
made available from USAFE, reached Thailand in May 1966.

€) i|ne planes were grouped according to type. The Crs
served with the 4Lst Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron, redesignated the 41st Tactical Electronic Warfare Squadron in
September 1966. The Bts joined the 646Oth Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron, redesignated the 42d Tactical Electronic
'r'At this time, Air Force statisticians used the designation
RB-66 whether the plane carried cameras, infra-red detec{grs,
or radar detection and jamming equipment. A distinction was
later made between RB-66C's and Brs, though the latter might
perform reconnaissance rather than countermeasures duty. The
RB-66B's remained lumped together until the spring of 1966,
when the prefix E was assigned to all versions of the B-66 engaging in electronic warfare. Henceforth, the E prefix will be
used in this narrative for all electronic warfare variants-trB-66Brs, C's and after August 1967 -tr8-66r.ts--that served
in Southeast Asia.
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Warfare Squadron in September 1966. Both units became cornponents of the Takhli-based 355th Tactical Fighter Wing in.,,*
August 1967. The maxirnum combined strength of the two
squadrons was 37 aircraft in May 1968. I

g"4y

Operations

(91 fne EB-66Crs entered combat in May 1965. Their
pri.ncipal mission was to gather intelligence on enemy radar,
concentrating on Fan Song, whose signal might indicate that
a North Vietnamese SAM site was ready for action. On 23 JuIy,
one o[ these planes intercepted a Fan Song transmission. The
following day, an EB-66C picked up another such signal confirming the site's_ activity and just seconds later a SAM destroyed
Leopard 02.2

(fl) Since the EB-66Cts focused upon intelligence co11ection and SAM warning, Marine Corps and Navy planes did most
of the radar jamming until the first EB-66Brs arrived at Takhli
in October 1965. Each of the three aircraft carriers operating
in the Tonkin GuIf during the spring of 1965 carried a 4-plane
electronic warfare detachment. The usual aircraft assigne"$to
these units was the Douglas EA-38 Skywarrior, based on the
same Iight bomber design as the trB-66. Some of the detachments also flew the EA-18, a modified Douglas Sky raider
single-engine, piston-powered attack plane. A few Navy pilots,
and the Marines based at Da Nang in South Vietnam, flew the
Douglas EF-108 Skyknight, a twin-jet fighter first flown in the
Iate 1940rs and later converted for electronic warfare. 3
(3f During the spring and summer of 1965, Marine trF - 108
Skyknightrs usually laid down the jamming barrages for Air
tr.orce strikes against the North. This modified Skyknight had
two spot jamming transmitter,s installed in the fuselage. The
plane could carry an external pod containing a combination of
four noise and deception jammers, the latter designed to deceive enemy radar operators by broadcasting a false return.
The trF-10B also had external fittings to accommodate an external fuel tank and a chaff disnenser.
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(ef Because the Skynight lacked aerial refueling equipment,
those EF-108's supporting air attacks in the Red River delta
had to carry a 300-gallon auxiliary fuel tank in order to spend
even 50 minutes orbiting over the Tonkin Gulf. Despite the
extra tank, Marine fliers sometimes shut down one engine to
conserve fuel while descending from their usual operating altitude of 30, 000 to 35, 000 feet during the return flight to Da Nang.
Furthermore, the u,e ight of the additional fuel, plus the dr-*g
created by the external container, reduced the planets already
marginal performance. So sluggish was the rate of climb of a
ful1y loaded EF- 10B that the planes took off toward the sea to
avoid small-arms fire from Viet Cong guerrillas concealed
along the airfieldrs inland perimeter.
(3) tfre Marines enjoyed some success when three or four
EF-10Brs, orbiting over the Tonkin Gulf, dropped chaff and
transmitted jamming signals over a frequency range broad
enough to embrace Fire Can gun control, early warning, an$
ground control intercept radars. Captain John L. Pycior, USMC,
an EF-1OB pilot, was confident that Skyknights, transmitting
from the comparative safety of the gulf, could disrupt radars
along the coast line, but he conceded that the planes were only
marginally effective against targets more than 16 nautical
miles inland.

(#l Until the SAM threat became inordinate, Skyknights
ventured inland to jam Fire Can and sometimes Fan Song sets.
In order to blanket Fire Can, three or four Etr'- lOBts had to
fly a circular orbit, with the target in the center, and transmit
from an altitude of 20,000 to 25,000 feet. The Marines usually
challenged Fan Song during night interdiction missions. The
electronic warfare officers on board listened for track-whilescan and guidance signals, radioed SAM warnings to the light
bomber they were escorting, &rd then tried to jam the Fan*q.
Song beam.

Because it lacked the jamming power of even an
EB-66C and the speed and maneuverability of a fighter-bomber
the EF-108 was a poor risk over SAM-infested areas of North
Vietnam. By late 1965, the proliferation of missile sites and
the increased skill of SAM crews had forced the Skyknights to
(r1)
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orbit too far from most inland targets for effective radar w
jamming. From April until October, however, the Marine
plane had been an acceptable stand-in for the Air Force
EB-668. 4
The EB-66 Enters the Lists

(€l The EB-668 and EB-66C enjoyed several advantages
over the Marine EF-108 Skyknight. The Air Force planes
could refuel from suitably equipped aerial tankers. They
carried more jamming equipment--nine transmitters in the
c model and as many as 23 electronic devices and chaff dispensers in the EB-668--compared to the skyknight's six less
powerful jammers and single chaff dispenser. The sk.yknight,
moreover, did not have the extensive inteiligence gatrrlrinff
equipment found in the EB-60C. 5
(5f The EB-66C's based at Takhli took part in the retaliatory attacks that followed the destruction of Leopard O2
and in other strikes against the North. on a typical mission,
a pair of EB-66cts took off from Takhli topped off their fuel
tanks from a Boei.ng KC-135 stratotanker, and rendezvoused
with the strike force. The two aircraft accompanied the
fighter-bombers to the vicinity of the target, then entered an
elliptical orbit at 25,000 to 30,000 feet, beyond reach of
3?-mm or 57-mm antiaircraft guns. The electronic w"rfaff
officers jammed Fire Can radars, while listening for Fan
Song signals. If the crew picked up the doubling of the Fan
Song pulse repetition frequency or the SAM guidance signal,
the chief eLectronic warfare officer alerted the strike force
by radio and joined the other countermeasures operators in
jamming the Fan Song tracking beam. 6

(5lThe EB-66Bts made their combat debut in October
very jamming power that
enabled them to close with the target could also be a defensive
liability, for the electronic noise emanating from the plane €
interfered with its radar warning equipment. As a result, the
EB-668 and c had to work together. The broader and stronger
jamming barrage laid down by the B's afforded better protection
against the SAMts, allowing the c models to remain well beyond
1965 and soon demonstrated that the
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the 1?-nautical-mi1e range of the Guideline missile. In practice,
therefore, while one or two B models orbited within 15 nautical
miles of the target, an EB-66C remained safely beyond missile
range, providing SAM warning and ensuring that the jamming 9
barrage blanketed those frequencies the enemy was using. 7
(#7 Those

officers who planned EB-66 jamming missions
had to take into account the fact that electronic noise did not
radiate from the fixed antennas in a uniform, concentric patte.cq. Indeed, antenna location caused the jamming coverage

to resemble a sort of Rorschach butterfly, the plane at its
center and the strongest signals radiating perpendicular to the
flight path. For this reason, planners tried to assign the planes
in pairs, arranging the orbit so that one of them was always
"t
broadside to the hostile radar. B
EB-66 JAMMING RADIATION PATTERN
AGAINST FAN SONG

Figure5(S)
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Throughout the Rolling Thunder campaign, EB-66
jamming involved compromise between effective coverage and
aircraft survival. Although the effectiveness of electronic
jammers decreased as distance to the target radar increased, %
distance protected the pranes from hostile iire. Furthermore,
the noise barrage gave the best protection when the attacking
fighter-bombers were between jamming orbit and target, but
the enemy could shift his we+pons to prevent the EB-66rs from
assuming this ideal station. Y
(c) As late as February 1966, the planes were reasonably
safe if they flew too high for light antiaircraft guns and avoided
the missile defenses that ringed Hanoi, Haiphong, and other
nearby targets. To support strikes in this heavily defended
region, they flew orbits over the Tonkin Gulf and inland above
the mountains northwest of the Red River delta. Together,
these two stations provided excellent coverage, for they bracketed the area where the North vietnamese had concentrated
their radar-controlled defenses.
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(-| For Air Force fighter-bomber pilots based in Thailand,
the inland orbit was the more valuable. In order to find concealment from enemy radar, they hugged a ridge line that poin-

ted southeastward from the barren highlands toward the HanoiHaiphong area. This geographic feature was Thud Ridge, so
named by the F-105D pilots, who referred to their Thunderchiefs
as Thuds. When the Thailand-based aircraft began attacking the
delta, EB-66rs manned an orbit from which they could transmit
directly along Thud Ridge, keeping the strike force between
jamming source and target throughout approach and withdrawal. 10
(31 ffre freedom of operation enjoyed by the EB-66ts
(except over the Red River delta) came to an abrupt end in
February 1966, when a SAM downed an EB-66C near the town
of Vinh, some 140 nautical miles south of Hanoi. The action
began when the aircraft crew picked up a weak Fan Song signal
and promptly commenced jamming. Next came the pre-launch
surge in the Fan Song pulse repetition frequency, which persisted
despite continued jamming and an evasive turn. The tellta1e
guidance signal alerted the Americans that a missile was on its
way, but before they could maneuver to safety, the warhead exploded, crippling the plane. The crew parachuted into the Gulf
of Tonkin, where Navv
helicopters rescued aI1 but one of the six
"
persons on board. 1 1

lD The destruction of this aircraft marked the beginning of a
southward and westward extension of North Vietnamrs SAM defenses. The appearance of new missile sites forced the EB-66's
to retreat, though on rare occasions the planes did challenge SAM
batteries. In October 1966, for example, an EB-66C spent a
quarter of an hour cruising above an area defended by the missiles,
trying unsuccessfully to lure the enemy into using a Fan Song
transmitter, so that an I'- 105 cruising nearby could attack with
anti-radiation weapons. 12
P) SAM|s first appeared in northwestern North Vietnam in
mid-1966. This shift forced the EB-66rs to move south and west
from the original Thud Ridge orbit, increasing both the distance

to Hanoi-Haiphong and the angle formed by the jamming source,
the target area, and the course generally flown by Thailand-based
fighter-bombers. Since the EB-66ts had apparently moved to
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safer skies, seventh Air Force withdrew fighter cover from
the inland orbit. The enemy, taking advantage of this decision,
sent MIG interceptors to harass the countermeasures aircraft.
Pressure from these enemy interceptors and frorn SAMrs
forced the EB-66rs, by Juiy 196?, to retreat to new orbits in
the vicinity of the 20th para11e1, so far to the southwest that
noise jamming was ineffectual against Fire Can and Fan Song
radars in the Red River delta area.
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9) Fortunately, the introduction late in 1966 of jamming
for individual fighter-bombers and reconnaissance planes

pods

offset the effect of withdrawing the EB-66rs from Thud Ridge.
Strike forces came to rely,on the pods to frustratg gunlaying and
missile-control radars guarding vital installations in the delta.
This permitted the EB-66's to concentrate on early warning,
ground control intercept, and acquisition radars that could be
jammed from a more southerly orbit. 13

f? For roughly 5 months, the combination of MIGts

and

SAM's kept the EB-66's tied to the 20th para1le1. Then the installation of new radios, designed to ensure reception of MIG
warnings even though the jammers were functioning, enabled
the EB-66ts to advance their inl-and orbit northward of th6f
21st paral1e1. This adjustment, in October 1967, coincided
with a contraction of the SAM defenses as the enemy reinforced
the Red River delta against intensified air attack. Taking advantage of this North Vietnamese redeployment, the Seventh
Air Force in November permitted the EB-66ts to orbit above
the northwestern extremity of Thud Ridge, but only with fighter
cover.

(S) on the second day that escorted EB-66rs manned the
Thud Ridge station, North Vietnamese MIG's appeared nearby.
Seventh Air Force yielded before this *r ow of force by shifting
the inland orbit south of the 2Lst paralle1. This move had little
impact on Rolling Thunder since a position over Thud Ridge was
not essential for the kind of jamming the EB-66rs now performed.
Unfortunately, this retreat did not placate the enemy wholG MIG|s
shot down an EB-66C on 14 January 1968. Three members of the
crew were rescued, but the other four remained prisoners of the
North Vietnamese until March 1973.
(G) Seventh Air Force reacted to this loss by forbidding EB66's to fly over North Vietnam and by maintaining a barrier patrol of
F-4 fighters to screen them from air attack. These policies
remained in effect until bombing in the Red River delta ended on
1

April

1968. 14

€) ne-66 jamming tactics changed very little while the 1
April bombing restrictions were in effect. Until 31 October 1968,
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when President Johnson halted the bombing of North Vietqgp,
the electronic warfare aircraft supported attacks on targets
south of the 20th para11el, using orbits over Laos and the
Tonkin Gulf. During one typical mission, an EB-66E circled
above Laos while another over the gutf jammed radars, and
F-105Dts attacked targets in North Vietnamts panhandle' On
this occasion electronic intelligence indicated that the EB-66Ers,
improved versions of the EB-66B!s, had been so effective that
the enemy received no radar warning until the attacking aircraJt
were within 10 to 30 nautical miles of their assigned targ5:fs. "

Problems and Improvements

(fl| rrre EB-66 had certain inherent weaknesses, most of
which stemmed from the fact that the plane was not originally
designed for the job it was now required to do. The aircraft
engineers who modified the basic RB-66 for electronic warfare
had increased its weight with no corresponding increase in power.
As a result, the plane performed sluggishly and in Thailandrs
hot and humid clirnate clung tenaciously to the runway during
takeoff. In order to reduce the long run needed to coax ful1y
loaded EB-66rs into the air, the planes took off with fuel tanks
partially full and topped off from aerial tankers' Even so*
commented EB-66 veteran Col. Ian D. Rothwell, the failure of
one engine during takeoff meant that "a crash was inevitable, "
unless the landing gear was retracted and the indicated airspeed
was at least 180 knots. 16

(e) rrre overworked Allison engines lapped up fuel at a disturbing rate. Luckily, the EB-66's seul.d refuel in fJ-ight, using
the probe-and-drogue method, inserting the planets fuel intake
into a funnel-shaped receiver at the end of a hose trailing from
the tanker. The Air Force F-4rs and F-105' s flying from
Thailand employed the fllying boom method, however, in Ja#ich
an operator on be rd the tanker maneuvered the fuel-carrying
pipe into a receptacle in the fuselage of the p1ane. Most of the
tankers stationed over Laos, therefore, mounted the flying
boorn for their main job of refueling the strike forces, and
sometirnes an EB-66 on the inland orbitrunable to find a
tanker in an emergency., had to cut short its mission' BUL:'
since many Navy planes used the probe and drogu€, 3l EB-66
running out of fuel over the Tonkin Gulf usually could find a
compatible tanker. 17
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(3) ffre Air Force tried to improve jamming effectivenesq
by converting EB-66Bts to E models, the first of which reached
Thailand in August 196?. Although this latest variant had 21
jamming devices, two fewer than the B version, its transmitters
were tuneable, enabling the electronic warfare officer to change
frequency during flight and jam different types of radar. In
contrast, the EB-668 carried only one adjustable transmitter,
which limited choice to three predetermined frequencies. 1B

(f)

1y1i""'on planners soon devised jamming packages--.
instructions telling electronic warfare officers what frequencies
to jam, when to transmit, and when to release chaff. These
provided adequate countermeasures for the kind of mission the
EB-66's were supporting. To obtain the best possible coverage

from the package, the aircraft flew a standardized orbit desigfed
for a particular task, such as protection of reconnaissance drones
or B-52 bombers. Although individual electronic warfare officers
might argue that this standardization told the enemy what sort of
mission to expect, the Air Force Electronic Warfare Center
rnaintained that the practice "provided considerable flexibi.lity,
while simplifying mission planning and coordination. . " l9
(f|f An important aircraft modification was the installation
of steerable antennas in the EB-66Cts. This change, begun in the
spring of 1968, enabled electronic warfare officers to focus a
planets jamming energy against a specific radar transmitter.
The E model never carried this device, probably because the
modification would have required the further installation of
direction finding equipment to tell the operators whe re to aim
the new antenna. 20
'llhe Effectiveness of the EB-66

(tf

Co1. Arthur D. Thomas, who served in Southeast Asia
with the 460th Tactical Reconnaissance Wing, reported in
October 1966 that the EB-66 was doing "an outstanding job of
stand-off jamrning. " 21 Like most other aspects of the electronic warfare effort, however, the effectiveness of this plane
could not be evaluated in terms of missions flown and fighterbornbers 1ost. Despite the absence of valid supporting statistics, the colonelrs judgment is important. He was there' saw
the plane in action, and he concluded that it was performing
weII.
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(l) Nevertheless, by 1968 during the latter months of

'it

Rolling Thunder the EB-66 did only what the enemy allowed
it to do. In late 1966 when Colonel Thomas retlrned from
Southeast Asia, the North Vietnamese were already exerting
the pressure that forced the planes into orbits from which
they could not jam the Fan Song and Fire Can radars guarding
the most heavily defended targets in the Red River delta.
Fortunately, the arrival of the self-protection pod offered an
alternate means of jamming so that the inadequacy of the
EB-66 was not critical, and the aircraft could disregard n|t
Fan Song and Fire Can and concentrate on early warning,
ground control intercept, and target acquisition radars that
Iay within its jamming range.
(*7 ffre inability of the EB-66 to survive in daylight
skies over North Vietnam doomed a plan to use the plane in
support of the F-4rs protecting American strike forces
from MIG interceptors. The EB-66's tried during 1967 to
jam the MIG identification equipment relied upon by North
Vietnamrs ground controllers, but the closest orbit was some
?5 nautical miles from the aerial battlefield, too far for an
effectual jamming signal. Once again enemy defenses had
3{
frustrated the EB- 66. 22
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III. WILD

WEASEL BARES ITS FANGS

(D President Johnson, kept tight
against the North, but he nevertheiessrein on the air war
to
Ioss of Leopard 02. c"";;";;llv, on agreed
27
Jurv rgis]l'flo".11";t*
46 F-105 Thunderchiefs, eslorted by 12
F-104 starfighters, attacked two sAM F-4crs and B Lockheed
sites and rerated barracks
some 25 nauticar miles west of Hanoi.
Three of the handful of
EB-66c's then in southeast Asia supported
these strikes, providing sAM warning. They arso joined
six
Marine
EF-108's in
jamming enemy radar. Tiris oay's
combat forcefuty demonstrated the difficulty in l0cating and destroying
a sAM complex.
(? tat<'ng advantage of the sA-2'is inability
to engage 10w-{
flying aircraft, the th,noerchiefs attacked
at
Jrtituoes
between
50 and 100 feet, only to be scourged
by
fire
from
automatic
weapons' Enemy gunners shot down four F-105Drs,
and
only
one
of the pil0ts was rescued. oree Thunderchief
sustained flak
damage that forced the pil0t
to break off the action and limp
toward home, escorted by another
the Thailand border, the pil0t of theF_105D. After crossing
crippled plane asked his
escort to come alongside to determine
damage' As the other aircraft drew the extent of the battle
near, the battered rhunder_
dr ief suddenly pitched upward,
colriding with the second prane.
only one of the pilots succeeded in ejecting
from the flaming
wreckage and his parachute failed to
open,
so
both men
perished.

G| tni.s attempt to punish
for downing Leopard
02' with its two-man crew' costthesixenemy
aircraft
destroyed and five
men kilred or captured, victims not
of
SAM's
aircraft guns little different from those used but of light antiin worrd war II.
A:ttl-l photographs taken after the strike showed
that one of the
missile sites might have been a decoy built
to
lure
the fighter
-fbornbers within range
of the automatic *u"porr".

o wittrin 2 weeks of this fruitless counter thrust, the
sAM
struck again. on the night of 11-12 August
196b,
the
pilots
of
two Navy McDonnet Dougras A-4E skyhlwks,
on
nighttime
armed reconnaissance about 50 nautical miles
south of Hanoi,
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saw 2 tights rising toward them through the
cl0uds. soon
realizing the glow was burning SAM propellant, they attemp_
ted to escape, but before they could oive to
safety both warheads exploded, downing 1 of the planes
anO punciiing some
ry
50 holes in the scorched underside of the survivor.

(9

Navy carrier pilots reacted to the destruction
the skyhawk with the same low-altitude tactics that of
Air
Force fliers had recently used, and with equally disastrous
results' The Navy squadrons not only failed to l0cate even
one SA-2 launcher but lost two pilots and five planes
North Vietnamese antiaircraft fire. "It was, i"*rote to
vic"
Adm. Malcolm W. Cagle, "truly a black Friday the 13th
for TF- 77. " 2

3) trarly in August, Air Force units in Thailand began 'rd'
keeping a few fighter-bombers on alert, fueled
and armed
to attack newly discovered sAM sites. Reaction time
too slow, however, for the force depended upon photo was
reconnaissance to pinpoint any sAM launcher that miglt
reveal
its
general l0cation by firing upon an American
formation.
To
process the film,^internret the pictures, and dispatch
a
strike took from 6 to B hours. buring this time, the missile
unit could move to some previously prepared site, perhaps
leaving behind several of the automatic weapons (that
already proved so deadly against 1ow_flying aircraft) had
to
greet the strikers. As a resurt, the alert fo"""
- - - was disbanded after a few frustrating weeks. S
5) Air Force planners next tried to use radio controlled
trick enemy radars into transmitting so that

drones to

RB-66cts or EA-BB's could locate the Fan soig radars and
the sAM battarions they served. The first atteirpt
to use this
technique failed to trigger enemy radar. Then, on g1.A"g";;
1965, a modified Lockheed c-130 transport raunched
a
second pair of drones over the Gulf of ronkin,
off Da Nang.
North Vietnamese radar reacted as the pilotless craft
approached Hanoi, and three fixes were obtained,
accurate to within 2 nauticar miles. An area near the each
town
of
Piu Tho, about 40 nautical miles northwest of Hanoi seemed
worth attacking, but the 4 F-105Drs dispatched there failed
find any trace of a SAM site. When fuel ran low, the planesto
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attacked an alternate target, a wooden bridge. One of the
planes was lost to antiaircraft fire, though the pilot was
rescued. 4
({|)

ffre use of drones did decrease reaction time, but
not enough to make a significant difference. The fighterbombers could now thunder down the runway just 3 hours
after a Fan Song site was located, rather than waiting 6 to
B hours for photo reconnaissance data. The drone6, however, were less precise than aerial photography, so the
attackers, after arriving at an indicated position, had to
search an area 4 nautical miles in diameter to pinpoint
the exact site. Moreover, this dangerous search for a
camouflaged and heavily defended missile complex might
well be fruitless, since even 3 hours was sufficient time
for a SAM battalion to pack up and thread its way over
narrow roads to a new location. 5
(fl) Wfrat was needed was an airplane that could lead a
flight of fighter-bombers into North Vietnam, detect and
locate Fan Song transmitters, then direct attacks against
the SAM battalions. The Navy already had a few such planes
--Grumman A-6ts and those McDonnell Douglas A-4C?s and
A-4Ets with radar warning and direction finding gear. On
3L October 1965, one of the specially equipped A-48 Skyhawks took off from Takhli to lead eight Air Force Thunderchiefs on an armed reconnaissance of probable North
Vietnamese missile sites. The Navy plane located a Fan
Song radar, dropped bombs to mark it, and summoned the
F-105Drs, which blasted the launchers and fire control equipment. Ironically, the Skyhawk responsible for this destructive strike fell victim to antiaircraft fire, and attempts to
rescue the pilot failed. 6
Toward a Hunter-Killer Team

the United States, meanwhile, both the Navy and
ways to defeat the SAM. Air Force
participation had begun in August 1965, when Gen. John p.
McConnell, the Chief of Staff, directed'that the threat from
both SAMIs and antiaircraft guns be analyzed and countermeasures recommended. By early autumn, the Air Force
15) tn
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effort was showing results. One type of countermeasure,
Wild Weasel I, was undergoing tests at Eglin AFB,
Florida.
This ferociously named aircraft was an F-100F,
the
two__
seat trainer version of the North American super
saber
tactical fighter especiary modified to hunt sAitl sites.
Weaselrs crew consisted of a pilot and, seated behind wild
him,
an electronic warfare officer with radar homing
and
warning
equipment to locate Fan Song and other transmi"tters.
(O WitO Weasel prototypes v/ere equipped
a pan_
oramic scan receiver and a vector homing and with
warning
set
to detect and l0cate enemy radars. Both devices obtained
a
bearing to the transmitter by comparing the strength
of radar
signals picked up by antennas installed at various places
on
the aircraft. These signals appeared as lines of right
on viewing scopes mounted in the rear-cockpit, and the electronic
warfare officer interpreted their characterist ics to determine
direction to the transmitter and its purse repetition frequency.
A scope located on the pilotrs instr.ument panel dupricated
the
information available to thb erectronic warfare officer.

(C ffre vector scope picture, plus a flashing light
and a
chirping noise in the headsets, told the crew that hostile
radar was tracking their plane. Another radar receiver
picked up the SAM guidance signal and used lights (later
mented by a buzzing tone in the headset) to sig"nai that suple_
a raunch
was imminent. The pilot could then look for ihe approaching
missile and maneuver to elude it. 7

(f)

Between 11 october a'd 1B November 1965, four
Wild Weasel I prototypes flew test missions against Air
Force radars similar to Fan Song. During these experi_
ments, the electronic warfare officer .t"r"11y made his first
contact by means of the panoramic scan receiver, at a range
that varied according to the planers artitude and the angre formed by the flight, path, radar site, and tracking beam.
The
crews discovered that their equipment functioned best when
flying at medium altitude, folrowlng the beam directry toward
the transmitter. on one such occasion, the panoramic scan
receiver picked up the tracking signal 10?
miles
away' The poorest results occurred at 10wnautical
altitudes on a

a;{
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course generally paralle1 to the radar beam, as one of the F- 100Fts
was doing when it passed some 13 nautical miles from the set before detecting its transmission. B

S The Eglin tests demonstrated that Wild Weasel I could
detect Fan Song signals beyond the 17-nautical-mile effective
range of the Guideline missile, but detection was only the beginning. Next the crew had to locate the radar and its missile
launchers. The panoramic scan receiver provided an initial
azimuth which the aircraft followed until the signal was strong
enough for the shorter range vector homing and warning set.
For a time, the electronic warfare officer could compare the
data on the two scopes to ensure that his plane was on the proper
heading. As the Wild Weasel closed with the transmitter and
came within SAM range, however, he had to rely upon the vector
homing equipment, with its launch warning feature, which gave
a general azimuth and very rough approximation of range to the
antenna. As a result, the pilot then had to search visually for
the SAM site before he could attack. 9
€) On November 1965, Maj. Gary A. Willard, Jr., a veteran
of the Eglin tests, arrived at Korat Air Base, Thailand, with a
Wild Wease1 Task Force consisting of the four modified F-100Frs
and their crews. His organLzation came under the operational
control of the 2d Air Division's 6234th Tactical Fighter Squadron,
whose F- 105Drs would join the Wild Weasels on Iron Hand missions, as the hunter-kilIer attacks against North Vietnamese
SAM sites already were known. The task force was to submit
reports of these strikes to the Tactical Air Warfare Center at
Eglin.

10

te) gaa weather delayed the combat debut of the task force.
Seven missions were cancelled before the skies cleared enough
to permit WiId Weasel I to challenge the defenses of North Vietnam. Fina11y, on L9 December, two F-100Fts, piloted by
Major Willard and Capt. Leslie J. Lindemuth, led flights of
F-105Drs into the North, but neither of the Wild WeaseI electronic
warfare officers, Capt. Truman "Walt, -Lifsey and Capt Robert
D. Trier, detected F.an Song signals. 11

5J On the following day, 20 December, the task force
suffered its first combat loss. Antiaircraft fire downed a
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wild weasel as it was leading an unsuccessful attack on a
sAM battery it had located about 5 nautical miles southeast
of Kep airfield. An F-105D pilot reported seeing one para_

chute open before the plane knifed into low-h".rgi.rg clouds.
The survi.vor was capt John J. pitchford, the wild weasel
pilot, who remained a prisoner of war until his repatriation
in February 1973. His erectronic warfare officer, cantain
Trier, died in the crash. 12
20 DECEfitBER r96s
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l& Major Willardts men avenged this loss just two
days after Pitchford and rrier went down, when one of the
wild weasels pinpointed a missile site and set it up for the
kill. On 22 December, Capt. John E. Donovan, an elec_
tronic warfare officer, picked up a distant Fan song signal
as his Thailand-based prane crossed the North vietnamese
border. Ttrrning toward the radiation source, the pilot,
Capt. Allen T. Lamb, nosed his F-100F downward until
the signal disappeared, climbed until the strobe reappeared
on Donovanrs scope, ord continued porpoising in this
fash_
ion until he reached the mountain chain that formed the southwestern flank of the Red River valley.
p) "In the mountains, " Lamb reported, "there were
a
series of four or five valleys that were generally perpendic-

ular to the direction we wanted to go, so I would pull up over
a ridge' roll the wings leve1, and as soon as the EWo called
a bearing to the signal I would roll on over using a half
barrel roll descending into the next varley, turning sometimes
up the vaIley and sometimes down the vaiey. r' 13

€) The wild weaser swung around a final hil and climbe$t
to an altitude of 4500 feet as the pilot began searching for the
sAM site. He saw the radar van 'lsitting I., about the center
of
what I had.thought was a village'and then spotted three Guidelines but "on1y the front part l--the long white tips
--.because
the missiles appeared to be partially covered by a semi-circul5?
thatched hut. "
3\ Lamb radioed the tr'-105D's, marked the target with
rockets, and watche'd as the fighter-bombers made their
oasses. Explosions rocked the site, and smoke and dust rose
300 to 400 feet into the air. At this point, Donovan detected
a Fan Song signal originating nearby and already in the high
pulse repetition frequency. The Iron Hand formation immediately headed back to Thailand, remaining at low altitude until
it reached the mountains, which screened the planes from
enemy radar. Although the modified F-100F'; contributed
to
the destruction of just this one sAM site during their combat
{r
evaluation' the success.fur attack demonstrated the potential
value of Wild Weasel. 14
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(31Iron Hand flights used three basic formations during *rf
the Southeast Asia tests. One formation consisted of a Wild
WeaseI hunter and three killer F-105Drs. In both the others,
the F-100F located targets for four Thunderchiefs.

||) tf three F-105D's

accompanied the F-100F, one of
the Thunderchief pilots served as wingman for the Wild-Weasel,
first positioning himself 200 to 1000 feet to the right rear of
the formation leader, crossing the leaderts wake, to assume s*
position the same distance to the left rear, then recrossing in
a mirrored letter S flight path. The other two F-105Drs formed
a separate element 2000 to 4000 feet to the left rear of the
first Thunder:chief, then veered back and forth behind the formation leader, keeping on the opposite flank from his wingman.
The Thunderchiefs adopted this weaving maneuver in order to
maintain formation behind the slower moving F-100F.

(|l If four F-105Dts were serving as killers, they had to
weave because of the F-100Frs slower speed, but they could do
so either as individual aircraft, separated frorn one another by
2000 to 3000 feet, or in pairs, with 2000 to 4000 feet separating
the two plane elements.

15
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GAfter the evaluation ended on26 January 1966, the
F-100Frs continued to lead Iron Hand flights against SAM
sites, but by the end of March they no longer tried to penetrate heavily defended areas in the North. The loss of a
second plane to antiaircraft fire apparently had convinced
the Second Air Division (which became the Seventh Air Force
on l Aprii) that the F-100F Super Sabres were too old and too
slow to survive in the hostile skies above the Red River delta.
Beginning in May, an improved wild weasel arrived in southeast Asia, relieving the converted super sabres of their daytime role, though they continued for several months to fly
single-p1ane night missions from Korat. 16
Cf Meanwhile, back in October Lg6b, while Wild Weasel I
was undergoing evaluation at Egli.n, the Air proving Ground
center and ractical Air warfare center began collaborating on
Project wild weasel IA, in order to "determine the capabilities
of an F-105D aircraft employing radar homing and warning
equipment similar to that employed in the wild weasel I aircraft. " should the experiment prove successful, all rnembers
of the Iron Hand team would be flying the same airplane, and
the killers would no longer have to weave back and forth to avoid
outrunning the hunter. unfortunately, the test merely reinforced
a lesson already learned--simultaneously flying the ai.rplane,
operating the electronic gear, &rd searching visually for sAM
sites were too much for one man. 77
{ID since the F-105D was not suited to the witd weasel role,
the two-place F-105F became the logical replacement for the
aging F-100F. A modified F-t0bF, called Wild Weasel II,
appeared with new homing and warning equipment mounted in pods
on the planers wing tips rather than stowed within the fuselage.
Because the heavy pods eaused dangerous vibration, however,
the wings of wild weasel II had to be strengthened and its indicated air speed kept below 300 knots. This performanee restriction, plus the cost of renovation, eliminated the plane from serious consideration as a replacement for Wild Weasel I. 1B

C) Wild Weasel IItr, however, a two-place F-10bF with essentially the same internally housed homing and warning equipment
as Major Willard's F-100Fts" passed its test at Eglin, reached

4T

Thailand in May 1966, and entered combat the following month.
The first contingent of five planes joined the 3BBth Tacticaitighter
Wing at Korat. Six others reached Takhli late in June and bY
4 July had entered combat in support of the 355th Tactical

Fighier Wing.

19

(} ttre arrival of these F-105Frs, which had the same
basic performance as the D model, marked the end of those
Iron Hand formations designed to compensate for the difference
in speed between the Thunder chief and the I'-100F- Hunterkiller flights came to consist of two two-plane elements, at least
one of which was led by a Wild Weasel. They generally approached the target in the same loose fingertip formation as
a flisht of strike aircraft, then separated to cover a broader
^t"u-.

2o

ffPlans also called for the deployment to Southeast A"Sia
of WiId Weasel IV, a modified f'-4C. This project fell behind

schedule because of the difficulty in finding space inside the
fuselage for the necessary homing and warning gear. Consequently none of these planes saw action during Rolling Thunder.2l

(-) wild weasel IV was on hand in time for the Linebacker
operations of 19?2, howev€fr &s was the F-105G, which was a
modified wild weasel III. The G model featured an improved
radar warning receiver and a jamming transmitter mounted in
a blister beneath the fuselage. work on the first of F-105Grs
began late in 1969" 22

{
Radar SuDDresslon

flDur'ng the operational testing of Wild Weasel I in
Southeast Asia, Major Willardts crews first homed on enemy
radar signals, then tried to pinpoint the SAM site, using
rockets to mark it for the kill. As the loss of two F-100Frs

attested, finding a camouflaged missile battery was dangerous
as well as difficult, for the wild weasel crews had to brave
antiaircraft fire, fighter attack, and the threat of SAM's
throughout the painstaking search. The U. S. Navy, however,
had a missile that promised to simplify the hunt for SAM units.

L2

(O This weapon was the AGM-45 Shrike, a solid-propellant
missile weighing 180 kilograms (400 pounds) that could home on
a radar transmitter from a distance of more than 17 nautical
miles, the maximum effective range of the Guideline missile.
The weaponrs sensor head reacted to signals over a specified
frequency band and could home on any radar that functioned-r,
within this band. A proximrty fuze detonated the 63- kilogrirn
(140-pound) warhead. The pilot launching a Shrike had to fly
directly toward the radiation source and loft the missile so
that its ballistic track would bring it close enough to the target
for the homing system to take over. Some L0 seconds after
launch, the rocket motor burned out and guidance ceased, but
if released precisely the weapon could strike within 20 feet of
the radar antenna against which it was directed. 23

C fne Wild Weasel I detachment was the first Air Force
unit to launch a Shrike in combat. This initial target, attat?led
on 1B April 1966, was a tr'ire Can radar located 5 nautical miles
northwest of Dong Hoi in the panhandle of North Vietnam. The
pilots of the three F- 105Dts that formed the killer component
of a four-plane Iron Hand teamtried to follow the missile in
order to bomb the transmitter and gun positions, but the Shelke
vanished in the haze. The electronic warfare officer in the"Eack
seat of the F- 100F saw the radar signal disappear from his
scope. S ince the transmitter remained mute for the remainder
of the mission, he concluded that the Shrike might have destroyed
or badly damaged it. 24
fl Despite the introduction of Shrike casualties remained
high among Wild-Weasel crews, whose tactics left them vulnerable to MIGrs and antiaircraft fire. Iron Hand teams preceded
the main strike force by 5 minutes, which deprived them olprotection from the F-4's that defended the main formation irdHl
fighter attack. In addition, while the strike aircraft thundered
toward the target, dropped their bombs, and withdrew, the Wild
Weasels kept searching for SAM sites, sometimes remaining for
as long as 35 minutes over an area bristling with antiaircraft
9uns. 25

/,?

(Cf So heavy were the losses that by mid-August 1966 onlfl
4 Wild Weasels remained flyabLe of the 11 converted F-105Frs
dispatched to Thailand earlier that summer. Although the
3BBth Tactical Fighter Wing had lost only one of its five Wild
Weasels, the enemy had shot down four of the six planes assigned to the 355th Tactical Fighter Wing and damaged the other
two beyond repair. In October, six replacements arrived and
were divided between the wings so that each had five aircraft.
Almost immediately, the North Vietnamese downed an F-105F
from the 38Bth Tactical Fighter Wing, flown by the WiId Weasel
detachment commander. For the remainder of Rolting Thunder
the number of Wild Weasels serving with each wing varied from
as few as 4 to as many as 12. 26

ry

(? Despite the losses suffered by the units that launched it,
Shrike did not destroy many radars. In fact, other types of
ordnance carried by the Wild Weasels proved more deadly,
once the crews had loeated the target. From 18 April through
15 July 1966, F-100F's and F-105Fts launched 107 of the missiles but scored only 1 confirmed and 38 probably hits. Various
factors contributed to this unimpressive record, among them
the sma1l explosive charge which required that Shrike score a
direct hit to inflict mortal damage. The principal reason for
the scarcity of hits, however, was the fashion in which the missile had to be launched.
$) Because the electronic gear on board the Wild Weasel
could not determine the precise range to target, the crew hadt
to use some other method of getting the Shrike within homing
distance of the enemy radar. A typical launch maneuver consisted of diving toward the transmitter until the missilets radiation seeker had locked onto the proper azimuth and elevation,
then pulling up and lofting the Shrike toward its target. A reference table told the crew what loft angle to use for a given
speed, dive angler ard altitude. This aiming system had two
built-in weaknesses. First, the Wild Weasel was hurtling
through the air as the crew made these calculations and was
closing with the radar transmitter. Second, the table being
consulted was based, for eas e of computation, on the assumption that the target lay at sea level; therefore, if the radar was
transmitting from a hilltop or ridge line, the loft angle would
be incorrect. 27

44

fl{nqr
(Ci ln using the launch table, the crew flew directly towaq^fl,
the intended target, thereby alerting the radar operators to the
imminent danger. Fan Song crews soon realized that they could
frustrate the Shrike by shutting down and depriving it of a radiation source upon which to home. In this fashion, the enemy
further reduced the number of Shrike hits, but in consequence
also diminshed the accuracy of his own SAMIs. Since the
radars could not cease transmitting whenever an aircraft dived
toward them, North Vietnamese operators had to devise a tactical compromise that enabled them to engage the attacking
Americans while offering only a fleeting target to the anti-radiation missile. 28

G tfre enemy found that an acceptable way of countering
Shrike was to reduce transmission time by relying on acqui- *r
sition radars or ground observers to supply the course and
speed approaching American formations. Instead of transmitting for 10 or 12 minutes, Fire Can and tr'an Song could remain on the air for 3 minutes or less. The North Vietnamese
also learned to recognize hunter-killer teams--usually four
planes--in contrast to the larger strike formations, and to
avoid using gun-laying or missile control sets while Iron Hand
was nearby. Radar operators shut down as soon as they detected a Shrike launch, which could be seen on the scope or reported by observers posted in the vicinity, thus depriving the
homing device of a target. 29
9) as these enemy tactics evolved, Wild Weasel crews

'r:''

found they could no longer cruise about and locate radars with

their own detection gear. They had to rely upon intelligence
reports in positioning their aircraft to engage suspected transrnitters. Also, because the radar signals were so brief, the
pilot and his electronic warfare officer sornetimes could not
use the standard table to calculate a loft angle and had to estimate how sharply to pull up. If the enemy had already launehed

a SAM, the Wild Weasel crew could only make "a best guess at
range" and fire a Shrike "in the hope that the firing would cause
the operators to shut down the radar causing the SAM to go
ballistic and miss its tarset. tr 30
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€) Despite the limitations imposed on Shrike by the
absence of Wild Weasel ranging equipment, crews did
make effective use of the antiradiation missile. Since
the enemy radar operators would reduce their transmissions in order to minimize the danger from Shrike, Iron
Hand flights used the threat of this missile to deter the
North Vietnamese from tracking accurately the strike formations. To make this menace credible, the Wild Weasels
would feint toward suspected radars, or sometimes actually
bomb them, and promptly attack any Fan Song or Fire Can
bold enough to begin transmitting. Occasionally, the lron
Hand teams disguised themselves by flying close to the
strike force, hoping to be mistaken for part of it, i.n order
to lull the enemy into going on the air long enough to provide
a target for the Shrike. 31
9l Between the summer of 1966 and the spring of 1967,
the Wild Weasel mission underwent subtle change. At first,
emphasis was upon hunter-killer attacks to search out and
destroy missile positions, but radar suppression gradually
took precedence over destruction, although Wild WeaseI
,fi
crews continued to attack with bombs, rockets, or 20-mm
cannon whenever they sighted a SAM battery. Aircraft diverted because of bad weather from Fan Song suppression
flights over the Red River delta carried out a secondary
hunter-killer against SAM sites in North Vietnamrs panhandle.32
(U) Among the more celebrated Wild Weasel missions was
the one 1ed by Capt. Merlyn H. Dethlefsen against the radar-controlled defenses of the Thai Nguyen steel works, some 40 nautical miles north of Hanoi. When he took off on 10 March 1967,
he carried a pair of Shrikes, plus bombs, and the 20-mm cannon
built into his F- 105F. He had "questioned the amount of damage
that an AGM-45 [Shrike] would do by itself" and hoped that he
could "actually accornplish something" with bombs and gunfire.

*

U) Fiying well ahead of the strike force, Dethlefsen urrcountered antiaircraft fire so dense that he lost sight of the other
iron Hand aircraft among the clouds of srnoke from bursting shells.
"Th" sky was just b1ack, " hu said later. "It was just horrible....
Ycu know yourre not bullet proof...when explosions are rocking
your wings and you can hear metal hitting rnetal. " 33
{
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(U) Capt. Kevin Gilroy, the electronic warfare officer,
located a tr'an song transmitter, but just as Dethlefsen raunchL!
a Shrike toward it, a pair of MIG-21's jumped the Wild Weasel
from behind' ore of the interceptors launched a heat-seeking
missile, forcing Dethlefsen to dive through a carpet of flak to
avoid it. Despite the danger from fighters and antiaircraft guns,
he stayed in the vicinity of rhai Nguyen as long as fuel remained
in an attempt to maintain radar suppression. When Gilroy detected another Fan song, Dethlefsen used his second shrike to
silence it. He then spotted a radar van parked at a third SA-2
site and attacked with bombs and cannon fire. 34
(U) Attfrough Gilroy cannot recall the incident Dethlefsen
has said that when the two men landed at Takhli, the fighter
pitots based there were "having a big celebration because theyrs
shot some MIGrs and at any rate we were largely ignored. " [sic].The
accomplishments of the wild weasel crew did not remain unn,oticed, however. Early in 1968, Dethlefsen received the Meddlt
of Honor for his part in the attack on Thai Nguyen, and Gilroy
got the Air Force Cross. 35

€) tfre Iron Hand tactics used in the 10 March 1967 raid
were standard for the time. Dethlefsenrs F-105F was 1 of 2
which, with a pair of F-105D's, preceded the strike force by
about 5 to 7 minutes (30 to 45 nautical miles) in order to check
the weather and suppress the Fan song or Fire can radars that
helped defend the steel mil1. The Iron Hand team was in a vulnerable position. separated from the larger formation and its
F-4 fighter escort, Dethlefsonrs group risked attack by hostile
interceptors, and both antiaircraft barrages and optically aimed
fire awaited the pilot who ventured within range. Unless the
radar suppression team remained in the area, as Dethlefsen did,
enemy operators could wait until Iron Hand had passed, then resume transrnitting in time to direct missiles and gunfire at the
f ighter -bombers.
(fl) By mid-1968, however, Seventh Air Force had revised
these tactics. The main strike force now followed just 1 minute
behind the Iron Hand flight that led the attack, and a second Iron
Hand team usually accompanied the fighter-bombers, flying near
the rear of the formation or on the flank where radar-controlled
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weapons posed the greater threat. The two flights could cover
a larger area than one, suppressing several radars simultaneously and ensuring continuous coverage throughout approach,
attack, and withdrawal. One team, moreover, could serve as
a decoy, tricking the enemy into using radar after it had
passed, so that the second would have a target for its Shrikes.
tespite these changes in tactics, Iron Hand crews still had to

run a gantlet of antiaircraft fire during bombing or strafing

runs.36

Ar lgp"ot"rg"rJ over

Shrike

'(IDAs early as the fal] of 1966, according to Co1. Arthur
t. Thomas of the 46Oth Tactical Reconnaissance Wing, Wild
Weasel was giving American Strike forces "some freedom of
action in the SAM defended areas, " even though the enemyts
skilled use of camouflage and Wild Weasel countermeasures"
would require the "immediate development of improved Weasel
equipment and weapons. r' 37 Among the major improvements
was a new antiradiation missile, the AGM-78, also called the
Standard ARM. A product of Air Force-Navy collaboration,
the new weapon made its combat debut late in March 1968, too
late to have much effect on Rolling Thunder, which ended within B months.

9) The Standard ARM had a longer range than Shrike,
greater destructive power, and better homing ability. In
theory, a pilot could engage a target 60 to 70 nautical miles
distant, but he would need luck to obtain a fix on a radar that
far away. A1so, to attain this range, he would have to release
the missile from an altitude of 40,000 feet, while in actual practice the Wild Weasels usually launched the AGM-78 from 10,000
to 24,000 feet. The Standard ARM boasted a warhead weighing
99 kilograms (219 pounds), almost half again the weight of Shrike's
explosive charge. The improved homing system, which enabled
the pilot to avoid ftying directly at the target, contained a memory
circuit that kept the missile on course even though the enemy radar
had ceased transmitting a few seconds before the time of intended
impact. On the debit side, the 610-kilograph (1350-pound) AGM-78
was more than twice as heavy as Shrike and, in the limited numbers
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manufactured by the spring of 1968, was roughly 10 times f;}
expensive, with each of the new missiles costing $200,000. 38

(? From 1 Apri1, when President Johnson halted the air
war north of the 2Oth parallel, until Rolling Thunder ended com-

pletely on 1 November, Wild Weasels used both Shrikes and
Standard ARM missiles in missions against southern North
Vietnam. For sorties near the demilitarized zone or along the
seacoast, Shrikes proved preferable to Standard ARMIs because
the longer range missile might endanger friendly forces.
During this same period, Wild Weasel crews revived the practice of trolling, flying near suspected SAM sites to entice Fan
Song operators into transmitting. When a radar came on t€air,
a Shrike or AGM-78 promptly homed on it. Should the SAM
battery succeed in launching a missile, the Wild Weasels could
dodge it, look for a cloud of dust raised when the first stage
ignited and bomb and strafe the site. 39
Wild Weasel and Radar Eo^bltgt

nva"ts naia"rs

atO BASS

aircraft took part in two radar
bombing programs, -one successful, the other a failure. The
successful venture originated with Gen. John D. Ryan, USAF'
who assumed command of Pacific Air Forces in February 1967
and almost immediately began searching for some means of

S Witd Weasel crews

and

continuing Rolling Thunder attacks during darkness and bad
weather. His initiative resulted in the modification of several
F-LO5Fts to fly either night bombardment or conventional Wild
Weasel. missions. Because of the generalts role in setting up
the project, the men who carried out the night strikes called
themselves "Ryan's Raiders. " 40
cf

pf On the night of 6 April, Ryanrs Raiciers struck for the
first time, bombing a ferry and rail yard deep inside North
Vietnam. Raids continued throughout the remainder of Rolling

Thunder, but the night operation remained essentially a form
of harrassment. Too few planes were available for a systematic
offensive, and those actually used could not attain pinpoint accuracy, since they relied upon a radar bombing system originally
designed for nuclear weapons rather than 340-kilogram (750-

poundbombs.4l

t.
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their first night strike,
eight F-105F's modified at Yokota Air Base, Japan, was able
to perform either night attack or normal WiId Weasel operations. Two of these planes were lost in May, but the 388thftl
Tactical Fighter Wing managed to replace them with a pair of
F-105tr'Is modified at Korat. Seven dual-purpose Thunderchiefs survived beyond the yearrs end, to be joined in February
by the first of six F-105F's equipped exclusively for nighttime
radar bombing. The dual-purpose aircraft reverted to Wild

O

When Ryanrs Raiders made

Weasel duties, though they remained available to Ryanrs
Raiders as replacements for planes being repaired. 42

|l) At the outset, Ryanrs Raidersr air crews consisted of
two qualified pilots. Since both officers had flown the singleseat Thunderchief, they were familiar with the radar bombing
equipment common to the D and F models. The detachment had
been in action less than a month, however, when Lt. Gen.
Joseph H. Moore, Vice Commander of Pacific Air Forces, decided that two pilots were a luxury and proposed training Wild
Weasel crews, made up of pilot and electronic warfare officers,
for night attack. His plan benefitted from a pool of the SACtrained electronic warfare officers, actually countermeasulr*
specialists, who mastered the F- 105F radar navigation and
bombardment equipment within a few weeks. Beginning in July
1967, four Wild Weasel crews alternated between dayiight radar
suppression and night bombing. Following the appearance early
in 1968 of the F-105Frs equipped solely for radar bombardment,
the Wild Weasel crews were relieved of night bombing duties,
but they had demonstrated such skitl in night operations that
Pacific Air Forces did not revive the original requirement for
two=pilot crews. 43
5) tn addition to providing the volunteer night

bombing

crews, Wild Weasel units sometimes performed nighttime f$ar
suppression as Ryan's Raiders flew low-altitude, nighttime penetrations deep into North Vietnam. Fitted with an auxiliary fuel
tank and just one Shrike missile, a Wild Weasel circled at high
altitude beyond range of SAM batteries, while an F--105F from
Ryants Raiders challenged the radar-controlted defenses as it
hurtled through the darkness. At first, the lone Wild Weasel
may have diverted attention from the attacking aircraft, and even

r,.0[0'fl,h
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though radar opeators soon realized that the appearance of one
plane high in the sky heralded the approach of a second at low altitude, they seemed reluctant to transmit at the risk of attracting a
Shrike.44
(*7 fne radar bombing scheme that failed bore the nickname
BASS, an acronym for Bistatic Aided Strike System, and emplaled
a specially equipped Lockheed EC- 121K, called Rivet Top, to
direct modified Wild Weasel against North Vietnamese radar. Inside Rivet Top's cramped fuselage, a controller first pinpointed
an enemy radar, then watched for the signal from a transponder
mounted on the Wild Weasel which had been triggered by the hostile
transmission. The controller tried to coach the Wild Weasel on
the transmitter, telling the pilot what headings to follow and when
to attack. turing 10 combat tests conducted in Septernber 196B,
however, the WiId Weaselrs transponder failed to register on the
controllerts scope, and he could not guide the plane to its target.45

An Aplraisal of W4g Wgegg

94""""sing

the effectiveness of radar suppression was a
problem from the outset. The first Shrike launched over North
Vietnam had vanished into a ground haze, Ieaving no clue to its
effectiveness except the fact that the radar set ceased transmitting. Although individual crcwmen felt otherwise, intelligence
analysts could confirm only one hit by the first 107 Shrikes
launched against North Vietnamese radars Yet, several of these
transmitters were destroyed or damaged by WiId Weasel crews
who spotted them and attacked with bornbs, rockets, or gunfire.
As enemy radar operators became more skillful in limiting transmission time, the Wild Weasels found it increasingiy difficult to
pinpoint targets electronically and sometimes launched against
brief bursts of radiation from sources invisible to them. Once
the crews had seen the target, however, these radar techniques
were useless against the more conventional munitions.46

€l The fact that a radar attacked by a Shrike or Standard
ARM might then be bombed by the very aircraft that had launched
the missile complicated the problem of judging the effectiveness
of the antiradlation weapons, for no one could declare with certainty what type of ordnance had destroyed a target. Also, because

52

of the speed with which the enemy could replace a radar
knocked out by aerial attack, intelligence analysts sometimes
found it difficult to determine whether the Wild Weasel had
actually scored a hit.

,.i{,

(ffffne Air Force Security Service, the agency responsible
for determining the impact of electronic countermeasures, had
access to radar intercepts that gave insight into Wild WeaseI
effectiveness. For example, the 35 Shrikes launched in southern
North Vietnam from ApriI through June 1968 caused no discerible damage but they did force the enemy to transmit brieflly
and at irregular intervals, undercutting his ability to burn
through American jamming. The 45 Shrikes launched during
the last 90 days of Rolling Thunder similarly disrupted radar
coverage, even though only three of the missiles actually damaged North Vietnamese radar vans. Wild Weasel did therefore
suppress enerny radars despite the small number of hits scored
with antiradiation missiles; it sometimes accomplished its
purpose by showing its fangs rather than drawing blood with
'.:,,..l
them. 47
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IV. ''THE

MOST SIGNIFICANT DEVELOPMENT''

€) CoI. Robin OIds, commander of the Thailand-based
Tactical Fighter Wing from September 1966 to December
1967, declared that "the most significant development in the
air war over North Vietnam during my tour was the introduction of the
. ECM ; eiectronic countermeasuresl pod and
with it a return to mass forrnation tactics reminiscent of
fighter operations in World War II and Korea. "1
Bth

nf,

p) Brig. Gen. William S. Chairsell, commander of the

Tactical Fighter Wing from August 1966 to August 1967,
similar evaluation. "Prior to the ECM pod, " he
wrote, "our aircraft were required to ingress and egress to
and from the target using terrain masking for protection and
employ the rpop-up' maneuver over the target, " tactics that
brought the planes "well within range of the majority of AW
I automatic weapons] and AAA I antiaircraft artilleryl " and made
them "extremely vulnerable to SA-2 firings and AAA at the
peak of their pop-up." Thanks to the self-protection pod, General Chairsell continued, "our aircraft could now roll into the
target from medium altitude--12,000 to 15,000 feet, " a
change that reduced losses and improved bombing r""r.r"y. 2
3BBth

made a

'w

gyjlg.-r"g ESIU Dis appoi ntme nt
F) The first pod used in Southeast Asia, the QRC-160-1,
gave no indication that its successors would earn such tributes.
Although, the Air Force had been working on the idea since
1959, the eariy device was a failure. The internal construction
could not withstand the stresses created by the high-speeds of
the RF-101rs that carried it, and the external shape generated
aerodynamic forces that twisted the planets wing tips. Consequently, after a brief trial in the spring of 1965, the pod was
withdrawn from service. 3
F) Not all of the early self-protection equipment proved
disappointing, however, Navy airmen jammed Fan Song using
the ALQ-51, a deception device which transmitted a faise position when triggered by radar waves. Instead of being enclosed
in a detachable pod Iike the QRC-160-1, the ALQ-51 was built
into the underside of the fuselage of Grumman A-6ts and latemodel McDonnell Douglas A-4rs. On 16 September 1965, an
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A-4E pilot reported success in jamming a Fan Song beam that
had been tracking hirn. Four days later, a flight of A-6's used r
their deception jammers in escaping a half-dozen SAMIs launched
against them.

+

(El tfre Air Force U-2 also carried a deception jammer, which
was successful against Fan Song during flights over the North.
U-2rs were few in number, however, and suited only for high altitude reconnaissance, so the failure of the QRC- 160- 1 placed the
burden for Air Force countermeasures on the EB-66. But the
EB-66 unfortunately was incapable of accompanying strike forces
into heavily defended areas and therefore could not effectively
assume countermeasures responsibilities. In the words of CoI.
Arthur t. Thomas, what the Air Force needed was rra penetration
aid that would defeat SAM and radar systems throughout the mission. "
As a result, correcting the defects in the QRC-160-1 received a
high priority. 5
Ground Center at Eglin
AFB began testing the QRC-160A-1. This modified pod, though
structurally stronger and somewhat heavier than the original, had
undergone no radical change. Like its predecessor, it was a
self-contained, barrage noise jammer with four 75-watt rnagnetron
transmitters (soon replaced by 100-watt models). These components fitted inside an aerodynamic pod measuring 230 centimeters
(7.5 feet) in length by 25 centimeters (10 inches) in diameter.
.r,
Total weight was 90 kilograms (200 pounds). Except for a 2B volt
status light in the cockpit, all electrical power came from an in-

I tn January 1966, the Air Proving

tegral ram-air turbine.

(€i Litce the older model, the improved self-protection pod
was simple to operate. Prior to takeoff, ground crewmen adjusted
the controls on the outside of the pod to establish the center frequency and band width that would jam particuiar kinds of radar.
The pilot needed onlv to turn the transmitters on and off. 6
(fh)

Preliminary evaluations indicated as early as the end

of January 1966, that the QRC-1604.-1 would prove mgged enough
for combat and was effective against Fan Song or Fire Can. By
mid-year, the test results convinced Gen. William W. Momyer,
who had recently assumed command of the Seventh Air Force,

*l
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that the new self-protection pod offered a means of reducing losses over North Vietnam. He therefore requested a combat evaluation, and 25 of the pods, with technicians to maintain
them, were sent to Thailand. In September, the test team and
its equipment reached the 355th Tactical Fighter Wing at Takhli,
which immediately launched Project Vampyrus to determine the
value of the pods against radar-controlled weapons. 7

xl

Projegt V"-.U.ISB

S From 26 September through B October 1966, F-10S'Dts
of the 355th Tactical Fighter Wing, commanded by CoI. Robert
R. Scott, flew 19 four..plane missions, sometimes as many as
three a day, to test the pods against targets defended by SAMf s
and radar controlled antiaircraft guns. Maj. Douglas D.
Brenner, of the wingrs 333d Tactical Fighter Sqrra-d"on, served t
as operations officer for Vampyrus, Capt. Karl G. Berroth
supervised maintenance, and troubleshooter for electronic problems was Capt. David S. Zook, who had served as project officer during the Eglin testing.
S)

The project moved forward with EB-66C's measuring
the effectiveness of the pods. The electronic warfare officers
on board first verified the number, location, type, and transmission characteristics of radars protecting the targets, then ob- *.
served how these transmitters reacted to the pod-carrying
Thunderchiefs. When necessary, the EB-66Crs jammed radars
outside the frequency range covered by the self-protection pods.

$) Besides testing the mechanics of the pods, the Vam-

pyrus task force experimented with formations, trying to lay
down the densest possible noise barrage with the least sacrifice of maneuverability. At first, the leader flew at altitudes tt
varying from 6000 to 16,000 feet, with others echeloned downward, each pilot remaining 1000 feet below and 1500 feet behind the plane ahead. This formation proved awkward however.
The fliers complained that they found it hard to locate navigational checkpoints and bombing targets because they had to look
up so frequently to maintain station. To avoid this distraction
they decided to form an echelon extending up and back from the
leader. And, to improve further the chance of picking up the
target, the leader sometimes maintained an altitude of 4500
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feet, the lowest he could f1y without running suicidal risks from
light antiaircraft guns.

3l tfre most spectacular Vampyrus mission occurred

on

B October 1966 when three four-plane flights of F-105Drs made
coordinated strikes against the Nguyen Khe oi1 storage facility
south of Hanoi. A pod-carrying Thunderchief of one of these
flights--Taksan flight--had mechanical trouble and was replaced
by a plane that had no jamming equiprnent. Prior to entering
the target area at an altitude of 4500 feet, this flight divided into
two elements, and almost immediately the two pods carried by ,,,1a
Taksan 01 ceased functioning. The other plane, Taksan 02'
was the last-minute replacement and had no countermeasures

protection at all.

(? Within seconds, the pilot of Taksan 01 found himself
in mortal peril. A MIG-21 dived toward him, and as he eluded
it, three B5-mm shells burst close enough to punch holes in the
skin of his F-105D. He jettisoned his bombs to gain speed and
maneuverability, but his engine suddenly quit. No sooner had
he restarted the balky turbine than a SAM came streaking toward
him. He quickly nosed over in a diving turn that brought him {
within 2500 feet of the ground. Antiaircraft shells burst around
him until he climbed out of ranse.
$) Taksan 02, also without countermeasures protection,
encountered comparably intensive fire from radar controlled

antiaircraft guns but luckily escaped damage. The other two
planes in the flight, however, Taksan 03 and 04, turned on
their self-protection pods and experienced only light to moderate fire.

5) For the second Vampyrus flight, Drill' the approach
to the target was more dangerous than the actual bombing. The
four planes thundered toward their goal at 2000 feet, boring
through planned barrages from machine guns and tight antiaircraft. Since this fire was not controlled by radar, the pods
did not affect its accuracy. Jamming became critical after the
F-105Dts climbed to 12,000 feet, just minutes from the target,
and exposed themselves to weapons directed by Fan Song and
Fire Can. The formation, however, encountered no opposition
from SAM's or antiaircraft guns as it dive bombed the oil

!*eq,
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storage tanks and returned at medium altitude to Thailand.

(C tfre four pod-carrying F-105D's of Steel, the third
Vampyrus flight, led by Major Brenner, now arrived on the
scene. Staggered between 12,000 and 16,000 feet, they took no
evasive action but headed straight for the storage area, dropped
their bombs, climbed 4000 feet, and set a course for Takhli.
None of the pilots saw either SAM's or bursting she1ls.

\

€i tfre Vampyrus project proved to the satisfaction of
the participants that pod-carrying Thunderchiefs, flying in
loose formation at medium altitude, could successfully defy
radar-controlled weapons. Pilots flying below 4000 feet continued to face danger from barrage fire by antiaircraft guns and
light automatic weapons, as the experience of Dril1 flight had
shown.

S) ffre tests also indicated that the QRC-160,4.-1, soon
to be redesignated ALQ-71, was sufficiently reliable for employment in combat operations. Maintenance had been a problem, s
however, with the ram-air turbine a recurring source of trouble.
The next step was to acquire enough of the pods to equip all the
fighter-bombers and tactical reconnaissance planes routinely
testing the defenses of the North.
1\Lajor Advantages and

Minor Problems

(€1""rr*,'ng these noise jamming pods on each of four

aircraft which fly a rather precise, widely spaced formation {
presents . . a large, spatially dispersed source of noise" and

denies range and good direction information to the radars, "
according to William R. Rambo, director of Stanford Universityts
electronic laboratory. Mr. Rambo cited some impressive statistics concerning pod effectiveness, telling the Air Force Scientific
Advisory Board that before Vampyrus the North Vietnamese were
averaging one kil1 for every 35 SAMrs launched, but that afterwar*
the ratio was ohe plane downed per 60 launchings. I

5) A fighter-bomber pilot confirmed these statistics.
"When I got my orders in 19SJ,'t ssid Lt. CoI (then Maj. )Robert
Belli, USAF, "the sortie rate until you could expect to get shot
down was 66 missions for a'105'pilot. " But, he discovered, "we

{tStllr
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had very few shot down the whole time I was there, in a year maybe seven or eight fellows went down. " To Be1li, it seemed that

"electronic warfare just turned the attrition rate upside down,
being pessimistic to optimistic. " 10

fron

!|i Despite its impact upon the loss rate, the self-protection
pod did not confer absolute immunity. During leve1 flight, two pods
protected an aircraft to within B-10 nautical miles of the SAM site.
At this point, "burn through" occurred, as the Fan Song beam overpowered the jamming signal, enabling the controller to locate a r*
target for his missiles. Also, because of the aircraftts antenna
propagation pattern, jamming coverage decreased markedly during
maneuvers, especially in steeply banked turns when the strongest
signal might not blanket every radar-controlled weapon that could
track the target and open fire. As a result, pods might blind one
radar, while at the same time leaving holes in the jamrning pattern
through which another set could lock onto the aircraft and destroy it
with SAMrs or gunfire. 11
rt
(5) tfre ALQ-71 had a few design shortcomings which escaped
notice untit the pods became standard equipment early in 1967. One
such problem was the location of the control box. This was installed
to the I'-105D pilotts right rear, where it was difficult for him to
see the light that indicated failure of the jamming device. The pod
therefore might quit functioning without his realizing it. Maintenance men in Thailand resolved the di.fficulty by moving the con-

trol

box.

(ff) at the same time, they corrected another failing, *"ti&
"
of mutual interference, by rewiring the box. Before this modification the same jamming signal that disrupted enemy radar also prevented the pilot from using his homing and warning gear. The change
in wiring enabled him to interrupt the jamming for a few seconds,
long enough for the homing and warning gear to react. 72
(5) Iron Hand teams had to exercise caution when using both
jamming pods and antiradiation missiles because the ALQ-71 reduced the accuracy of the Shrike homing device and created clutter
on the radar homing and warning scope in the Wild Weasel hunter arl
aircraft. Iron Hand crews therefore tried to avoid turning on the
pods until after receiving SAM warning and launching the antira-

diation missile.

13

SECRTI

?t By January 1967, the Seventh Air Force had
enough ALQ-71rs and mounting brackets to begin equipping
F-4 Phantoms as well as the F-losn's. unlike the Thunderchiefs, which had wiring for two pods, the F-4rs courd carry
only one, and this single jamming device was at best marginaIly effective. with only half the number of pods carried by
Thunderchiefs, a four-plane flight of F-4rs sacrificed
much
jamming coverage during steeply banked turns that the so
noise

barrage scarcely inconveni"n""o skilted radarmen. By midhad modified the phantoms to carry two pods and jam as effectiveLy as the F-105ts. 14

year' however' electronics technicians

€f Although the RF-101 voodoo had introduced the unsuccessful Qnc-160-1 pod to southeast Asia, this reconnaissance
plane did not at first carry the improved ALe-?1. since
.eq
voodoo usually flew alone, refusing to jam unless actuallythe
tracked by hostile radar, it seemed ioeatiy suited to a different
self-protection jammer, the ALe_51. Th; ALe_b1, when
gered automatically by enemy signals, broadcast a farse trig_
radar
return to deceive enemy radar operators. The North vietnamese,
however, blazed away so furiously at the farse targets presented
them by the ALQ-5l that damage to the aircraft seemed inevitable,
and Seventh Air Force had to substitute the ALe_?1. 15
(e1'rn November 7967, sAMrs scored eight

within
just 4 days, despite the self-protection pod. An kils
investigation
team flew to southeast Asia and discovered that a combination
of faulty radar bombing technique and the cunning of North vietnamf
defenders had been responsibre for the startlinglosses. some
Fan song radars were transmitting on a siightly lower frequency,
thus escaping the jamming barrage. Also, ai, po""e planes
tended to bunch up in order to obtain a more compact bomb
pattern
during missions controlled by ground-based radar, and in doing
they simplified the task of tracking and aiming at the jamming so
source. Instructions immediately went out to open ,rp for-"tfons

and to adjust the center frequencies of noise barrages directed
against Fan Song. 16

s

i

G) Tracking the jamming source (also ca[ed passive tracking)

enabLed the enemy to diminish the effect of self-protection
pods. Instead of relying on the radar return, which the noise barrage
had

obliterated' the enemy followed the source of this noise on his radar

€lgffit*"".
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q-f

scope' then launched missiles at the center of the jamming
pattern after verifying the range. To ensure the correcr range
to the target, the North vietnamese used triangulation, transmitting from widely separated radar sites linked by radio or
telephone. The radars operated just long enough to pinpoint the
aircraft and a really expert Fan song operator could avoid using
the tracking beam and guidance signal until the sAM had risen
from the launcher. Although there was some sacrifice of accuracy, these tactics reduced the impact of the ALe-?1, decreased
SAM warnin_g time, and minimized exposure to antiradiation

missiles.

17

Standardizing

Formations

qf

$f Because the amount of power generated by a self-protection pod was limited, formation flying was essential so that
several devices could reinforce one another. Too tight a formation, however, created a compact jamming source that invited
fire from an enemy skilled at passive tracking. From the first
Vampyrus missions, pilots had experimented with different tactical alignments, but even the most effective formation from the
standpoint of electronic coverage had certain tactical disadvan13gu". As analysts at Seventh Air Force headquarters pointed out,
"the pod formation, while optimizing electronic countermeasur€|f
complicates the dive.bombing delivery problem. " These special-ists also reported a "pronounced shallowing effect on dive angles"
because only the leader attained "the desired roll-in point" "
Pilots realized they could improve accuracy by abandoning the pod
formation about a minute before rolling into their dives. when
necessary, the pilot farthest to the right shifted to the leaderrs
left in order to place himself on the side opposite the target and
clear the line of vision of the other two members of the flight.
Despite such last minute adjustments, dive bombers sometimes
had to attack at angles as shallow as 30 degrees instead of the
ideal 45 to 60 degrees. 1B
S) The unavoidable sacrifice of accuracy was acceptable
because of the protection afforded by the countermeasures pod.
ry
Except when actually dive bombing a target, pilots accepted the
discipline of a pod formation. The positioning of the aircraft varied
according to unit, however, for the two wings that did most of the
Rolling Thunder bombing adopted srightly different formations.
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Ql By the summer of 1968, the 355th Tactical Fighter
Wing at Takhli was dispatching pod formations of four aircraft,
consisting of a pair of two-plane elements, extending 3000 to
4000 feet across and 750 feet from top to bottom. Lowest and
farthest to the right was the 02 atrcraft, with the formation
leader, 01, 250 feet higher and slightly forward of this plane.
Echeloned upward from the leader and 10 degrees to his left
were planes 03 and 04, with 03 500 feet higher than the leader !
and 250 feet higher than 04. (When the QRC-1604'-1 improved
pods first made their combat debut, Vampyrus pilots flew a
less precise formation that extended 3000 feet from top to bottom, with the aircraft echeloned 1000 feet apart. )

€) T'he 3BBth Tactical Fighter Wing at Korat adopted a
deeper formation than the 355th, one that extended 3500 feet
across and 1500 feet from top to bottom. Again, 02 on the far
right was lowest, with the leader 500 feet higher and slightty
ahead of him, Numbers 03 and 04 were echeloned at regular intervals, 10 degrees to the leaderrs left rear, 500 feet sepa- .1'
rating them vertically. 19
New Equipment

G) As these formations were evolving, new kinds of selfprotection pods arr:ived in Southeast Asia. The most important
of them was the ALQ-87 (originally called QnC-160-B), first
used in combat Late in 1967 and in general use early the following year. At first, a ram-air turbine supplied current for the
four magnetron jammers housed in the ALQ-87, but this power
source proved too frail to withstand high-speed maneuvering, sothe pod had to be tied into the planets electrical system. Besides laying down a continuous jamming barrage, the ALQ-87
had a sweep modulator which could introduce random bursts of
reinforcing noise in a so-caI1ed 'rpulse power option. " The pod,
therefore, could simultaneously perform any two of three functions: denying range and azimuth data to Fire Can; depriving Fan
Song of range, altitude, and azimuth; and jamming the position
beacon installed in the sustainer section of the Guideline missile.20
Beacon jamming, called down-link jamming, interfereJt
with the signal that enabled the SAM controller to follow the missile
on radar in order to correct its trajectory. Both the ALQ-71 and

€)

6)r

A.LQ-87 enjoyed impressive success with this technique. For r*.
example, from the inception of beacon jamming in December
1967 until 1 April 1968, when bombing north of the 19th parallel
was banned. SAM batteries launched some 4g5 missiles at Iron
Hand rhunderchiefs but downed only three planes and two of the
planes^ had been jamming the tracking beam inste.ad of the down

1ink.

27

(C) The next piece of self protection equipment to appear in
southeast Asia was the QRC-335, which could perform either deception or noise-barrage jamming. Its designers intended it
for activities, such as Iron Hand, where pod formation was not
feasible. Consequently Wild Wease1 tr.-105Gts had this transmitter installed beneath the fuselage. The device, however, di{_
not enter service until the April 1968 bombing restrictions were
in effect and therefore had only slight impact on Rolling Thunder.22

Jamming

eglgJ

Communications

(€) Although the self-protection pods saw extensive service, the Air Force made only limited use of communications
jammers, such as the QRC-128 transmitters in the EB-66's.
The standard strike formations were designed for pod protection
agasinst fire control radar, and planners showed less coneern
q
about disrupting communications among ground controllers and
MIG pilots. SAM's and antiaircraft guns, after all, posed the
greatest threat during Rolling Thunder; a1so, communication jamming interfered with friendly as well as hostile verv-hioh-flrequency radio traffic. zr
(G) Despite the problems, EB-66rs, along with Navy and
Marine Corps planes carrying AN/ALQ-92 or AN/ALQ-55 transmitters, made occasional attempts to disrupt enemy communications. To avoid drowning out friendly messages, electronic warfare officers waited for a "start jamming" code word, unless a
MIG was approaching their aircraft. Another code word, also issued over a prescribed ultra-high-frequency channel, signaled
cease jamming. 24

(*l tn addition to the EB-66's, eight Takhli-based F-105F's,*,
carried the QRC-128. Too bulky to be placed in a pod, this
equipment took almost the entire rear cockpit, replacing the

electronic warfare officer, who was not needed because the
QRC-128 responded automatically to a predetermined radio
signal. The bombing restrictions of 1 April 1968 confined the
air war to regions lightly defeided by radar-controlled MIG|s,
so these modified F- 105Frs saw little action. zb

{t

(C Following the limitation on bombing, two Navy aircraft, an EKA-3B and an EA-6.{, responded with their
AN/ALQ-55 jammers when a pair of MIG's attempted to intercept a Navy Ling Temco Vought RF-BG reconnaissance craft
and its F-BE fighter escort north of Vinh. An Air Force Electronic Warfare Center evaluation indicated that the jamming .s{
was effective. One of the MIGIs, intent on pursuing the photo
plane, apparently failed to receive a radioed warning of the
F-BE, which shot him down from behind. On the following
day, 10 July 1968, a Navy F-4J destroyed a MIG-21 under similar circumstances. 26

G On 22 September of that year, an Air Force EB-66E
joined an EA-6,4' in jammi.ng very-high-frequency radio communication as two MIGIs bore down upon American aircraft conducting strikes in the panhandle of North Vietnam. The guided missile cruiser USS Long eggg requested the jamming, recalled tb
friendly fighter-bombers, and launched a Talos missile that
downed one of the interceptors. Analysis indicated that communications jamming might have prevented the victim from receiving
a radioed warning of the missile firing. This was the last apparent success for the type of electronic countermeasure until 1 0
May 1972, when communications jamming.figured in the destruction of one MIG-21 and seven MIG-17rs. z t
The Use of Chaff during Rolling Thunder
r[

€| Unlite the complex self-protection pod, chaff, the simplest of radar countermeasures, saw limited service during
Rolling Ttrunder. One reason was the Navyrs concern that screens
dense enough to blanket North Vietnamese radar would interfere
with electronic equipment on board ships, located off the North
Vietnamese coast, controlling fighter cover. Another reason
was that Air Force fighter-bombers carrying the war to the North
were not equipped with chaff dispensers.

-*d
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As early as the spring of 196?, however, F-4D squadrons had improvised a means of employing chaff in conjunction
with other counterrneasures. Bundles of the radar reflectors
were taped inside the speed-brake well. When a SAM was sighted,
or when the warning gear indicated that a missile was on the way,
the pilot activated the brake, releasing a cloud of chaff, then took
evasive action. The Udorn-based RF-4C reconnaissance unit
proved equally inventive. when the pilotrs warning equipmentrs
alerted him that radar had locked onto his plane, he used his
photoflash cartridge dispenser, intended for night photography,
to drop two of three chaff containers. 2B
(C)

(3) While the EB-66ts did carry chaff dispensers they used
chaff only to supplement the electronic noise barrage. These
planes released chaff to compensate for the weakening of the
jamrning signal when not flying broadside to the target radar'
During the usual elongated orbit, each plane dumped chaff whenever it made a turn. The resulting chaff return posed no prob1em for shipboard fighter controllers,^because the radar return
ry
was concentrated in a compact area.29
Seif- Protection Pods: An Aid but not a Panacea

(5) Comparison of Air Force losses in the sarne re gion'
before and after pods became standard equipment, indicated that
these devices reduced casualties, since the loss rate without
pods was four time the rate with them. Although this comparison
was far from conclusive because of the many variables involved-specific target, weather', number of aircraft' and experience of
both attackers and defenders--pilots considered the pod essential
to their survival, one of them crediting it with "turning the attrition rate upside down. "30

its importance, the pod imposed some limitations
that stemmed mostly from the nee&'|o
drawbacks
on an attacker,
rnaintain formation in order to lay down an adequate jamming barrage. The pod also restricted maneuverability because steeply
banked turns directed the strongest portion of the jamming signal
ineffectually into space. Unfortunately, frequent turns were
necessary to obtain an unobstructed view behind the formation and
guard against attack from the rear, the favorite approach of MIG
pilots. The fighter-bombers and their escorts tried' however, to
compensate by making successive shallow turns, keeping the wings
(C) Despite

tt9ftFr

o/

as level as possible and focusing the noise barrage down_
ward. Another deficiency was that the pod increased drag

and supplanted bombs or fuel that mighi otherwise hang
beneath the wings. Without question, however, the proteetion
provided was worth the sacrifice in maneuverability, fuel
*!*il
capacity, and bomb load. 31

(u) The pod also had some effect on bombing accuracv.
By jamming the radars controrling the sAMrs ano gs-mm girrr",
it enabled the F-4's and F-10brs to attack from above the concentrated fire of the automatic weapons and right antiaircraft
guns which had claimed so many victims durirlg 196b and 1g66.
Bombing from these safer artitudes was generalry considered
less accurate than low-level strikes. yet this loss of accuracj'r
probably was theoretical rather than real, since low-artitude
strikes could not achieve bombing-range precision in the face
of intensive fire. 32

sql
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V: ROLLING THUNDER TO LINEBACKER:
A TIME OF TRANSITION
On 1 ApriI 1968, President Johnson limited Rolling
Thunder to targets south of 19 degrees North latitude; then,
effective 1 November of that year, he halted the air war
against North Vietnam. The latter decision did not put an end
to all missions over the North, however, for both President
Johnson and his successor, Richard M. Nixon, asserted the
right to conduct aerial reconnaissance and to respond to
enemJ{ prbvocation.

lD

3) Reconnaissance, whether by Teledyne Ryan drones or
by manned aircraft, required countermeasures support, as
did retaliatory strikes against carefully selected targets outside North Vietnam, such as airfields, and the supply depots
that sustained ground operations in Laos, South Vietnam, or
Cambodia. In attacking the enemy's lines of supply and reinforcement, B-52rs ranged close enough to North Vietnamese
territory to come within range of SAM batteries located there.
Consequently Wild Weasels and EB-66rs joined forces to protect the Stratofortresses from these weapons.
pf Despite some refinement, especially in Wild

Weasel

operations, jamming techniques during the bombing halt remainecl unchanged, even though Rolling Thunder shifted to a
smaller geographic area and then shut down. The principal
change was an increased use of chaff to supplement stand-off
jamming. As Chaff screens became more common, the use
of self-protection pods declined, for few of the retaliatory
strikes hit the kird of heavily defended targets where pods
were most effective. Beginning in April 1968, therefore,
Wild Weasel crews had to adjust their tactics when escorting
armed reconnaissance flights, as they frequently did until
the November bombing ha1t. AIso, suppressing SAM sites
that threatened B-52 ceIls required different operating methods
than those used by the Wild Weasels during Rolling Thunder
strikes.

€l Since resumption of all-out aerial war against the
Northern heartland remained a possibility, Thailand-based
Air Force squadrons occasionally rehearsed tactics used

f[c

ffir
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almost daily during Rolling Thunder. One such rehearsal
oc6urred in May 1969, some 6 months after President Johnsorff
halted the bombing. A formation of F-105Drs took off from
Thailand heading toward the Red River delta. The formation
turned back short of the North Vietnamese border, but not
before triggering enemy radar. To add to the realism, an
EB-66E and an EB-66C jammed early warning and ground
control intercept
sets, as had been done before the bombing
ha1t. 1
That "oId, Tired Airplane"
continued to be the only Air Force plane ''{
engaged in stand-off jamming. But the slower pace of air
operations against the North required fewer of these aircraft,
so EB-66 strength in Thailand diminished accordingly. On
31 October 1969, the 41st Tactical Electronic Warfare Squadron
disbanded, From a maximum of 3B aircraft, the total in
Southeast Asia now declined to 20--6 EB-66Cts and 14 Ets -and the last of the B models headed for retirement at DavisMonthan. 2

(Slttre EB-66

*,

f$Some 12 months before the end of Rolling Thunder
the enemy began shifting his defenses to deal with the B-52ts
attacking targets in the vicinity of the Ban Karai and Mu Gia
passes into Laos, and in the area immediately south of the demilitarized zone. Just inside their own territory the North
Vietnamese set up SAMrs that could fire upon Stratofoftresses
as far as 15 nautical miles beyond the border. To counter this
threat, EB-66rs escorted the bombers and orovided stand-off
jamming.
{6) The B-52 raids continued, unaffected by the ban on
bombing the Northrand help from the EB-66rs remained a necessity. On a typical mission, one or more EB-66rs closed to {
about 10 nautical miles from the target, but remaining outside
North Vietnamese airspace, and commenced jamming the
radars located a short distance inside enemy territory. Electronic warfare officers on board the B-52ts kept watch for hostile radar activity, turning on their own jammers to reinforce
the EB-66 barrage should the North Vietnamese begin trans-

mitting.

3
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5) During a December 1969 mission over Laos, SAMts
located inside North Vietnam fired upon two EB-66ts and the
B-52rs they were screening. Neither of the EB-66 crews detected a Fan Song signal, though the B-52 electronic warfare
officers did. This indicated that at least one tr'an Song operator
used his radar to pinpoint the range a few seconds before launching, while others tracking the trB-66ts relied so1e1y on passive
tracking in an apparent instance of triangulation. A SAM passed
within 50 feet of one of the Stratofortresses, but neither of
those fired at the EB-66rs came closer than 5000 feet. 4
(t)

Even though Rolling Thunder had ended, Air Force '*rf
EB-66rs furnished jamming for the frequent drone reconnaissance missions over the northern provinces of North Vietnam.
Electronic warfare officers engaged the radars that could locate
the pilotless craft and direct SAMrs, antiaircraft fire, or interceptors against them. From two to four EB-66ts usually took
part in this jamming, depending upon such factors as weather,
the area to be reconnoitered, and its defenses.

p)

When the drones were flying at low altitude into the
SAM defenses protecting Hanoi and Haiphong, the EB-66rs d0.
aligned themselves with the programmed flight path so that the
most dangerous of the enemyrs acquisition and missile system
radars would be transmitting directly into the jamming beam.
As the drone passed beyond the SAM sites, the Fan Song
radars now looked away lrom the EB-66 orbit and were all but
unaffected by the jamming barrage. In contrast, the Spoon
Rest acquisition radar remained susceptible to jamrning even
though the noise source was behind it. Interference with Spoon
Rest usually enabled the drone to survive the SAM defenses and
escape to some lightly defended area of North Vietnam.
er

3) Until May 1969, the EB-66 bore exclusive responsibility
for stand-off jamming to screen drone reconnaissance flights.

During that month, however, the Marine Corps EA-6A began
sharing the burden. Equipped with a steerable antenna, the Marine
aircraft proved more successful than the older EB-66 in providing
protection against North Vietnamese SAM|s.
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(0 In additicn to SAM's, the enemy sometimes used MIGIs
against the pilotless aircraft, and occasionally the two in combination. For about 3 weeks, the missile sites would challenge
each drone entering heavily defended portions of the northern
3 weeks, MIG|s took over
while the SAM batteries remained generally silent. From the
enemyrs point of view, this pattern of reacting to the 20 tJfs
monthly drone missions enabled him to exercise two components
of the air defense system. Although valuable for training, this
practice permitted the EB-66rs and EA-6Ars to concentrate on
just one threat; rarely did the Americans have to deal simultaneously with both missiles and interceptors.

provinces. Then, for perhaps 2 or

(G Untite the low altitude drones, those emptoyed afr
high altitude carried equipment to counter both SAM|s and
MIGIs. One item, Rivet Bounder, was a deception jammer
activated by the Fan Song guidance signal. Because space was
at a premium on board the reconnaissance vehicle, the same
antenna that received the guidance signal also broadcast the
false radar return. This resulted in a slower reaction than
was normal for repeater jammers. In addition, high-altitude
drones carried Hat Rack, a device that could recognize both
MIG and SAM threats and induce an appropriate response. To
frustrate a MIG attack, Hat Rack triggered a maneuver called
"gi-p". To counter a SAM, it could initiate two other evasive
actions: "evade" and "dodge. " The type of anti-SAM maneuver
depended upon the power and direction of the Fan Song beam and
whether or not a guidance signal was detected. Altho;gh t€itfr""
Rivet Bounder nor Hat Rack was more than partially successful,
the high-altitude craft usually reconnoitered lightly defended areas
and therefore did not require the assistance of EB-66rs or EA-6Ars.

G) Several of the low-altitude drone routes employed around
Hanoi and Haiphong exited to the southeast, and the pilotless craft
neared the coastline, they usually ctimbed abruptly. Once the
enemy noted this sterotyped flight profile, he directed MIG's
against this portion of the routes. During the resulting afficks,
the EB-66rs and EA-6Ats focused upon the Barlock ground control
intercept radar, but the jamming was generally ineffective against
a set that the Air Force Electronic Warfare Center considered
"excellent. " Occasionally the supporting aircraft also jammed veryhigh-frequency radio to disrupt instructions from ground controllers

rn'ff,ffifr
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to interceptor pilots. Such communications jamming by ag
EA-6A probably saved a drone attacked by MIGrs on 16 Maj
1970. Under almost the exact conditions, on 3 July 1970, the
supporting EB-66ts did not attempt to jam radio traffic, and
the interceptors downed the reconnaissance craft.

9) Participation by Marine Corps EA-6Ats in the drone

program ended on 27 June 1970. Afterward,the low-altitude
flights depended for survival on EB-66 support, and the highaltitude craft, protected by Rivet Bounder and Hat Rack, continued to fly over less dangerous areas without stand-off iam-

rning.

5

1968 bombing halt, EEu66
tactics tended to become sterotyped. When the aircraft worked
with B-52ts, for example, the defenders could be sure that the
bombers wor ld attack within SAM range of North Vietnamts

€f Following the 1 November

borders, either along the demilitarized zone or in the vicinity
of the mountain passes leading into Laos. Similarly, as an
EB-66 crewman pointed out, "since so few EB-66's f1y north
over the Gulf of Tonkin, it is a good indication that when an
EB-66 proceeds north.
the drone launch is imrninent. " In
either case, the North Vietnamese had several clues to the
identity of the countermeasures aircraft, such as the characteristic radar return, speed and altitude, and radio call signs,
which were changed infrequently. 6

(e) Despite this tendency toward standardization'in part a
consequence of brief tours and frequent rotation for both staff
officers and flight crews, the Americans did occasionally vary'
their drone tactics by launching over Laos instead of the Tonkin
Gulf. On 31 July 1969, one of these west-to-east flights caught
the defenders off guard. And, while an EB-66C and EB-66E laid
down a jamming barrage, a drone-flew low over Hanoi, untrfiall(
enged by either gunfire or MIGts.

(€f :fne most serious problem confronting EB-66 crews
during the late 1960's and early'70rs was engine wear. In the
words of Capt. James L. Hendrickson' an etrectronic warfare
officer, the EB-66 had become "an old, tired airplane.
really gone to the point where itrs dangerous. " B In April 1969,
an Allison J-?1 engine failed on takeoff, and an EB-66B' crashed,

,.,,
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killing all three crewmen. Inspection of the wreckage disclosed

metal fatique in the failed fourth stage compressor; as a result
the entire EB-66 fleet had to be grounded. Mechanics pored
over the Allison engines and discovered that fatigue cracks were
common through the compressor stages of thos engines with
1200 or more hours of operating time since the last replacement of rotor discs. Slightly lnore than a third of the aircraft
at Takhli were found to require engine changes, a job that took
2 months. Although the immediate crisis had ended by June,
engine wear was a recurring problem for the remainder of the
war' n
.,*
wild Weasel in Quieter Times

ClFrom 1 April through 31 October 1968, bombing restrictions kept Air Force strikes south of the 19th parallel.
The usual cornbat mission llown during this period was daylight
armed reconnaissance. Because small formations ranged over
large areas, the Wiid Weasel tactics that had evolved for massed
Rolling Thunder strikes now required revision.
€) Nor could the enemy mass his missile battaliorrs

as

he had done when the Americans were concentrating upon targets
in the Red River delta. Except for the SAM complex at Vinh,
which resembled those that had been eneountered farther north,
missile units in the panhandle moved frequently and went into
action only when a good target appeared. SAMIs were least active
o'f
along the demilitarized zotret where crews tended to look for
easy kil1s.

€l tn this new situation, Wild lVeasels orbited in the vicin-

ity of any probable or known missiLe units and attacked even the
suspected sites during and after a strike. Because of the changed
tactical situation, the rnission was neither a radar suppression
nor a hunter-killer activity, but a combination of both.

f) During Aprii 1968, four SA-2 units were operating
south of 19 degrees. Two of these defended Vinh, one was 10cated along the demilttarized zone, and tkre fourth was sporadically active around Bai Duc Than, a town mid-way between Vi?ih
and Dong Hoi. The following month saw the addition of at least
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three units, one of which deployed to vinh while another set up
near Dong Hoi. The reinforced sAM defenses in the panhandle
were not especially active, however, launching perhaps 10
missiles in May compared to 3 in Apri1. During May, however,
-Wild
Wgasels undertook an aggressive bombing campaign
against the Dong Hoi, Bai Duc Than, and demilttarrzed zone
missile defenses, making at least 26 attacks, in contrast to the
one recorded for the previous month. The number of strikes
against these sAM sites increased to 3B in June and reached a
peak of 82 tn August.

p) Although most of the bombs fell

upon

missile install-

ations that appeared to be unoccupied, WiId Weasel crews did
see many secondary explosions. Intelligence could not, however,
determine how much SAM equipment was actually destroyed. *ra
whatever the amount of damage, the strike may have discouraged
the southward deployment of additional sAM units, for the buildup which had begun in May came to an abrupt end. By September,
intelligence was finding it difficult to determine whether any
missile sites remained in operation south of the 1B parallel. If
such units were present, their activity had declined sharply;
from June through october they made just two single-missile ry
attacks on American aircraft. The results attributed to wiLd
weasels cost two F-105F's downed by antiaircraft fire -- one in
April and the other in september -- but no Air Force plane fell
victim to SAM's. 10

(? In addition to attacking missile sites, Wild Weasels were
escorting manned reconnaissance planes over southern North
Vietnam. The F-105Frs and G's tried to suppress enemy radar by
their presence alone. Indeed, for a time the rules of engagerr)@t
specified that Rtr'-4c or wild weasel crewmen actually had to see
a rnissile hurtling skyward before the escort could attack a SAM
site. This policy, however, was short lived, hecause crew members could not see missiles boring through low lying clouds in
time to take evasive action. Moreover, the delay in reacting gave
Fan Song operators time to shut down and thus deprive antiradkption
missiles of a target. 11
G) Wnite protecting the B-52's that continued to bomb infiltration and supply routes exiting from North Vietnam into Laos,

r,rlg*[h
wild weasel crews sometimes conducted trolling operations
along the North vietnamese border. According to Lt. col.
Robert E. Belli, a wild weasel pilot, the F-lObGrs "would go
along the borders of North vietnam in the hope that radars
would come up and we would have a chance to pinpoint any
threat before the B-52ts got there. " when a witd-weasel
picked up a Fan Song signal, the crew warned the B-52rs,
which were usually under orders to avoid approaching an area
defended by sAMts when one of these radars was trarismitting.
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fIn protecting the B-b2ts, those Wild Weasels armed
with AGM-45 shrike missiles sometimes had to fly over North
vietnamese territory, where the SAM batteries and radars
were located- "we felt, " Lieutenant colonel Beili reported,
"that we had to position ourselves between the B-sz strike force
and the nearest sAM site. " Belli and the other crewmen wanted
the enemy to see the wild weasel escort and realize the danger
of using radar-controlled weapons against the bombers. However, because of the short range of the AGM-45, "many times
this meant we had to be over North vietnam. r' otherwise,
rilr'
shrike launchings would be futile and radar suppression a joke.
whether or not to enter North vietnamese airspace "was pretty
much our interpretation of when it was required. " 13
Gusually two wild weasels supported each B-b2 mission,
flying parallel to the border and timing their runs so that the
stratofortresses had coverage during approach, bomb release,
and withdrawal. As the ordnance was exploding among hidden
trails, and storage areas, and the bombers began turning away,
one of the F-105G's generally flew straight toward the sAM
site that posed the greatest danger, maintaining course for 30
to 60 seconds in order to ensure suppression until the B-52's .{tsf
were safely out of range. 1,4
G) One of the two WiId Weasels escorting a B-52 strike
normally carried a standard ARM AGM-TB misJite and a shrike,
and the other a pair of shrikes. Most F- 105G crews preferred
the AGM-78, even though its weight and aerodynamic characteristics reduced aircraft performance Lieutenant colonel Belli
maintained that the standard ARM "gave us a real long range
capability against the sAM plus, in certain scenariosr our missile could impact on a SAM site before their missiles could hit

ftQftFh*
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us, just as a function of speed. " He felt that the Shrike remained
in service only because of a shortage of the fittings used to secure
the newer missile beneath the wings of F-105G's. 15

9gn"tr though North Vietnamts outermost defenses were
less formidable than those encountered by the wild weasels duri.ng
Rolling Thunder, radar suppression was still dangerous work.
Lieutenant Colonel Belli, while still a major, and his electronic
warfare officer, Lt. Col. Scott W. Mclntire, found themselves
flying above a solid cloud deck on 10 December 19?1 while suppggting a B-52 strike in Laos near the North Vietnam border. Their homing and warning set told them a SAM was being launched, but
the clouds prevented them from seeing the missile in time to avoid
being hit. Both men ejected from the burning plane, but Belli alone
survived, to be rescued the following day. 16
Ot.tt

gf Egllgs": Self-protection Pods
r:r tfre S*r TeJ Raid

I Since most American air operations by 19?1 were taking
place along the periphery of North Vietnam instead of in the more
heavily defended heartland, self-protection pods were no longer as
essential 'rs they had been during Rolling Thunder. For example,
Wild Weasel crews sometimes flew F-105G's that did not carrv the
special QRC-335 jammers developed for them. In fact, l-ieutentfi
Colonel Belli was flying such an unprotected airpLane when he was
shot down in December 1971. He maintained that the eclipse of the
self-protection pod was "one exampte of experience and lessons
learned and forgotten during a period of time because the turnover
[of personnel] was so heavy and the threat so light. " 17
(DpoOs did prove invaluable, however, when Air Force
planes had to penetrate deep into the North, as happened during
November 1970 when a raid on the village of San Tay attempted tg.*
free 50 to 60 of the estimated 350 American servicemen held prisoner in North Vietnam. Preparations for the raid began in the summer of that year. A joint task forcer corrtrnsnded by Rrig. Gen.
LeRoy J. Manor, USAF, planned and trained for a swift descent
upon Son Tay, some 20 nautical miles northwest of Hanoi and the
site of a compound that, according to intelligence data, held as
many as 60 prisoners of war.

6'
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Brigadier General Manor and his staff planned for an
Army assault force, carried in Air Force helicopters, to rescue the men. Fighter cover and air support were Air Force
responsibilities, and Navy carrier pilots were to conduct a
feint to riwet the enemy's attention to the port of llaiphong 60
nautical miles southeast of the actual objective. Rehearsals
were held in the United States using a full-scale, wood-andcanvas mockup of the prison camp, and, after a final brisfrng
in Southeast Asia, on the night of.20-21 November the group
headed

for

Son Tav.

GWhile 59 Navy planes executed a diversion off
Haiphong, 6 helicopters flew eastward from Thailand, following their navigation ship, a Lockheed C-130E Hercules. Another Hercules led the strike force, five Douglas A-1E attack
planes furnished fire support. Both transports mounted jamming transmitters to frustrate gun-laying radars like Fire Can,
and the A-1Ets carried QRC-128 jammers to disrupt radio
communication between MiG pilots and their sround controllers.
SAIso on hand that night was a support group which included Air Force F-4 Phantoms for fighter cover, a Lockheed
EC-121 to direct these fighters and provide MIG warning, a
Boeing RC-135M for communications intellige.nce, and a KC-135
airborne radio relay. A pair of HC-130P tankers was available
to refuel the helicopters, while KC-135rs were on hand td{Tefuel
the F-4rs and five WiId WeaseI F-105Grs included in the expedition.
pf These WiId Weasels, armed with antiradiation missiles,
were to protect the assault force and its fighter cover from the
SAMrs that guarded the Son Tay area. Enemy missile crews managed, however, to damage two of the F-105Grs, one so seriously
that it had to be abandoned over Laos. Both crew members parachuted safely, and were picked up by helicopter.
''rqf
F| Within the prison compound, the raiders found only empty
cells and some North Vietnamese troops who when they recovered
from their initial surprise, opened fire. Despite this opposition,
only one American was injured and none killed, though a disabled
helicopter had to be destroyed as the force was withdrawing.
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Although the basic plan worked almost flawlessly. The
operation failed to accomplish its purpose. Sometime during
the autumn the enemy had transferred the prisoners from Son
Tay to other facilities. 1B
Rehearsing

lor th" Final Act

5) i|fre countermeasures gear that had served so effec-

tively in Rolling Thunder was returned to action during retaliatory operations like Proud Deep Aipha -- a series of strikes
against stoutly defended airfields, petroleum storage tanks and
military barracks. These attacks, delivered from 26 thtryagh
30 December 1971, represented a response to North Vietnamrs
shifting of MIG interceptors and additional SAM's to protect
Ban Karai and Mu Gia passes, two portals for the movement
of troops and supplies from Laos to South Vietnam. During the
5-day operation, Air Force and Navy planes flew 935 strike
sorties, defying cloud cover to bomb targets located in the
North Vietnamese panhandle between the 17th and L9th parallels.
An additional 29 sorties were devoted to armed reconnaissance,
all but impossible because of the foul weather, and 102 to.,ndar
suppression, a particularly dangerous mission because the lowhanging clouds that concealed enemy SAM|s and gave the Iron
Hand crews just moments for evasive action. 19

p Although no MIG's rose to defend the airfields or other
Proud Deep Alpha targets, Air Force and Navy fliers met determined opposition from SAMts and antiaircraft guns. Because of th
the clouds, American airmen may not have seen all the missiles

Iaunched at them, but 45 SAMts were reported plus two "pnlssables, "
with 22 of the missiles having been fired on a singlb day, 30
December' Two Navy aircraft, an F-4 and an A- 6,{' and an Air
Force F-4 fel1 victim to SAMts, during the operation. 20

Deep Alpha strikes
against installations protected by SAM|s, attempting to suppress
Fan Song radars much as they had done during Rolling Tl**nder.
For the WiId Weasel role, the Air Force again relied upon F-105Gts
armed with Shrike and Standard ARM missiles, plus 20-mm cannon'
but without the bombs formerly carried. The Navy used A-6Ats
and Ling-Temco-Vought A-7Ers, most of themable to launch either
of the two anti-radiation missiles. These Navy planes carried

€f Iron Hand flights escorted Proud
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basically the same radar homing and warning equipment as "f{'
the Air tr'orce Wild Weasels. Although Fan Song was the primary concern, the F-105Grs and their Navy counterparts sometimes tried to suppress gun-laying, and ground control intercept radar.

21

l3l Deterrnining Wild

Weasel effectiveness during Proud
Deep Alpha proved even more difficult than during Rolling
Thunder. Bad weather complicated the evaluation, a task aI-'*{
ready made difficult by enemy radar technique. Shortly after
Shrike launchings became commonplace, the North Vietnamese
had learned to detect the launch of an antiradiation missile and
cease transmitting before the weapon could home on the radiation source. Once they discovered that Standard ARM had a
memory circuit to keep it on target, they modified these tactics.
Whenever possible, a second radar of similar type began transmitting as soon as the probable target shut down, remaining on
divert the AGM-78 from its intended
the air just long enough
at'{
- to
victim.

GTh" fact that a radar was listed as only "probably destroyed" even though no further signal emanated from the site for
2 weeks. These considerations helped account for an unimpressive damage estimate that credited 51 Shrikes and 10 AGM-7Bts
with one ground control intercept radar "killed, " plus two other
acquisition radars, five Fan Songs, and four Fire Can or simiIar radars "possibly destroyed." 22
,*.,;^"
Participants in Proud Deep Alpha encountered moderate to
heavy fire from every antiaircraft weapon in North Vietnamrs
arsenal, from machine guns and newly arrived 23-tnrn cannon,
through 3?-mm and 57-mm, to 85-mm and 100-mm guns. The
lighter weapons fired planned barrages, while most of the heavier
ones were radar controlled. Although American crews reported
seeing a total of 800 shellbursts during the 5 days, this fire did
not destroy a single Air tr'orce plane. This lack of effectiveness
probably'resulted from electronic countermeasures' in the case
of radar-controlled weapons, and from an overcast that neutralized optical aiming devices. 23
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The EB-66, relegated to a secondary role by the time
ended, figured prominentty in the Proud Deep
Thunder
Rolling
Alpha countermeasures effort, For the first time in 5 years,
the plane ventured within range of SAM batteries, relying on
Iron Hand radar suppression and its own jamming power to avoid
destruction. This was risky, as Lt. Col Frank R. Wink' USAF
and his crew could testify.

0)

h

C? On 29 December, a SAM site protecting Quan Lang

airfield fired at Winkts EB-66E. The electronic warfare
officer detected a Fan Song radar in the high pulse repetition
frequency and then the launch signal. He warned the pilot, who
saw the missile in time to make a diving turn to the left. As
this SAM was exploding harmlessly high above the plane, the
electronic warfare officer reported another launch and moments
later a third. Wink eluded both missiles and wasted no time
getting clear of the battery that had launched the salvo.

day, another EB- 66E pilot, Lt. Col Jack
E. Tullet, Ied a three plane element deep inside North Vietnam.
Tulletrs EB-66E and another plane of the same type jamm
acquisition radars and helped a force of 34 Phantoms bomb th%Yr
targets without losing a single p1ane. The third plane in TulIet's
flight, an EB-66C, tuned in on Fan Song frequencies and succeeded
in pinpointing every one of these radars transmitting from the
vicinity of Mu Gi.a Pass. 24

I

On the same

(?Because of the cloud cover that reduced bombing accuracy, Proud Deep Alpha attained only partial success in terms of
damage inflicted, with some BB percent of the bombs dropped detonating within the target areas. As far as electronic countermeasures were concerned, this operation, like the other retaliatory strikes that preceded it, polished rusted skills and reacquainted air crews with the equipment they would need for attacks in
regions ski1lfully defended with radar-controlled weapons. Quite
by accident, Proud Deep Alpha served as a rehearsal for the resumption of the air war against the North in response to the invasion of South Vietnam in the sprins of 1972. 25
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VI. THE LAST AIR BATTLES
The ground war in South Vietnam remained genera1ly stable following the 1968 bombing ha1t. Or 30 March 1972'
however, this battlefield stability vanished amid exploding
artillery shelts as North Vietnamese troops invaded the South.
President Nixon reacted by dispatching additional planes to
Southeast Asia and inaugurating an aerial campaign against the
North that quickly surpassed Rolling Thunder in intensity. The
new air effort had the same purposes as the old: to pressurer
North Vietnamese leaders into halting their aggression, and to
impede the movement of enemy troops and war material into
South Vietnam.

Q

C ttre L972 atr war against the North began on 6 April
with Operation Freedom Train, a 1-month campaign south of
the 2Oth para1leI. The war moved north of that line for Operation Freedom Porch Bravo, a series of strikes in the HanoiHaiphong region delivered on 16 April. Then Linebacker, which
evolved from Freedom Train, got underway on 9 May. This
latest operation attempted to sever North Vietnamts overland
transportation arteries, particularly the rail line to China. To
complement the strikes on roads and railways, President
Nixon approved a blockade of North Vietnam that included sowing aerial mines in the harbors and river mouths where Russian
military supplies were arriving. This escalation of the air war
reflected the mounting pressure being exerted upon South \Fletnamrs defenses by the invading North Vietnamese. 1
€) ffre renewed aerial campaign included frequent B-52
strikes against the North. 'l' Or 9 Apri1, these aircraft made

'l' The early B-52 attacks were: Freedom Train Bravo
(Vinh, 9 April); Freedom Dawn (Bai Thuong airfield, northwest of Thanh Hoa, 12 April); Freedom Porch (Haiphong,
15 April); Freighter Captain (Thanh Hoa, 21 April); ano
Frequent Winner (Thanh Hoa, 23 April).
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their deepest thrust of the war into North Vietnamese
territory, when a dozen Stratofortresses attacked the petroleum storage tanks and rail yard at Vinh. Three days latelfi
the big bombers struck further north, pounding Bai Thuong
airfield, a MIG base just 6 nautical miles south of the 2Oth
paraIlel. The following week, they made their first foray into
the most heavily defended region of North Vietnam, a L5 April
attack upon a petroleum storage depot at Haiphong.

(6l Following the Haiphong strike, the B-52's shifted
their effort south of the 2Oth parallel, making two attacks on
Thanh Hoa before the end of April. By this time, Thanh Hoats
defenders had become proficent at tracking the jamming
source. On the 21st they launched L1 SAMrs, 4 of, them at
B-52ts that were turning after releasing their bombs, but ffib
flicted no damage. Two days later at least a dozen missiles
roared skyward, all of them aimed at the jamming source.
One SAM, out of a salvo of four directed against a three-p1ane
cell, exploded beneath a bomber that was approaching the
target. Despite damage frorrr fragments, the aircraft landed
safely at Da Nang. The B-52rs took no evasive action during
the Thanh Hoa raids, relying instead upon chaff, WiId Weasel
escort, and electronic jamming to thwart the defenses. The
fact that only one bomber sustained damage testified to the
effectiveness of the countermeasures.

(*TFoltowing the Thanh Hoa strikes, the B-52rs concentrated on southern North Vietnam. By the end of November,
they had made more than 2300 sorties against targets in this area,
hammering the supply lines that sustained the invasion forc€€.
Meanwhile, on 23 October, Mr. Nixon announced a suspension
of the bombing north of the 20th parallel, banning,at least temporarily, attacks on North Vietnamrs heartland. 2
(U) Tkre President restricted the bombing in the hope of
encouraging a negotiated settlement. When diplomatic progress failed to materiaLize, however, he again authorized air
attacks throughout a1l the country, except for a narrow buffer
zone along the Chinese border. B-52rs spearheaded this new
offensive, Linebacker II, which began on 1B December and
lasted until the 30th, when Mr. Nixon reinvoked the ban on
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bombing north of the 20th parallel' Strikes in the panhandle
halded all air
continued through 15 January, when the President
3
and naval operations against North Vietnam'

.

Get AiI the Pods You Can Get Your Hands on. "

(€?WhenAmericanfighter-bombersresumedtheirattacks

throughout the North in the spring of 1 972, tlne self-protection

podregainedtheimportanceithadgraduailylostafterRolling
Thunder. Stressing the value of the pods, Lt' Gen' Robert J'
Dixon, Vice Commander of the Seventh Air Force during the
1969-19?0 bombing lull, pointed out that retaliatory strikes
during the luli "weren't a fair test of the pods' " since planners
avoiding
"picked out isolated SAM areas and attacked them, "generaibEthe
But'
problem'
"
any "real, intricate, pod-type
go.to
got
to
lieved, in any future campaign in which "you've
rr/.
Hanoi, you'd better get all the pods you can get your hands on'

€) During the 19?2 fighting four basic types of self-prodesigned

tection pod were available, plus the jamming devices
for wild weasel F-105Grs and General Dynamics F-1114rs.

Thesefourwere:theALQ-?landALQ-BT,bothveteransof
Rotling Thunder; their designated successor, the AL9-1t9-'.TO
theAr,Q-r0l.FromFreedomTrainthroughLinebackerll,
these pods performed both "normal" and "special" jamming'
primarily at radar components of the SAM system'
(*) Normal jamming sought to disrupt the Fan Song
tracking beam. to t""o*piish this, all four pods generated a
modulated noise barrage, while the ALQ-119 and ALQ-10f in
addition,couldtransmitadeceptiveradarreturn'Thebasic
noisebarrageerodedFanSong'sabilitytodeterminerange'
while noise modulation disrupied tracking. The deceptive signal
also caused tracking error, though it had no effect on range
calculation. When bombarded by ait three kinds of normal
jamming--sustained noise, supplemented by noise modulation
and deception--the Fan Song operator was forced to resort to
optical tracking, which was immune to electronic interference'

for downlink
F) Special jamming was merely a new nameand
ALQ-87
ALQ-?1
or beacon J"*..ting. Pioneered with the

duringRollingThunder,specialjammingconsistedofmodulated
noise, broadcast on the frequency used by the SAM tracking

Q/

'beacon. This jamming signal caused the Fan Song trough
antennas to pick up a distorted position signal to feed into the
fire control computer, which then compared it to the desired
trajectory and issued an erroneous guidance command. Moreover, the distorted position signal frustrated atternpts by Faffb
Song crews to locate aircraft accurately enough to guide the
SAM's optically. Linebacker fighter-bomber crews considered
this special jamming technique their "single most effective
ECM [E]ectronic Countermeasure]" and the "only trCM effective against the optically guided SAM. " 5
{{}) Technicians at the Tactical Air Warfare Center at
Eglin Atr.B, Florida, raised the possibility that the ALQ-71'
while jamming the down 1ink, might be offering the Fan Song
operator a well defined target for passive tracking. This
concern, which did not involve either the ALQ-87 or ALQ-119,
proved groundless. Extensive tests disclosed that the noise'lr
modulation feature did highlight the aircraft, but at intervals
so irregular as to defy tracking by the ablest of radarmen. 6

9) Plans to replace the ALQ-71 and ALQ-87 with the
ALQ-119 received a setback during tlrre I972 air war. When
mounted in place of a Sparrow air-to-air missile on a fu11y
laden F-4, the ALQ-119 had interfered with radar homing and
warning gear, causing strobes of light on the viewer and a
ringing in the earphones. Tests proved that the false signalcc
appeared when bombs slung beneath the fuselage reflected the
jamming beam. But, since the bombs could not be carried
elsewhere, the easiest solution was to shelve the ALQ-119 in
favor of the older pods. '

(€f Interference also occurred when F-4ts carrying
television guided bornbs tried to use their self-protection pods.
The jamming noise so distorted the television image that
accurate guidance was impossible. Technicians in the combat
zone hurr:iedly installed makeshift screening and grounding to
reduce the distortion, while the manufacturer provided.permanent shielding for the electr^onic components of guided weapdts
leaving his production line. B
(5) The General Dynamics F-111.A' figured prominently
in the 19?2 fighting, especially during Linebacker II' for

night strikes on airfields and missile sites protecting Hanoi and
Haiphong. Built into this fighter-bomber was an ALQ-94 deception jammer capable of frustrating Fan song or gun-laying radar
but ineffective against the SAM down link. The addition of an
ALQ-87 compensated for this weakness, so by mid-August all
F-111Ats were carrying the supplementary pod. "

C) p-111A crewmen considered the combination of

ALQ-g4 and ALQ-B? "sufficient to counter the enemy threat. "
But, actually, Linebacker placed few demands on the pods'
for a combination of high speed and low altitude seemed to provide protection enough. In action, the planes usually attacked
individuatly, skimming the ground at high speed' This approach
apparently frustrated electronic tracking,judging from the
tendency of radar-controlled antiaircraft batteries to resort to
planned barrages. The gunners consistently underestimated the
plane's.speed, apparently firing at the sound of the twin turbofan engines, for the shells usually burst far astern, and it was
not until late October that the enemy managed to place a barrage
in the path of an tr'-111A. In such circumstances, the fighterbomber crews refrained from jamming unless their warning
equipment showed that a sAM or gun-laying radar was tracking
them. These tactics proved successful, for, during the 3 weeks
ending on 20 October, only 10.:+Y'" were launched at the
F- 111Ats and none scored a hit. '

{e) tne pod formations that served so well during Rolling
Thunder did not however meet Linebacker needs. The earlier

formations were a compromise between jamming effectiveness
and bombing accuracy, but early in Linebacker the vulnerability
of this compromise was exposed when duringtMay and June '
enemy interceptors shot down 15 American planes'

(t) trre weakness in the o1d pod formations was }ack of
visibility to the rear, toward 6 o'clock, the direction from

which MtC pitots liked to attack, usually with heat-seeking missi1es. To counter these tactics, Air Force tactical fighter wings
adopted variations of a "maneuver" pod formation in which the
two elements in the four-plane flight were separated 1atera1ly by
as much as 6000 feet, with about 1500 feet between the planes in
each element. Both elements weaved back and forth, the wingmen crossing and recrossing behind the element leaders' one of

ff0nflf.
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whom also led the flight. This continuous maneuvering enabled
the wingmen to watch the danger area at 6 otclock. In some
units, the wingmen veered sharply when changing heading, with
countermeasures responsibility devolving upon the element
leaders, who made gradual turns, thus avoiding the steep banks
that would divert the jamming signal. 11
frQ Early in Linebacker, alt the tactical fighter wings
adopted some variant of this maneuver pod formation for both
the combat air patrol and the strike force. The new formation
offered better coverage of 6 o'clock than did the old ones, and
laid down an equally effective jamming blanket. Having "all aircraft.
continually change their distance out, angle off, and
altitude differential slightly" caused Fan Song scopes to reflect
both "range and angular ambiguity. " The weave that was devised
to cope with MIG attack thus paid dividends in SAM protection. 12

FlThe new pod formations, however, like the o1d, were
ideally
not
suited for dive bombing. The need to change heading
and adjust position interfered with the task of locating camouflaged and heavily defended targets. To improve accuracy, pilots
readopted the old Rolling Thunder practice of abandoning the pod
formation about 1 minute from the target and rolling in individually.
F) go"rrontal

bombing through clouds also posed a problem.
The maneuver pod alignment resulted in a widely scattered bombing pattern when strike aircraft used LORAN, a navigation aid, to
verify a release point. In order to obtain a satisfactory pattlfhn
from the usual bombing altitude of 20,000 feet, LORAN flights
adopted a procedure whereby "the number 2 and 3 aircraft initiate
a turn of 3 degrees heading into the fltight lead as he cal1s 10
seconds.
[and the] number 4 aircraft initiates a turn of 6
degrees into the lead heading at 10 seconds prior to bomb release.
In effect, the maneuver reduced lateral separation between aircraft from 1500 to 1200 feet, while keeping "adequate individual
separation in the event of a sAM detonation. " The planes released
their bombs on signal from the flight leader. 14

S) Assessing the effectiveness of the pods continued to be
difficult. Statistics showed that American airmen sighted some
2661 SAMrs from April through October Ig72 and that these

weapons downed 41 pod-equipped planes, for a

ratio of 65 launchings

13

BB

for every aircraft destroyed. During the same T months of
1966, 548 missiles shot down 15 planes, none of which carried
pods, for a ratio of 37 to 1. This would seem to indicate that

the pod-equipped fighter-bomber was almost twice as safe as
the plane that had none. Yet, statistical evidence was at best
inconsistent, for the 7972 ratio of 65 to 1 was ress favorable
than that posted for the same period in 196?, when the eners
had to launch about B3 sAMts for every pod-carrying aircraft
destroyed. Differences in weather, types and numbers of defensive weapons, the skill of the defenders, and ability to
maintain a-pod formation combined to subvert statistical

analysis.

1c

Chaff : Essential for Survival

(ef ey 1972, tools for employing chaff were much improved over those used during Rolling Thunder, when phanttfirs
dumped chaff bundles from speed brake wells and flare dispensers. For Linebacker, the F-4's used externally mounted
chaff dispensers to 1ay corridors rapidly and to broadcast
Ieaflet bombs packed with chaff that burst at designated altitudes and quickly increased the depth and density of the protective screen. But even when the bombs released puffs of
chaff as planned, the wind could prevent the chaff clouds frott?
merging to create a corridor. 16

€) On 10 May 1972, the Bth Tactical Fighter Wing severed the highway and rail spans of the paul Doumer bridge
at Hanoi, using laser and television-guided bombs. The
attackers approached through a chaff corridor 2 nautical miles
wide, 4000 feet deep, and 34 nautical miles long, laid by two
four-plane flights of F-4rs a quarter hour beforehand. strike
aircraft armed with the guided bombs used their airborne
radar to remain within the corridor, or slightly above it, as
they drew near the heavily defended bridge. To prevent the
chaff from interfering with the bomb guidance system, the
Phantoms dived below the corridor, releasing their ordnance
dil
from as low as 8000 feet. Although the enemy fired 160
SAMrs during the attack, the missiles did no damage, thanks
to the combination of chaff and ALQ-B? jammi.rg poO". 17
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(o similar tactics evolved for screening B-52 raidq*_ A
total of 20 F.-4rs--five four-p1ane flights in a maneuver p-od
formation--dropped 120 chaff bombs from altitudes between
34,000 and 36,000 feet to establish a protective corridor for
the stratofortresses. within the individual chaff-dispensing
flights, aircraft were separated laterally by 1000 to 1500 feet,
but the altitude difference between the leader and the highest
plane was no more than 500 feet. The five flights, with 1
nautical mile lateral distance between them, arranged themselves in echelon right or left. At a designated point, the 01
and 02 aircraft of each flight dropped the first of their six
chaff bombs, afterward releasing the others.at 20-second
intervals. Numbers 03 and 04 then took over, dropping their
bombs in the same manner. With 10 of the 120 chaff bomhg
bursting at intervals of about 3 nautical miles, the planes
fashioned a coruidor 6 to 8 nautical miles wide, 30 to 3b nautical miles long, and about 4000 feet deep.
G) At first, strike planners allowed just 15 minutes
for the corridor to form, but experience showed that 20 to
30 minutes were needed. The Stratofortresses then arrived,
usually attacking from 35,000 or 36,000 feet, beyond reach
of 85-mm guns. Because an F-4 burdened with two selfprotection pods and six chaff bombs could not claw its wa16.
above 36,000 feet, the B-s2's had to remain above the corrl_
dor. By flying lower, the bombers could have passed through
the heaviest concentration of chaff, where protection was
greateg! but the risk from antiaircraft barrages seemed too

great.'"

|Jf These strike tactics met a severe test on 15 Aprit,

when 17 B-52ts braved the defenses of Haiphong to bomb a
petroleum storage depot. The bombers followed a corridor
formed by 119 chaff bombs, but an unfavorable wind preveg,fed
the reflectors from spreading as planned. On radar, the
effect resembled a series of individual clouds rather than a
corridor, but other countermeasures prevented the enemy
from taking advantage of the gaps in chaff protection. Standoff jamming by three EB-66Ers, three IfKA-3Brs, and an EA-6.4'-plus the electronic barrage laid down by the B-52rs-- kept the
enemy from scoring hits on the Stratofortresses. 19
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9) As early as the summer of 19 72, Atr Force tacffia1
units had a chaff dispenser capable of preventing the kind of
gaps that had appeared over Haiphong. Planes fitted with the
new equipment used it to reinforce corridors created by a series
of chaff bombs, but experience showed that the corridors had
tactical disadvantages. Besides being easily scattered by high
winds, the chaff column alerted the defenders to the route the
attackers would follow. An obvious solution was to saturate
the target area with chaff, a technique for which the dispensers
were well suited. But even so, area coverage did not emerge
as the standard method of chaff usage until Linebacker II was
well unde"*"y.20
€) Cfraff-laying equipment reduced the speed and maneuverability, as well as the ceiling, of the F-4rs. When burdened
with a half-dozen chaff bombs a Phantom could not exceed 480
Consequently the chaff flight, preceding the strike force
by at least 15 minutes, presented an easy target for MIG-,fo1's
attacking from behind at supersonic speed with heat-seeking
missiles. Two methods were devised for protection against
the MIGrs--.deception, and fighter cover. The former seemed
to he1p, but the latter was effective beyond question.

knots.

Ql One form of deception consisted of trying to persuade
the enemy that the chaff flight was part of the combat air patrol,
usually by assigning radio call signs normally used by the fighter
escort. Another was to vary the time interval between release of
the first chaff bomb and arrival of the strike force. A third
form of deception, having the chaff dispensers lay the corridor
while flying toward the approaching fighter-bombers instg*gJ of
leading the way to the target, was considered, but was abandoned as impractical because of the coordination requir ed.21
€l Fighter protection functioned in either of two ways.
In one the escort arrived on station as the chaff force commenced
laying the corridor, or it accompanied the chaff-laden Phantoms
as they approached the target, remaining with them throughout
the creation of the 30-to-35-nautical-mile lane. In the second
option, the escorting F-4rs made frequent turns to keep from
outrunning the chaff force, which was itself slowed both by the
chaff bombs and by the need to weave back and forth in a

"5f9ffifi1.

maneuver pod formation. In making the successive turns,
the escort also gained a tactical advantage, for when changing
direction, the Phantom crews got an unobstructed view of the
skies behind the chaff flight. Protection did not necessaril;r,.,
require the destruction of enemy planes, for an air-to-air
missile from a patrolling F-4, even though launched at a poor
angle, frequently_ persuaded a MIG pilot to break off his hit-

and-run attack.Z2

?Although chaff-burdened F-4rs were encumbered, they
were not defenseless, as was demonstrated on 15 August by a
crew from the Bth Tactical Fighter Wing. Using tactics that
had already claimed two of the wing's chaff carriers on earrier
missions, a MIG-21 pounced on an F-4 flown by Capt. Fred
Scheffler. The North Vietnamese pilot made a sloppy pass
and overshot his intended victim. He may have l6sught that +r
Schefflerts Phantom did not carry missiles; if so, it-was a
fatal mistake, for Capt. Mark Massen, in the back seat of the
F-4, launched a Sparrow that exploded in the MIG's taitpipe. 23
tl During the 19?2 fighting, chaff earned the reputation
of being "essential for the survival of the strike force in an
SA-2 and radar directed AAA environment, " for it affected
both Fan Song performance and the functionine of the radar
proximity fuze on the Guidetine missile.24 attfrougfr Fan Song
operators could screen out chaff return accuracy suffered, so
the chaff still accomplished its purpose.2S
(C) Wfrife laying the protective screen, however, the
chaff flight itself was in danger from SAMrs and heavy antiaircraft guns. The chaff aircraft received no protection
from the radar reflectors billowing out behind them; indeed,S
the trailing chaff pointed out the dispensing planes. Against
radar-controlled weapons, therefore, chaff flights had to
depend upon their own self-protection pods and on the Iron
Hand aircraft operating far below them.

GFCertain types of friendly radar also picked up echoes
from chaff. Strike aircraft, for example, could rely on their
airborne radar to locate and follow the corridor. Return from
the chaff did not prevent horizontal radar bombing, however,
for during Linebacker II the. B-52rs located offset airning points
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despite dense concentrations. And, when releasing electronically guided bombs, F-4ts^qvoided interference by diving
beneath the ehaff corridor.26
FD During Rolling Thunder, the Navy had warned that
heavy concentrations of chaff would interfere with equipment
on board its command and control ship off the coast of North
Vietnam. For Linebacker, thereforer & o€w control center,
nicknamed reaball was created in Thailand. This installation
was apparently less sensitive to chaff, for despite the d_enq6$y
sown corridors Teaball controllers were able to successfullytrack MIG interceptors. The new control center was so
successful that Gen. John W. Vogt, Jr. , Commander, Seventh
Air Force, paid tribute to its steady performance as a "sophisticated system for. . warning. . . our guys. "27

F) Witn chaff as with other countermeasures, analysts
attempted to evaluate effectiveness statistically, sometimes
with meaningless results. For example, the Seventh Air
F'orce operations directorate reported that from 1 April through
31 August 1972, 13 Air Force planes fel1 victim to 1325 SAM$I
actually sighted, a ratio of 702 missiles for each aircraft
downed. In contrast, 983 SAM's destroyed 1? aircraft from
August through December 196?, a ratio of 5B to 1. Citing
these figures, the directorate declared that the "on1y major
change" between the two periods was "the use of chaff, " a false
premise that invalidated the conclusion that chaff was the most
successful of countermeasures. 28 As the Air Force Electronic
Warfare Center pointed out" this kind of oversimplification sap
could lead to "erroneous conclusions about chaff effectiveness. "28
C) A study done for the Joint Chiefs of Staff avoided comparisons between Linebacker and Rolling l-hunder but focused
instead on the air war from Aprit through October 1972, This
study disclosed that Navy pilots, who used chaff mainly for lastminute self protection, reported an average miss distance for
SAMts of 1586 feet when chaff was released, compared to 1162
feet when it was not. Air Force fighter-bomber crews phon--**
followed chaff corridors rather than releasing puffs of chaff
when already in danger, reported an average miss distance
1000 feet greater than that experienced by Navy fliers. SAMIs,

*ef

moreover, hit only two aircraft concealed in the corridors,
one of which managed to limp safely home to bolster
the argument in favor of the lavish use of chaff, the JCS stryiy
pointed out that 22.5 percent of the SAM's which missed planes
outside the chaff screen passed within 200 feet of the intended
victim; inside the corridor, only 6.5 percent came this close.30

4 Role for the EB-66
{S) After RolJ.ing Thunder ended in 1968, EB-06's began
making increasing use of chaff, a trend that continued during
the 1972 fighting over the North. When dispensing chaff, the
planes avoided SAM-infested areas and relied on the wind to
carry the radar reflectors over the target. The EB-66 orbits,
based on up-to-date weather forecasts, covered an area m&irsuring 4 by 40 nautical miles, although the plane might fly either an ellipticaL or a figure-eight flight path. On board each
aircraft were two hoppers, each carrying 348 chaff bundles.
The EB-66 might drop its first bundle 3 hours or more before
the strike it was helping to screen, depending on wind velocity
and direction and distance to the target. These factors also
determined the rate at which chaff was dropped, usually 12
bundles per minute from each of the two hoppers.3l

(t? As they had earlier, the EB-66rs once again tried to
jam radio communication between ground controllers and MIG
interceptors. Results varied according to the distance the
jamming signal had to travel and the angle formed by the orbiting EB-66, the radio transmitter, and the interceptor formation.
The shorter the distance and narrower the angle, the better the

results.32

(e) The planes also continued to engage in long dislgrce
electronic jamming of radar. On most missions, they focused
upon target acquisition, early warning, &rid ground control
intercept sets, though EB-66Ers sometimes jammed Fan Song
transmitters located near the perimeter of the area protected
by SAMIs. On a Fan Song mission, an EB-66C usually came
along to watch for signals from gun-laying radars, such as
tr.ire Can, and alert the E model which could then direct a
noise barrage against them. Jamming acquisition and early
warning radars also paid indirect dividends, forcing Fan Song
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and gunlaying sets to pick up the approaching aircraftrthus
presenting targets for antiradiation missiles. 33

Q The EB-66's were most effective against radars guarding targets on the perimeter of North Vietnam. But their jamming signal grew weak at long range, and they rarely ventureo
within range of SAM concentrations. "Stand-off jamming, " as
a JCS study has pointed out, "cannot adequately degrade terminal threats along the penetrating aircraftrs flight path unless
the radar is forced to Look in the direction of the jamming.Alatform.
. " Stand-off jamming nevertheless remained the
standard EB-66 practice, for the improved results obtained by
closing with the target seldom outweighed the greater risk in-

volved.

34

S) A' dramatic demonstration of EB-66 vulnerability took
ApriL 1972 over an area just south of the demilitartzed Zorret where the presence of SAMts was suspected but not
yet conf,irmed. An EB-66C, flown by Maj. W. L. Bolte, and
an EB-66E were supporting a three-pIane B-52 strike. The
enemy launched four SAM's, all of which passed harmlessly
between the bombers and the EB-66ts. Five minutes later, a
battery located almost 20 nautical miles south of the demilitartzed zone fired three missiles, probably aiming at the jamming source. One of these hit Bolters plane at an altitude p,6
24,000 feet and sent it shrieking earthward, flames streaming
from both wings. At 18, 000 feet, the l"eft wing broke off, and
seconds later the plane crashed.'1. This loss resulted in a decision to ban EB-66Cts, which generated less jamming power
than the E models, from areas where SAMts were suspected. 35
place_ on 2

'l' (D As the plane plummeted to its destruction, the navigator, Lt. Col. IceaL E. Hamilton, parachuted safely. For 11
days, he matched wits and endurance with North Vietnamese
infantrymen, until rescued by friendly troops near Dong Ha,
South Vietnam.
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I Occasionally, the risk to the EB-66rs seemed justified.
It was a case of vulnerability be damned, on 1B December, the
first night of Linebacker II, when a flight of three E models
assumed an orbit just 40 nautical miles west of Hanoi. While
these planes attempted to blanket the radar-controlled defenses
of North Vietnamf s capital, a flight of MIG-21rs closed to within 5 nautical miles, cutting off retreat to the west, but patrolIing Phantom jets intervened and chased the enemy away. Missile batteries then opened fire, forcing the EB-66E's to dodge a
half-dozen SAMrs and temporarily disrupting their jamming
pattern.36

(Q Despite the enemyrs reaction, these planes survived.
Indeed, the only EB-66 lost during Linebacker II was an E
model that crashed on 23 December while attempting to land
at Korat. The accident, which w;s attributed to engine failure,
ki1led Maj. George F. Sasscer, the pilot, and his two electrOnic
war:fare officers, Maj. Henry J. Repeta and Capt. Will.am R.
Batdwin.3T

pf Mechanical problems persisted throughout 1972,
though usually with 1es,.,r tragic results, so that the 42d Tactical Electronic Warfa.e Squadron, with an average of 19
EB-66rs, w&s hard pressed to fly the 15 sorties per day required of it. In September, a shortage of replacement engines
caused the number of daily sorties to decline to eight. Even as
spare engirres were arriving in Thailand, leaking fuel tanks
reduced the daily average of operationally ready aircraft f*1
October to just Eix, one third of the number on hand. The
arrival of a sealant for the tanks restored the readiness rate
to abrut 50 percent for the rest of the year.3B
(}Two other problems that surfaced during Rolling
Thunder-- inlerference with friendly Navy electronics and
stereotyped action-- recurred in L972. EB-66 interference

with the Navyts floer.ting control center proved easy to resol.ve.
the diificulty surfaced, the EB-66 crews simply avoided
jammi!g that would overlap frequencies used by Navy coutrol-

'When

i."".39"

Gt The problem of rigid orthodoxy of EB-66 tactics
was particularly evident in the support of B-52 strikes against

."
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the panhandle of North Vietnam. The number and model ofqt
EB-66 used, the presence of fighter cover and WiId Weasel
aircraft, and the dispatch of drogue-equipped tankers combined to disclose where the Stratofortresses would attack. For
instance, when Wild Weasels and an F-4 escort teamed with one
EB-66, the target lay between the demilitartzed zone and the 18th
parallel. If the B-52rs were headed farther north, their countermeasures support consisted of two EB-66rs escorted by four F-4's.
The refueling orbit of the drogue-equipped tankers indicated whether the EB-66rs were screening an attack on North Vietnam or
Laos. An alert enemy, a security survey concluded, could assemble all this information from radio call signs, with his agents on
{r
or near American air bases providinp'verification. 40
Changes in W44 WeaseI Tactics

(9

WitO Weasel tactics during 19?2 differed from those
employed earlier. The radar suppression flight, which now
reached the vicinity of the target well before the strike force,
assumed responsibility for protecting the recently initiated chaff
flights. The hunter-killer team reappeared, with F-4E's aSf
killers and F-105Grs or newly arrived Wild Weasel versions of the
F-4C as hunters. tespite these changes, however, the basic goal
of Wild Weasel remained radar suppression, and the two Rolling
Thunder antiradiation missiles, the AGM-45 Shrike and the
AGM-78 Standard ARI/I, continued in use.

fl} The closely interrelated revisions of Wild ffeasel
tactics reflected changes made since 1968 in fighter-bornber
operations. Instead of maintaining the 1-rninute interval adopted
during Rolling Thunder, for instance, Wild Weasel flights again
were entering the target area as much as 20 minutes ahead of
the strike force, timing formerly rejected as needlessly dafilerous.
The new schedule was necessary because radar suppression aircraft had to protect the chaff flight, which it was especially vulnerable to enemy missiles because of the radar-reflecting corridor
forming behind it. Also, since the increased time interval again
exposed the Wild Weasels to MIG attack, they received fighter
cover unless F-4's and tankers were simply not available.41

*,{ftffifu
I ilne teaming of F-4Ets with Wild Weasel F-105Grs,
or occasionally F-4C's, in hunter-killer flights became
necessary because antiradiation missiles no longer ensured
radar suppression. After November 1968, Wi.ld Weasels
stopped carrying bombs, relying exclusively on Shrike and
Standard ARM to deter enemy operators. These tactics worked
well enough during the 1u11 ending in the spring of 1972" for &p
F-105Gts were dealing with isolated radars on the fringe of the
area protected by SAMrs. During Freedom Train and Linebacker, however, the Iron Hand flights led the way into heavily
defended regions where they encountered veteran radar men
adept at detecting the launch of an AGM-45 or AGM-78 and capable of reacting immediately. Their reaction typically consi,Sted
of shifting to passive tracking in order to foil the Shrike, while
another similar radar began transmitting from a different quadrant, thus confusing the Standard ARM memory circuit. Once
the Wild Weasels had expended the two missiles each normally
carried, the radar operators could transmit with impunity,,+z
C) tn order to maintain supplession, the Wild Weasels
resumed carrying bombs, a practice that further hindered the
performance of the F-105Grs, already laden with countermeasures equipment and antiradiation missiles, and sometirnes the
bulky Standard ARM. A better solution was the revival of the
hunter-killer idea, using a F-105G, without bombs, to find
targets for a bomb-laden F-4E, which could carry more ord*
nance than the Wild Weasel. The Phantoms had still another
advantage; in the event of MIG attack, they coui-d jettison their
bombs, wheel about from the rear of the maneuver pod formation, and engage the enemy. Consequently, beginning in the
summer of 1972, these hunter-killer teams shared the radar
suppression mission with Iron Hand flights made up excLusively
of Wild Weasels. 43
t
G) Despite the reintroduction of the hunter-killer team
radar suppression remained the primary goal; the destruction
of a transmitter was an infrequent bonus. The Wild Wea.sels
might achieve suppression merely by launc hing an antiradiation missile at a known or suspected radar, preventing it from
coming on the air, but the limited number of missiles carried
by the aircraft meant that the threat of bombs or gunfire was
necessary to enforce the deterrent. A Wild Weasel tactical
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manual declared that "freefall high explosive ordnance. . rr
comprises the optimum killing capability in the Weasel arsenal. "
This threat was obvious to radar operators, who realized that
once they revealed their location, no electronic trickery could
deflect the standard aerial bomb.

f) Strafing was a less desirable weapon against radar
sites, however, for the attacking aircraft had to dive within
range of light antiaircraft guns and automatic weapons. As a
result, the 20-mm aerial cannon was a "munition of last resort, " to be used with "great prudence. "44
0)

a'typical mission

hunter-ki1ler team,
the F-105G's mrght carry Shrikes that homed on either Fan
Song or Fire Can and Standard ARMrs for use against ground
control intercept and height finder radars. These WiId
Weasels tried to suppress the target radars by feinting toward
known transmitters. Sometimes the aircraft actually launched
missiles timed to home on the set when it attempted to track
the strike force; at other times they merely showed their *il
reddiness to launch. While the strike force dropped its bombs,
the hunter-killer team usually split into two elements, with
the F-4Ers bombing any SAM or antiaircraft battery that gave
away its location by opening fire. Usually the four-plane team
reunited to cover the withdrawal of the fighter-bombers, though
the Phantoms might remain behind to finish attacking the weapon sites. When the main force had departed, the team hit
previously located gun and missile positions. The strength of
the defenses and the number of fighter-bombers challenging
them determined how many hunter-killer or Wild Weasel
fiights engaged in radar suppression. 45
On

1ed by a

(6) During the 1972 fighting, problems with the Standard
ARM reduced WiId Weasel effectiveness. As early as mid-April,
the missiles, along with the adapters used in carrying them'c
were being expended faster than they could be replaced. Accidental loss of empty adapters, however, came to an end after a
simple change in F-105G wiring enabled the pilot to jettison the
fuel tank under the left wing without simultaneously releasing
the AGM-78 adapter attached under the opposite wing. Shipments of Standard ARM3 from bases elsewhere built up stocks
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in Southeast Asia, but production of the B model, the only
type being used in combat, had stopped, ensuring that the
missile shortage would occur. When Linebacker II ended the
-Wild Weasels had
only 15 of the weapons on hand.

9) Besides being in short supply, the Standard ARM was
beset with malfunctions. The failures, which amounted for a
time to 30 percent of the weapons launched, occurred when the
rocket motor failed to ignite, the homing device did not lock
onto the target, or the warhead exploded a few seconds after
launch. The only feasible solution was to substitute Shrikes
for Standard ARMIs. 46
Gl Another hazard, excessive radio traffic, caused by
several pilots calling out warnings after sighting the same SAM,
contributed to the Ioss of at least one Wild Weasel. The plane *
went down north of Hanoi on 29 September because repetitive
SAM alerts choked the radio channels and prevented the Weasel
crew from hearing the warni.ng that might have saved the aircraft. By this time, radio had become essential to Wild
Weasel

survival.

Since the warning gear on board these

air-

craft often was inundated by radar signals, the human eye was
more reliable than electronics in detecting missiles, and whoever saw a SAM depended on radio to pass on the information.

Gl tfre best way for Weasel crews to foil the SAM *"" to{
see the missile and outmaneuver it. Jamming equipment was
of limited value because the signal could interfere with the
homing device in both the Shrike and Standard ARM. Consequently the planes carrying these weapons refrained from
jamming unless actually fired upon.
Q Because Wild Weasel airmen had to see missiles to
be sure of eluding them, Iow-1ying clouds presented a mortal
threat. Linebacker experience demonstrated that the planes
needed a safety margin of 8000 feet above the cloud deck in
order to react to SAM launchings. 47
G) As was the case during RoIIing Thunder, the contribution of Wild Weasel to 1972 operatrons was difficult to estimate. Between 1 April and 30 September, Air Force crews
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launched 678 Shrikes and 230 Standard ARM's, a total of 908
antiradiation missiles. These scored just 3 confirmed and 96
possible hits. Yet 320 of the weapons were launched to prevent the enemy from coming on the air, rather than to destroy

or silence a radar already transmitting. A careful analysis of

intelligence and operational reports disclosed that antiradiation
missiles had forced 185 active fire control radars to shut downlf
In some cases, Fan Song transmitters had fallen silent while

guiding SAMts toward a target. Navy and Marine Corps planes
that used these same missiles reported similar results: 7425
launches, 254 of them pre-emptive, resulted in 33 confirmed
and 3B possible hits plus 521 instances when enemy radar
abruptly shut down. 4B
A Dangerous Latecomer: The SA-7

p Following the North Vietnamese invasion of the South
on 30 March 1972, the enemy introduced a new antiaircraft
missile, the lightweight SA-7. Fired from the shoulder like

the

World War II bazooka, the SA-7 consisted of a smooth-bore
fiberglass tube with optical sights, an infrared homing rocket,
a trigger mechanism, and a small thermal battery for power.
Both launcher and battery were expendable, but the trigger
mechanism could be detached and reused.
The launcher measured 746.9 centimeters (58.75
nf
inches) with sight and trigger attached. The missile was
140 centimeters (56 inches) long, 68. B millimeters \2.75
inches) in diameter, and weighed 9. 1 kilograms (20.3 pounds).
When fired, after the missile cleared the tube, two sets of
fins popped into position. One set, located aft of the rocket
booster nozzle, consisted of four fins arranged to ensure
stability by imparting a co;nterclockwise ro11 during flight.
H
The other set, two fins mounted about 27.5 centim"i"rsltt
inches) from the nose, were the control surfaces. The SA-7
could be lethal against aircraft that were as far as 2 nautical
miles from the launcher and at altitudes up to 10, 000 feet.
The explosive change, the equivalent of .565 kilograms (1.3
pounds) of TNT, either detonated on impact or destroyed itself
20 seconds after launch.

9)

I
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(O ffre gunner had to see the target before he could engage
it with the sA-7. consequently, after switching on the therrrnJ
battery, he located the aircraft in the optical sight and then waited
for a warning tone, which together with a tight in the aiming device, told him he was locked onto the target. The gunner then
pressed the trigger halfway to uncage the gyroscope within the
missile and continued pressing until the weapon fired. The projectile homed on the heat source provided by the targetrs engines and exhaust.

$ Because electronic countermeasures did not affect
the sA-7rs uncooled lead sulfide detector, other techniques had
to be used. These incLuded installation of thermal shielding
on helicopters' the release of flares as decoys, and outmaneuvering or outrunning the airborne missiLe. Experience soon
showed that aircraft flying above 9000 feet and at speeds faster
than 500 knots were generally safe. Also, rapid changes of
heading and altitude could vary the intensity of the heat detected
and confuse the homing device. The jet pilot who saw an SA-?q1
could evade it by making a sharp, fast turn, but if he used his
afterburner to gain speed, he provided a better target for the
heat seeker.
GHelicopter crews, foriaard air controlLers, and other
"slow movers" were in the greatest danger from SA-?'s. pilots
of piston-powered or turboprop aircraft found that a steep bank
into the missile could help shield the exhaust and engine heat
upon which the weapon was homing. Helicopters, moreover,
could combine this maneuver with an unpowered windmilling

descent.

l*il

0D Between the March Lg72 rnvasion and the January

truce' American and south vietnamese aircrews reported
sighting 528 sA-7's. The heat-seeking missiles destroyed 4b
aircraft and damaged 6 others. A late addition to North vietnamrs
air defenses, the weapon saw litile action north of the demilitarized zone' for it was used primarily for battlefield defense
rather than for protection of airfields, railway yards, and sirnilar installations. 49
1973
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Linebacker II: The First Two Nightle

rt

(?ey the time the B-52's launched Linebacker II, in
December 1972, Fan Song operators had polished their skill
in combating the bombers. As early as 9 Apri1, near Dong Ha
in South Vietnam, a SAM damaged an attacking B-b2, the
first missile hit suffered by a Stratofortress in seven year6
of Southeast Asia operation. On that day the first warning
came when an electronic warfare officer on board one of the
bombers in the three-plane cell detected a guidance signal.
After the second B-52 in the cell had dropped its bombs and
er
begun turning away, at least three missiles bored toward it.
One of these exptoded just 50 feet from the planets left wing
tip, puncturing the external fuel tank on that side and tearing
into the fuselage. Despite the damage, Capt. Kenneth J. Curry
landed safely at Da Nang. The absence of a Fan Song signal
prior to launch indicated that the enemy had tracked the jamming source. 50
O When the Stratofortresses went North, SAM.ciefenses
were ready. The first of these planes damaged by a missile
over North Vietnam was a B-52D hit by fragmr;nts while attacking Thanh Hoa on 23 April. Not until 22 November, however,
did one of the SAMIs destroy a B-52, a Thailand-based plane *
bombing a target 24 nautical miles.ncrthwest of Vinh. ifru pfiFt,
Capt. Norbert J. Ostrozn;, trd.ed to fly the crippled aircraft to
Nakon Phanom but lr-"st"contro1 about 12 nautical rniles frorn
that base. The entire crew pa,'acht,ted and was rescued with"in
a few hours. 51
QlIn shooting down Ostroznyts B-52D, North"Vietnamese
radar had provided accurate guidance despite electronic jamrrlilrg
by the victim, the other two bomber.s in the cell, and tnree
EB-66's orbiting some distance €-way. As he approached the
target, Captain Ostrozny had received additiora'. protection from
a chaff corridor created by four F-4rs ancl from two Iron Ha.nd
F-105Gt:. f irroughout the approach, when the countermeasures
were most effective, the radar operator had contented himself
with passive tracking, simply following the jarnming source
across his scope. He allowed the B-52 to soar unchallenged to
the release point. Then, as the plane turned sharply away after
' dropping its bombs, the wings formed an angle of roughly 45
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degrees with the horizon, and the strongest part of the jam- 4f
ming cone passed ineffectually beyond the SAM site. At this
instant, the Fan Song transmitted just long enough to pinpoint
its target before the missile battery launched the two SAMis
that exploded beneath the B-52. Sz

Cf SAM controllers thus demonstrated that they had
learned to take advantage of certain technical and tactical
characteristics of the B-52. When Linebacker II began, the
enemy already knew that the planers jamming transmitters
were least effective during sharp turns, that each Stratofortress habitually made just such a turn after dropping its
bombs, and that formations usually attacked from about
35,000 feet. Armed with this information, the Fan Song
operator passively tracked the jamming signal to determine
azimuth and elevation, used the normal operating altitude to
establish the range, then verified the range by transmitting
for a couple of seconds as the three-plane cell was making
its post-target turn.
G) These tactics minimized or entirely avoided exposure to antiradiation missiles, and they enabled the enemy
to catch the B-52 when it was most vulnerable to radarcontrolled weapons. For the defenders, however, waiting
for the post-target turn had an obvious failing--it permitted
the bomber to reach the release point opposed only by barrage fire. 53
e The 207 B-52ts in Southeast Asia carried an impressive array of countermeasures equipment that included ,r&,
the ALT-22 jarnrnrng transmitter, used against the Fan Song
track-while-scan beacon, and the ALT-28, which could
either reinforce the ALT-22 or engage in down-Iink jamming. By mid-December, all B-52rs serving in this area
mounted four ALT-2Bts and three ALT-221s, except for 4l
of the 9B G models on Guam that carried o1der, less powerful ALT-68ts instead of the ALT-221s. Electronic warfare
officers in the bombers usually directed two ALT-2Brs and
two ALT-22ts or ALT-6ts against Fan Song and used the
other pair of ALT-2Bts to jam the SAM guidance beacon.
With the remaining ALT-22 or ALT-6, he usually attacked
height-finder radars. 54

ro4
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pf Plans for Linebacker II B-52 strikes drew

upon the

experience gained during the spring of. 7972. Ottt of respect
for North Vietnamese antiaircraft gunsr which had proved so
deadly against Rolling Thunder fighter-bombers, the B-52rs
flew beyond reach of even the B5-mm weapon. At these altitudes, SAM's were their most dangerous, but the bombers maintained the three-plane cells which thus far had provided adeQua$
countermeasures protection. To avoid mid-air collision, the
cells kept 2'minutes apart.

5) During the first three nights, the Stratofortresses
sought to minimize exposure to the SAMIs by getting out of
missile range as rapidly as possible, even though steeply banked
who
turns of 113 to 160 degees were required. The officers
rra characterisapproved these tactics realized that luch a turn was
tically vulnerable position" because ,he "effects of both TWS and
beacon jamming were minimized. " ,i5 They believed, however,
that the greater speed in leaving the target area would more than
offset the loss of jarnming coverage. 56
F) Linebacker II began on LB December with 121 B-52rs d[
in three waves attacking seven targets near Hanoi. Supporting
19 countermeasures aircraft: three EB-66ts
the first wave
^/ere
for standoff jamming, eight chaff-dispensing F-4rs, and eight

Wild Weasels for radar suppression. The second wave received
the same countermeasures support, but as the third wave arrived,
four Navy A-7ts replaced the eight Wild Weasels, and five
EA-3Bts joined the EB--66ts, their Air Force counterparts' in
long-range jamming.s(
,ffi

ItEverything went well as the waves approached their
targets. Capt. D. D. McCrabbe, an etrectronic waifare officer

on board one of the bombers, felt that the SAM crews were "a
little confused" at first, but the'confusion ended as soon as the
raiders had dropped their bombs. "We started doing our posttarget turn and just all hell broke loose, " the captain related.
"They just started throwing everything at us. " The enemy fired
164 missiles that night, downing three aircraft and damaging
two others. A11 the hits occurred as the B-52rs were turningt
into wind of at least ?1 knots and struggling to get out of SAM

range.

58
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I Pending completion of a detailed evaluation by the
Security Service and the Air Staff, planners made minor adjustments in countermeasures support. For radar suppression, the
first wave on the 19th could count on eight F-105Grs, the second had
ten and the third had four Navy A-?rs. Eight F-4rs laid chaff corridors for the first wave, two Phantoms sowed additional chaff for the
second, and eight Phantorns preceded the final wave. Once again,
five Navy EA-38ts joined three EB-66's already in covering the
third *ar". 59

'rt

G The three B-52rs lost the first night had been flying at
34,000 feet, 38,000 feet, and 38,500 feet, and indication that the
lowest and highest aircraft in the bomber streams had not received
adequate chaff protection. As a result, base altitudes of 34, 500
and 35,000 feet were established for the bomber cells, keeping all
the aircraft closer to the center of a corridor sown from 36, 000
feet. And, in order to give the B-52's room to avoid approaching
SAM's, the interval between cells was doubled to 4 minutes. This
increased interval allowed the enemy more time for passive
radar tracking, but the increased chaff coverage, plus the jamming
barrage from the bomber cells, were expected to offset tffts advantage. 60
F| No really drastic revision of B-52 tactics seemed necessary. As one of the aircraft commanders later pointed out, "there
really was no reason to change tactics at this point. " The Stratofortresses, after all, had used the same basic procedures over
Haiphong on 15 April and suffered no losses. "Sure, " he admitted'
"we lost some aircraft on the first day [of Linebacker II], but the
area we flew in was better defended. " On the second night, 19
December, rlo B-52rs were lost, though two suffered damage,
which seemed to confirm these views"
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Hard Lessons are Learned

OThe tactics that worked on the second night failed on the
third, as the sky came alive wilh 221 SAM's, 39 more than had
been fired on the 19th. "Just watching alt the SAMrs, " dESb Capt.
Bruce Kordenbrock, "was like watching a show until you reallzed
they were starting to shoot at you. " To Capt. D. W. Jameison'
the enemy seemed to be "3ust salvoing off like six SAMts at a
time, " oi which "maybe one or two would be tracking. " Other
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B-52 crewmen, such as Maj. L.M. Sweet, reported frectF radar
activity on the night of the z0th, with as many as three Fan
Song radars simultaneously tracking a single plane. A tail
gunner saw three missiles, obviously guided from the ground,
pursue his bomber through a hard left turn and explode within ?50 feet of him. 62

G) Below the bomber stream, Captain Kordenbrock
saw a stratum of antiaircraft shells bursting so close together that "you could get out and walk on it. " The sc€fle lee
reminded him of "a11 the war movies yourve ever heard about. "
TSgt C. M. OtQuinn, the tail gunner whose B-52 had been
chased by three missiles, believed "they were sending up
triple A [antiaircraft artillery] and SAM's together. .,
hoping werd dive to avoid the SAMIs and fly through the
flak. " Although the B-52's remained above 34,500 feet
and escaped flak damage, missiles downed six bombers and
damaged a seventh. 63

I Untit the Security Service could evaluate the role
of countermeasures on the night of the 20th, three interim
actions were taken to reduce SAM effectiveness during the
strikes planned for the 21st. First, electronic warfare o-o.
officers shifted one jammer from the Fan Song track-while scan beam to reinforce the downlink jamming barrage.
Second, planners decided to compress the bomber stream,
stacking the cells from 33,500 to 38,000 feet and timing
their arrival over the targets at intervals between 90 and
120 seconds. This decision reversed the 19 December
policy of extending the bomber streams to keep the aircraft
close to the center of the chaff corridor. Finally, plans for
the night of. 2L December called for two of the bomber streams,
24 of the 30 attacking aircraft, to avoid sharp turns, relying
on their speed, boosted by the prevailing wind, to approa"h
^,
from the west and to depart eastward over the Tonkin GUIL o+
p)

The countermeasures evaluation for the first night,
which became available on the 23d, confirmed that the three
bombers lost to SAMrs on 18 December had received fatal
hits during post-target turns, when their jamming was least
effective. More significant was the disclosure that a1I three
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had belonged to "the cells in which no jamming was committed
to the beacon (downlink) frequency. " 65 The shift of emphasis
from Fan Song to downlink jamming therefore appeared wise.

9Initial comments

on chaff effectiveness on the night

of 18 December implied that the corridors had been satisfactofyo
despite winds that varied from predictions by as much as 10
degrees in direction and 14 knots in velocity. Subsequent reports stated, however, that the three Stratofortresses shot
down that night had been on the fringe of a ragged corridor.

The difference between the predicted winds and the air currents
actually encountered had disrupted the planned chaff coverage.66

(S When the Security Service analysis of the 20 December
strikes arrived, it disclosed that chaff protection had been nonexistent that night. Plans had called for 27 of the 33 attacking

cells to be protected by chaff corridors while within range of
SAM sites. Although "many cells flew through some portion g{
of the corridor" during the night's operation, "only four cells
were actually in chaff at their respective bomb release lines
and post target turns. " The six B-52ts that fell victim to SAMts
were from 5 to 10 nautical miles from the chaff concentrations
when hit. The wind had again blown gaps in the coverage,
forcing planners to think in terms of widespread blankets rather
than comparatively narrow corridors. A shortage of chaff,
however, caused postponement of this modification of countermeasures tactics.

67

CThe evaluation of the third nightts countermeasures
effectiveness also sustained the decision, made in time for thdh,r
2L December operation, to substitute speed for steeply banked
turns in getting out of SAM range. The Security Service reported
that the missile batteries had again concentrated their fire upon
B-52ts in the post-target turn. In one case, the intended victim
foiled the enemy by quickly leveling off and "reinjecting the sqJ,fu
protection noise jamming element during the terminal phase of
the intercept. " 68
the first three nights also led to a prohibition
against using certain B-52 models over Hanoi-Flaiphong. One of
the three B-52ts shot down on the 18th, and four of the six
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destroyed on the 20th were B-lzGrs carrying ALT-6 jamming
transmitters instead of the newer ALT-22. For the rest of
Linebacker II, therefore, bombers mounting the ALT-6 were
restricted to less heavily defended targets. 69
Navy

{s*

pt As the struggle against the SAM continued additional
aircraft joined the support force, with EA-6Brs in engaging

in stand-off jamming and A-7E's flying SAM suppression.
Effective 24 Decernber, chaff blankets replaced the corridors,
and the bombers began releasing chaff in self defense. The
B-52 electronic warfare officers received instructions to drop
the radar reflectors whenever they detected Fan Song tracking
signals during any turn sharper than 45 degrees and with a
bank angle of 30 degrees or more. Although designed to con- ril
fuse airborne radar, the chaff would also provide some extra
protection during the dangerous post-target turn. 70

p Throughout Linebacker II, countermeasure tactics
underwent analysis and revision. Tests at Eglin AFB indicated that the B-52 antenna radiation pattern was ill suited for
downlink jamming. In addition, the enemy seemed to be using
a modified SAM, fitted with a more powerful guidance beacon
that was less susceptible to a modulated noise barrage. As a
result, the B-52rs that attacked North Vietnam on 26 December
employed only two ALT-2Brs against the downlink. A11 other
transmitters jammed the track-while-scan beam, except for
one ALT-22 or ALT-6 directed against height finder radars
and the I-band T-8209 signal.
JitSsf

f? When the electronic warfare officer detected the
T-8209, he was to switch on his ALR-18 jamming transmitter.
Although designed for the airborne radar carried by MIG interceptors, this device also had some value against the T-8209. 77
JSf ffre attacks of 26 December incorporated all the countermeasures lessons learned since the 18th. Plans for the operation
combined precise timing with countermeasures protection, sending 120 bombers to attack 10 targets within 15 minutes. Careful
selection of approach and departure routes brought the B-52rs'"sr
over seven targets almost simultaneously. Also, altitudes and
interval varied to eonfuse the defenders, with some cells climbing or descending during the slallow post-target turn. Counter-

t0g

measures support required 62 ALr Force and Navy planes for,,
stand-off jamming, SAM suppression, and chaff dispensing. 'o

(i?Ine 24 F.-4's laying chaff on 26 December put down
two blanket s, one west of Hanoi and the other over Haiphong'

The six B-52 cells attacking Thai Nguy€frr sofl-i€ 30 nautical
miles north of Hanoi, had no chaff cloud to protect them' but
certain of the bombers released chaff during the post-target
turn, whether or not a Fan Song signal was detected. 73

5) Despite the resourcefulness of those who planned the

on the night of 26 December,
scoring both hits in the vicinity of Hanoi. One aircraft received
the fatal damage before releasing its bombs, but the other went
down during its post-turn. The countermeasures plan was not
at l"ult, hor.lever, for in both cases' one aircraft in the cell had
turned back, depriving the remaining pair of vital jamming
power. 74

raid, sAM's claimed two B-52D's

Linebacker tt
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G?tn the 11 nights of Linebacker II, SAM's destroyed a
total of l-5 B-52's and damaged 9. Following the loss of six
planes on 20 j)ecember, the third night, missile effectiveness
declined rapidly. In eight nights from the 21st through the end
of the operation on the 29th (no bombing took place on the 25th)'
sAMts downed six B-52rs, the same number that had perished on
the 20th, and damaged four, one fewer than had sustained damage
during the first three nights.

G|4" Linebacker II progressed, the enemyts sAl\ :lefense":
grew weaker. On 18 December, 164 of the missiles soar':d inr:'r
ihe night sky. The ciefenders of Hanoi and Haiphong fired 182 +':,e
following ni.ght and 221 on the third, but the numbe: rf lauucr-'ngs

plummeted to just four missiles on 23 December, rebouncied to
73 on the 27th, then dropped to 23 on the final night of the bombing'
Intelligence confirmed the launching of 567 SAM|s in the first
three nights krrt only 315 duling the remaining e'ght. Obviously'
the North Vieinamese were unning out of missiles. By mining
the harbors, bombing the rail and road net, and attacking sAM
support facilities,Arnerican airmen had prevented the enemy
from stockpiling enough SAMIs to replace those expended during
the first three nights. 75
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Linebacker II SAM Firings

76

Number of SAMIs

B-52's Lost

1B

r64

2Grs, 1D

19

182

20

22r

2I

40

22

43

t2
24
26
27

4

Date

4 Grs. 2 Drs
2 Dts
,f

16
6B

73

2B

4B

29

23

TotaI

r,U{

BB2

2 Dts
2 Dts

6 Grs, 9 Dts

6tn terms of effort, Linebacker II represented

the
most intensive use of electronic countermeasures of the
Vietnam war. The losses suffered on the first three nightsq
resulted in tactical adjustments that enhanced the effectiveness
of countermeasures support. Once again, the attackers had
met the challenge and overcome a skillful defense, helped on
this occasion by a deepening shortage of SAMrs.
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VII.

CONCLUSiONS
c,it

Ql Early in the air war against North Vietnam, the Air

Force embarked upon Project Corona Harvest, an attempt to
document its wartime experience in order to derive lessons
from the Southeast Asia fighting. The Corona Harvest final
report, which appeared in the summer of 1973, touched uPon
the subject of electronic countermeasures. Those Air tr'orce
officers who drafted this document called attention to the improvement in the defenses of the North and the consequen$finement of counterrneasures equipment and techniques.

(lD From what the Corona Harvest report called "an air
defense capability which, for modern times, was considered
as basically similar to that faced in World War II and Korea, "
the radar-controlled defenses f North Vietnam rapidlv evolved
into what this same summary d'scribed as "the most formidable eleclromagnetic threat ever encountered by U- S- tactical
forces. "t American electroni.c countermeasur€s generally
kept pace, enabling the air offensive to continue. AccordiSg to
Corona Harvest, the "limited E'M capability" possessed by the
Air Force in the spring of 1965 improved throughout the Vietnam
fighting. A key to this improvement in equipment ar d technique
was the continuing analysis of countermeasures effecti','eness by
the Air Force Security Service. 2

$ In the summer of 1966, while attempting to anfi{IAf r

Department of Defense inquiries about countermeasures effectiveness, Air Force headquarters had difficulty finding reliable
data upon which to base a reply. As a consequence, the Chief of
Staff, Gen. John P. McConnell, called upon the Air Force Security Service to devise some method of determining the tactical
impact of electronic warfare. The Security Service set up a
small working group within the Air Force special communications Center at Kelly AFB, Texas, and in March 1.967 systematic
reporting and analysis began. Besides disseminating "flash reports" prepared immediately after a dayts strikes, the group
used computers to re-create for detailed study those missions
or incidents of special interest to combat units. The analysts
also prepared periodic summaries showing trends in electronic
r,varfare. 3
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Q A-ir Force sources, however, did not provide
adequate electronic intelligence needed for a comprehensive
assessment. To fill the void, the Air Force turned to thda
National security Agency (NSA), which agreed to furnish information from its radar and communications intercepts. The
NSA material offered an insight into the reaction of North
Vietnamts air defenses to countermeasures and to other aspects of electronic warfare.4
p} Air Force, Navy, and Marine Corps intelligence,

wi.th the help of NSA, provided adequate information

for the
prompt evaluation of .countermeasures activity. In disseminating the evaluations, however, the Air Force Security Se?rice
ran into difficulty. Because of the sensitive nature of some of
the intelligence, and the risk of compromise in forwarding it
to operational units, tactical commanders were not informed
of the basis for the conclusions contained in the electronic
warfare evaluations.5

Q Despite this problem, the system of evaluation and
reporting enabled the Air Force to make the best possible use
of its countermeasures [ ,rr. The equipment did not always
work miracles, however. Some of it was o1d, and even the
newer items imposed limitations on the performance of the air.craft that used them.
(;Wild Weasel enjoyed the best reputation of any Sl the
countermeasures employed in Southeast Asia. The Security
Service credited the aircraft's antiradiation missiles with a
kill probabiiity of just 5 percent--L of 20 missiles launched
could be expected to score a destructive hit--but conventional
munitions carried by the planes proved even more destructive.
Corona Harvest concluded that Wild Weasel had "effectively
carried out" the suppression of "radar directed guns and missiles, " 6 and Security Service analysts agreed, declaring that
Wild Weasel, despite the small number of hits with antiradiation missiles, had limited the enemyts use of radar, thus reducing the number of missiles he could launch with accuracy
and causing a decline in the liklihood of SAM kills. /
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(Ci Under other circumstances, the Wild Weasels rl$ryfrt
have tried to destroy rather than to suppress. During the Vietnam
war, however, too few aircraft were available to press sustained
attacks against SAM defenses. In addition, the Shrike missile had
a short range and no memory circuit, while the less numerous
Standard ARM was frequently unreliable.B

? Although the first

QRC-160 self-protection pods used
in Southeast Asia failed miserably, the improved QRC-160A-1
and later types became lifesavers for Ai.r Force fighter-bomber
crews. These devices jammed SAM radars, enabling the attacking formations to fly at altitudes where the missiles could be
deadliest and thus remain above the flak concentrations that had
proved so dangerous early in the war. The self-protection$d
deserved the tribute paid by CoI. Robin Olds, who late in 1967
hailed it as "the most significant development in the air war over
North Vietnam. " Y

9) tne Air Force officers who wrote the Corona Harvest
final report agreed that whenever fighter-bombers went after
heavily defended targets, self-protection pods "were effective in
degrading SAM's and radar directed AAA. " The devices had
certain drawbacks, however. As this same group pointed out,
pods "displaced ordnance, prevented optimum antenna placement,
and required a particular type of formation fiying that^ did not a1ways provide the best protection from MIG attacU. rr 10
3) Unlike the pods, which Corona Harvest conside8U

most valuable where defenses were strongest, the old and vulnerable EB-66 countermeasures aircraft "were forced from
strike escort to a stand-off jamming roIe, resulting in reduced
trCM effectiveness. " Despite the panel's dismissal of this elderly plane, the final report acknowledged that the Air Force
would continue to need a 1arge, extensively equipped jamming
craft until it acquired a self-protection pod capable of protecting individual fighter-bombers against all types of radar. A
vulnerable aircraft like the EB-66 was inadequate to the task of
reinforcing and supplementing the barrage laid down by current
types of pods. A new airplane was needed, the Corona Harvest
report declared, and "this airplane should be capable of operating in a high threat environment with a degree of survivability
equal to the strike force it supports. "11
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{pChaft came into its own during l,inebacker II qf
despite a discouraging start. According to radar scope
photography, high winds at first played hob with the corridors, scattering the chaff, and stripping the protection from
B0 percent of the B-52 cells carrying out attacks from 1B
through 24 December. However, chaff blankets employed

from 26 through 29 December almost reversed these statistics, with 84 percent of another nightrs bomber force receffi
ing the planned coverage. Not a single B-bz was downed
or damaged while within a dense chaff concentration, though
the Security Service acknowledged that other countermeasures
undoubtedly contributed to this immunity. 12
The radar warning equipment available to fighterbomber crews in Southeast Asia had two major weaknesses.
The receiver was vulnerable to friendly jamming, so that the
pilot of a pod-equipped aircraft had to shut down from time to
time in order to detect hostile radar. In addition, the warning
gear did not always indicate the specific weapon site threatrerying the aircraft. Over North Vietnam, the number and variety
of radars concentrated in so small an area frequently saturated
the warning device, forcing the pilot to rely on his eyesight to
spot SAMrs fired at him. But, in spite of these failings, the
equipment did furnish a general warning that told aircrews to
commence jamming and begin looking for missiles ascending
toward them. rr

2)

6?A't first glance, the losses sustained early in Lin.rbacker iI might seem to confirm previous doubts that B-52
countermeasures were adequate for missions over the Red River
delta. The enemy, after all, had succeeded in bu4ning through
the noise barrage, and the possibility existed that the initial use
of ALT-6's in conjunction with ALT-??'s might have actually
highlighted the bombers for Fan Song operators. A closer examination indicates, however, that overall tactics, might have
countermeasures failure, were at fault. Losses might have
been fewer if the B-52rs had tried from the outeet to saturate the
defenses, approaching from different directions, attacking several targets simultaneously, and avoiding the steeply banked turns
that diverted a planets jamming pattern. rt
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Qt t,ne Corona Harvest report revealed that stereotyped strike tactics were a problem for most of the war. Reliance on daylight fighter-bomber attacks, usually delivered
at about the same hour against targets concentrated in a coitrl
pact arear g?ve the defense a marked advantage. Electronic
countermeasures came to take the place of surprise against an
alert and resourceful enemy. But jamming also tended to
follow familiar patterns and at times rnay even have told the
enemy what sort of mission to expect. Clues provided by
countermeasures procedures could, for example, have
alerted the North Vietnamese to certain drone reconnaissance
flights and helped them predi.ct some B-52 targets. 15
one of the most important countermeasures lessons learned from the Vietnam
war was that better preparation was needed for any future
conflict. The attacking Americans and the North Vietname&t
defenders had waged a seesaw contest for electronic supremacy'
with the offense finally winning. In other circumstances, however, the Air Force might not be able to duplicate the spectac-

Q According to Corona Harvest,

ular progress that characterized the Vietnam struggle. During
1966, for example, both the Shrike-carrying WiId Weasel and
the QRC-160.4-1 self-protection pod emerged as dependable
countermeasures. In the future, however, highly trained
American airmen should be ready to commit thoroughly modern
equipment upon the outbreak of war, use the gear effectively'
and accurately evaluate

its impact on the enemy. ro
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APPENDIX
AIRBORNE CONTROL OF FIGHTERS

qf

Gfne four F- 105D Thunderchiefs of Zinc flight were
circling over North Vietnam on 4 April 1965, waiting their turn
to pounce on Thanh Hoa bridg€, on irr-portant R olling Thunder
target. The pilots could hear radio chatter about MIG fighters
in the area, and the leader of another fiight warned everyone
"to keep their heads up. " Seconds later, the pilot of Ztnc 03
caught sight of "four aircraft coming in from behind us out of.

a 20 degree dive . .
approximatel.v 3000-4000 feet behind
the flight. 'r He radioed a warning and with his wing man, Zinc
04, broke toward the attackers and jettisoned the two external
fuel tanks and eight 338-kilogram (?50-pound) bombs that bfife
dened each of the Thunderchiefs.

F) Their abrupt turns made the two planes lose speed
and prevented them from intervening as the grayish-colored

fighters --now easily recognizable as MIG-17ts--flashed
past and opened fire on the lead element of ZLnc f1i.ght. Within seconds, the flight leader and his wing man were coaxing
their mortally damaged Thunderchiefs toward the Gulf of Tonkin
where they parachuted to safety. 1

gtlgs

the EC-121D Couldnrt Do

flf po" several

weeks before the destruction of the two
F-105Drs, various headquarters had been discussing the deployment to Southeast Asia of an EC-121D task force to provide MIG
warning for Rolling Thunder formations. Actually, the idea of
using the Lockheed-built airborne radar platforms had originated
the previous summer, when planners realized that the carrier
strikes of August 1964, in response to the Tonkin Gulf incident,
might possibly trigger North Vietnamese air raids against the
South. The use of EC- I2lDt s for airborne early warning did not
seem especially urgent, however, until February 1965 when
raids against the North began on a systematic hasis. In March,
with Rolling Thunder underway, representatives of Headquarters,
Air Defense Command, and of the 552d Airborne Early Warning
and Control Wing, which would provide the necessary planes,
journeyed to Hawaii to work out with Pacific Air Forces the
details of a JCS-directed deployment. 2
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(C) Plans formulated as a result of this meeting cal1ed
for the EC-I21D detachment to extend the coverage of the existing radar network which, at the time, consisted of stations at

Monkey Mountain, near Da Nang, South Vietnam, and at Nakhon
Phanom in Thailand. The Monkey Mountain radar could track
aircraft at almost any altitude throughout most of South Vietnam,
while operators at Nakhon Phanom covered North Vietnam south
of Hanoi and the adjacent portion of the Tonkin Gulf. The
EC-721Drs would keep watch over the Red River delta and the
region to the north. Besides providing early warning of air
attack against the South, airborne radar would w.arn of "any enemy
activity directed toward U. S. strike aircraft. " Other likely
assignments included coordinating search and rescue activity,
giving emergency navigation assistance, and helping f^ighterbombers low on fuel to rendezvous with aerial tankerSTl Thanks
to this planning, the Big Eye Task Foree,i. of 5 EC-121Drs stood
ready to depart from McClellan AFB, California, when deployment orders arrived on 4 April 1965. 3

p) Ironically, the destruction of the two F-105D's,
which prompted the Big Eye deployment, later evoked a reluctance to send the EC-121Drs northward over the Tonkin Gu1f.
Again and again the same question arose at 2d Air Division, the
headquarters that exercised operational control over the task
force: Could an EC-721D survive if it ventured north of the 1?th
parallel ? Unaffected by these doubts, the task force staff insisted that a small escort would be enough, just a few fighters under
control of the EC-121D itself.
t

(C r' few weeks after arriving at Tan Son Nhut air base
near Saigon, members of the Big Eye contingent began wondering
if 2d Air Division had any intent 'cn of using their skills. A bewildering series of test missions sapped morale, as the task force
attempted a variety of duties for which it was il1 equipped. The
EC-121Drs quickly demonstrated that they lacked the communication gear required to di.rect air strikes in support of ground
troops and that their small and incon zeniently located windows
ruled them out as aerial observation nosts for B-52 attacks,

q
Officially, Detachment
Control Wing.
'r'

1,

552d Airborne

Early Warning and
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Some officers, the task force history r_eports, though{,grf
these seemingly bizarre assignments ttasnan exercise tb prove
how many things an EC- 121 couldnrt do. '

(U) These suspicions proved unfounded. When dispatched on missions for which it was suited, the EC- 127D iustified the confidence of those who flew and maintained it. Yet
the lack of enthusiasm within air divi.sion headquarters was
understandable, for this was an old airplane that took up
valuable space at already crowded Tan Son Nhut and carried
electronic gear unfamiliar to most Air Force pilots.

Airplanes, Electronics, and Men

' A

Nicknamed the Connie by its crews, the Lockheed
EC-L21D was a military adaptation of the 4-engine pistonpowered Super Constellation commercial transport, but dorsal
and ventral housings for radar antennas now marred the gracefu1 silhouette of the airline version. Located atop the fuselage
was the antenna for the height finder radar while benqqlh the
plane was the antenna for the search radar. The height
finder, though credited with a maximum range of 720 nautical
miles, seldom picked up an aircraft much beyond 70 nautical
miles. The search radar had a nominal range, under rdeal
conditions , of 250 nautical mile s, but this varied acc :rding
to the altitude of the EC-L21D and the_nature of its target, and
seldom exceeded 180 nautical miles. b

Big Eye aircraft usually rumbered 18.
Up front was the flight crew, consisting of pilot and cqgilot, two
;iqators. rwo flight engir;eers, ?ild a radio operator. the
^^sponsible for all the electronic equiprnent located
c:
ar ,-'r! i,, in thc cperations center, incLuded the senior director
i
a i'"ty control ler, a crew chief and his assistant,
l'.. tr .dr ,irer:licls, an intercept control technician, and two
| :' rni, ttenance specialists. The senior direcior and duty
co,:i.urolle;. w€fe responsible for the instructions issued by Big
Eve t,, friendlv iircraft. o

Gt

Tine crew of a

9Altnough the EC-12lD had b. en designed primarily
to detect hosri-e bombers flying high above the ocean, it proved
effective in maintaining short-range radar surveillance of low-
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flying reconnaissance planes taking photographs over Cuba
during the 1962 missile crisis. North Vietnam, however,
posed a greater challenge than Cuba, for the EC-121Drs
would have to track a larger number of planes at ranges in
excess of 150 nautical miles, operating in a similarly confined area, These aircraft, moreover, would be flying over
a comparatively large land mass, &Dd the Conniers search
radar became confused by reflections from terrain features
and objects on the ground. Fortunately, Big Eye crews were
able to apply a lesson learned off Cuba and maintain altitudes
as 1ow as 50 feet so that the search radar beam was reflected from the surface of the Tonkin Gulf, thus raising the line
of sight and avoiding ground clutter. 7
(O ey using this search radar technique, operators
obtained the general location and heading of hostile aircraft.
Since most radar contacts took place beyond range of the
height finder, Big Eye could not determine the altitude of
North Vietnamese MIGrs. Since EC-121D did not yet have
the equipment for precise control; 8 th" best the task force
could do was alert the covering fighters, whose crews then
had to rely on eyesight or airborne radar to close with the
enemy.

I Although limitations in the search and height

finder radars handicapped the task forcers airborne controllers, the Connies carried an electronic device that helped to
compensate for these failings. This article was the APX-49
recognition set, which was capable of identifying friendly
aircraft at ranges as great as 200 nautical mi1es. This equipment transmitted a coded signal which triggered the transponder carried by these planes. The transponder reacted by
emitting a distinctive signal that was picked up on radar
scopes within the EC- 12ID. Once the operator had decoded
the reply, he knew for certain which aircraft had responded.

Q ilne recognition set was not infallible, however.
To make the system work friendly pilots had to cooperate by
switching on their identificatior' gear so that the transponder
would react. Often an operator had to make two or more
sweeps before receiving a transponder signal clear enough
for hin to decode. Moreover, decoding was a manual

LZI

operation, a serious drawback in view of the amount of
under surveillance. 9

tr{ic

G fne communication gear carried by the first
EC-721Dts to see service in Southeast Asia lacked the necessary range and reliability. The three ARC-27 ultra high
frequency radios installed in the planes were already ob$|te,
though the aircraft's pair of more powerful ARC-85ts proved
generally satisfactory despite maintenance problems.
G To help compensate for Big Eyers deficienci€s, &
SAC KC-135 radio relay plane was tested over Southeast Asia
in September 1966. This variant of the four-jet Boeing
aerial tanker automatically relayed radio messages either to
American tactical aircraft or to the control centers that
directed them. The EC-121D's, however, did not receive a
really modern radio until the introduction of the ARC- 109 in
September 1968. 10
G?at first, Big Eye radio operators had to encode
and decode a1l message6 containing security information, a
time consuming procedure since most operational traffic fell
into this category. Not until December 1966 did they obtelL
the use of a "scrambler" that ensured securitv
" of voice tradsmissions. 17

O) fne EC-I21D, known at the time as the RC-72tD,
first entered Air Force service in 1954. Although a decade
had passed between the acceptance of the first of these planes
and the Vietnam deployment, the aircraft proved reliable and
durable during their Southeast Asia tours. Structural corrosion, the most serious maintenance problem encountered there,
was an inevitable result of sustained operation in the tropics. 12

C Big Eyets first radar surveillance missions tested
both the courage and endurance of those on board. A task force
history tells of pilots skimming the Gulf of Tonkin and pel3*!rg

through tropical showers to detect the masts of fishing vessels
hidden by the downpour. This was a more dangerous and demanding kind of flying than high-altitude surveillance where the
automatic pilot did much of the work.

722

6) Nor was the Connie a comfortable aircraft. The
air conditioning system had been designed for commercial transport flying at medium altitude, not for a military airplane_iammed with heat-producing electronics and f,Iying at wavetoffu
height over a tropical sea.

Giatt things considered it was, as the task force history said about these early flights, " a credit to their self disciplinet' that officers and men "performed under this pressure

without incident. " An occasional glimpse of Chinars Hainan
Island, as the plane executed its orbit, served to remind Tffi
cockpit crew of the gloomy warnings from 2d Air Division headquarters that they could not survive north of the 1?th parallel.
To the equipment operators enclosed within the fuselage, any
abrupt change of direction summoned up the nightmare of collision with a mast and impact against the water. When MIG
attacks failed to materialize, however, and changes in equipment p_ermitted higher altitude operation, the presaure retaxeo.

13
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Els E_fF Evolving Mission

fh On 16 April 1965, a pair of EC-121Drs took off
from Tdn Son Nhut airfield to head out over the Gulf of
Tonkin. One entered a racetrack orbit roughly 90 nautical
miles southeast of Hanoi. Flying from 50 to 300 feet above
the water, it used the reflected beam of its search radar til
track aircraft over the North and employed recognition gear
to distinguish which were friendly. The second plane backed
up the first from a medium altitude station farther from shore.
Alpha track, the orbit nearer the coast, provided search radar
coverage of all aircraft higher than 8000 feet above North
Vietnam. From the other, Bravo track, EC-I?1D crewmen
used recognition gear to monitor fl_ights over the North and
&iedf
radar to cover the Gulf of Tonkin. 1{
ffi'rom these iwr: <;r'bits, the Big ESre task i:orce issued -UIIG warnings "in the blind, " alerting the entire fighter
cover rather than any specific flight and locating the enemy
according to his distance from a comrnon ref,erence point, the
city of Hanoi. Until automatic relay equipment appeared, these
general warnings were retransmitted by controllers on the ground,
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a time-consuming procedure when dealing with supersonic
fighters. The Phantoms nearest the MIGts responded, searched
them out, and attacked. l5

Q Imprecise though it was, this kind of warning sometimes gave the covering F-4rs a tactical advantage that proved
fatal to North Vietnamese airmen. On 10 Juty 1965, Capt.
William P. Reboli, Jr., the senior director in an EC-121D
flying 50 feet above the Tonkin GuIf, issued a MIG warning that
resulted in the destruction of two hostile planes. An F-4C
manned by Captains Kenneth E. Holcornbe, &rld Arthur C.
Clark shot down one of the MiG-1?rs, and Captains Thomas S.
Roberts and Ronald Anderson, also in a Phantom, received
credit for downing the other. These were the first Air Force
victories of the war, and the attendant excitement obscured
the fact that they were due more to chance--the Phantoms
being in the right place when the alert came--than to the information provided by Big Eye. 16
(C Tracking Air Force planes was not especially diffiprovided
cult,
the pilots cooperated. As Capt. Jerry Kaffka,
a member of the Big Eye Task Force, recalled, "We worked
out a system whereby we can identify a specific flight of our6"
by assigning an identification response to one plane in the
flight. When the operator interrogated this signal, the planers
transponder automatically replied, giving the position of the
flight.17
(*?According to Kaffka, the presence of Navy carrier
planes over the North complicated for a time the work of the
Big Eye Task Force. Early in the war, Naval aviators did
not use identification equipment except when approaching the
aircraft carriers, a practice which caused some uneasy moments on board the EC-121D's. Navy planes would "go in,
say down in the panhandle and come up over land, and then be
coming back out toward us at about 600 knots at 30, 000 feet. "
Witn"eigfrt or ten different tracks" approaching on radar, the
airborne director could only summon the fighter cover' sometimes as few as two F-4C's or F-104rs, and "expend a heck of
a lot of time in just running identification passes to see who
they rn'ere. " The Navyts willingness to adjust to circumstances
and have its pilots "squawk"--use their identification gear-solved this problem. 18
,I

ffrrr
(?Wfrife monitoring air traffic in order to give MIG
warning, Big Eye airborne directors also were able to help
pilots low on fuel to rendezvous with KC-135 tankers. SAC,
which provided the Stratotankers used in Southeast Asia, at
first insisted that the vulnerable KC-135rs stay south of the19th parallel, and allthe F'C-I21Drs could do was advise thJr
fighter pilot of the most direct route to the nearest orbiting
tanker. The men serving in the KC-135rs soon realized how
helpful the task force could be and frequently defied policy by
crossing the 19th paraIlel to meet fighter-bombers critically
low on fuel. Upon receiving word from a pilot in trouble, the
Big Eye radioman alerted the nearest tanker and requested it
to,lart north. Although not obliged to respond, the SAC crew
usually complied, and F-105 and F-4 pilots soon began addressing emergency requests directly to the Big Eye aircraft, asking assistance in arranging a refueling rendezvous. This improvisation worked we1l, but all parties had to be circumspect
in reporting their activity.

(;) SAC's official attitude changed early in 1967. One
factor causing this change was a test, conducted over Laos, in
which an EC- 127D successfully coordinated an aerial refueling.
Another was the success of the informal arrangement betwe*H
Big Eye senior directors and tanker commanders. One of the
directors, Maj. Theron M. Perry, earned the Distinguished
Flying Cross by arranging a rendezvous between a KC-135 and
a fighter-bomber so low on fuel that its jet engine ftamed out as rt
locked onto the tankerrs boorn. The decisive factor, however,
was the insistance by General Momyer, the Seventh Air Force
commander, that the EC-i21Dts control the tankers during
refueling emergencies. 19
GAnother activity in which the task force becarne involved was search and rescue. The use of EC- 121-Dts in thiF
role was inevitable, since their equiprnent and location enabled
them to maintain surveillance over areas not covered by ground
stations or ship,-roard radars. Some of the more hectic action,
however, took place almost within sight of American warshipsIn January 1967, for instance, Capt. Gerald D. Long, an airborne controller, released the two F-104rs serving as Big Eye
fighter cover so they could escort to Da Nang a KC-135 damaged
in a mid- r'r collision. Scarcelv had the Starfighters returned
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when one of them suffered a control failure, forcing the pilc{,rto
parachute into the gulf. Captain long immediately contacted a
nearby radar control ship, which launched a helicopter that
rescued the pilot just minutes after he had bailed out. 20

C Occasionally the task force assumed the defensive
role envisioned for it when the question of deployment first
aros€ in 1964. For example, American intelligence specialists
at saigon became concerned during october 1g65 that the North
vietnamese might attack Da Nang with their Ilyushin rL-28 twinjet light bombers. Until the new Dong Ha radar site, some 25
nautical miles south of the demilitarized zoner w&s activated,
low-flying IL-28rs could approach Da Nang undetected. To prevent this, Big Eye on 5 October established a nighttime orbit
over the gulf that permitted coverage of the area north of Da
Nang, No additional planes or crews were available to assume
the increased burden, so consequent crew fatigue and postponed
aircraft maintenance threatened Rolling Thunder support. Fortunately, construction at Dong Ha proceeded on schedule, and
Big Eye was.able to abandon air defense surveillance on 19 *,
November.
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QMeanwhile, the task force had become involved in
issuing border warnings to friendly aircraft about to trespass
over the Peoplers Republic of China. The first such intrusion
occurred when the EC-121Drs were on the ground at Tan Son
Nhut. Without Big Eye to follow his progress, Maj. Philip E.
Smith, USAF, the pilot of a Starfighter, strayed over Hainan
Island, was shot down, and remained a prisoner of the Chinese
until released in March 1973. The incident caused the Joint
Chiefs of Staff to remind the 2d Air Division of the irrrportance
of making full use of the Connies in tracking friendly iircraft,22

I Shortly afterward, tht, Chinese protested
" """orr"fi*
border violation. The 2d Air Division staff summoned
the Big
Eye operations officer, the senior director on the low-Ieve1
mission flown the day the alleged incursion took place, with
all logs and charts for that itight. Luckily, the senior director
had been alert to the possibrlity of a border violation in attacking one of the dayrs Rolling Thunder targets and had issued
instructions to make overlays showing the tracks of all flights
--American, North Vietnamese, and Chinese--that ventured
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near the border. These overlays supported the contention
that Rolling Thunder aircraft had respected the international
boundary, showing instead that Chinese planes had made a brief
incursion over North Vietnam. Ushered into an inner sanctum
at air division headquarters, the senior director repeated this
information over a scrambler telephone circuit to the National
Military Cornmand Center at the Pentagon, where the Joint
Q
Chiefs of Staff were investigating the incident.
(5) Border warning promptly became another of Big
Eye's missions, with the surveillance normally performed
from the higher altitude, Bravo, orbit, using recognition
equipment. Whenever a squawking flight penetrated a buffer
zone, established with varying depth along the Chinese border,
a director on board the EC- 72ID radioed a code word, usually
changed each day, to warn the pilot

^*^y.23

(Cl fne border warning was unpopular among fighter

pilots. Although they readily admitted they might become
disoriented while dodging SAMrs or fighting MIGrs and stray

over China, few could see any point in respecting the border
when the consequences could be death or irnprisonment in North
Vietnam. Some aviators went so far as to shut down their identification gear when flying'hear the border in order to retain
freedom of action and avoid a possible reprimand should they
enter Chinese air space. Others did not turn on their transponders because they believed the North Vietnamese were using
recognition equipment patterned after the American gear to
trigger a signal and thus pinpoint victims for MIG's or SAM's. za

G For a time, the two gulf orbits seemed adequate for
monitoring American aircraft swarrning over the North. Then,
on \2 May 1966, an l--105D chased a North Vietnamese MIG-17
some 25 nautical miles inside China and shot it down. A board
of inquiry headed by Brig. Gen. Robert G. Owens, J,'., USMC,
discovered that the low-altitude Alpha orbit had not been flown
that day because the assigned trC- 727D suffered an equipment
failure. The Owens Board concluded, however, that a plane on
Alpha station could not have covered the area where the incursion took place. The board therefore recornmended establishing
an additional orbit over Laos, north of the 19th parallel. 25
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G On 24 June, an EC-72ID conducted a test to determine what coverage could be obtai.ned from a point just north
of Vientiane. Beginning in July, the test aircraft maintained
an altitude of 10,000 to 15,000 feet while orbiting over the 20th
paralle1. Results proved successful, and by the end of October,
EC-721Drs were flying this inland orbit, ca11ed Charlie station,
whenever Rolling Thunder strikes were scheduled.
I Lacking planes and crews enough to cover Charlie'
Alpha, and Bravo simultaneously, the task force juggled its
resources, either shifting a plane to Charlie from Rravqr'rr
cancelling the Laos mission when weather did not permit
strikes near the Chinese border. When reinforcements arrived
in May 1967, the College Eye contingent-*redesignated from
Big Eye on 9 March of that year ---was able tq fly all three
orbits until December, when improved monitoring equiprnent'
specifically the QRC-248 interrogator, made Alpha unnecessary.'
COVTRAGT TROfiI THRTE TRACKS

1966.r967

)

Figurelg(S)
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(Ci fne Owens Board also gave impetus to the establishment of a Tactical Air Control Center, North Sector, near
Da Nang. On 1 Novernber 1966, therefore, a battle comrnander
at the center began monitoring Air Force operations over North
Vietnam, passing along MIG and border warnings and information on rescue activity, frequently merely retransmitting information from Big Eye.27
,"*{l

€) From its inception, the Tactical Air Control Center'
North Sector, had the potential to become the hub of an automated control network of radio relay and radar surveillance aircraft. Modernized EC-121ts would be equipped to trigger
either friendly or enemy identification transponders, and with
communication sets to transmit these data, in coded form, to
the battle cornrnander. These projected EC-121 modifications
ran afoul of rising costs and unforeseen delays, so that the end
product, the trC- 721T, did not join the College Eye Task Force
until 1971. The EC-121D's did undergo various interim improvements, however, which increased their effectiveness in
handling friendly fighters. The installation of this equi.pm#?t
enabled task force controllers to direct F-4 Phantoms against
MIG interceptors instead of merely issuing a warning that the
enemy was approaching.

2B

ilqurDDlng lor a More Active Ro1e

C) One far-reaching improvement, the addition of the
QRC-248 rnterrogator, was a result of continuing surveillance
of Cuba. During March and April 1965, as Rolling Thunder
was gathering momentum in Southeast Asia, a prototype QRC248, being tested at the Air Defense Commandrs Key West,
Florida, radar station, successfullv interrogated the Rus$b"nbuilt transponder on a Cuban aircraft at a range of about 200
nautical miles. The prospective advantages of such a device
in the skies over North Vietnam were so exciting that Air
F'orce headquarters quickly approved the installation of one of
the few available sets in an trC-121D for tests, first in the
United States, then bv a 30-day combat evaluation in Southeast
Asia.

C Initiatly the new interrogation device proved less
spectacular in combat than it had in the Florida test. In order

s
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to avoid alerting the North Vietnamese to this new form of.surveillance, QRC-248 operators refrained from actually trigSring enemy transponders, instead limiting their role to passive
reception of signals from identification devices queried by
North Vietnamese controllers. Because of this restriction,
early results were disappointing. 29

GlEarty disappointment, however, did not undermine
the confidence of College Eye pilots in the potential of the -.
QRC-248, and some pilots of the Bth Tactical tr'ighter Wingwho shared this confidence. Together the airmen worked out

informal procedures whereby airborne directors passed information on MIG activity directly to F-4 crews instead of
routing it through the North Sector control mechanism. F'ormal
tests followed, and in October 196? General Momyerrs headquarters approved the arrangement, authoriztng College Eye
to provide the combat air patrol with range and vector to the 30
enemy instead of the more general MIG warning issued before.

to sharpen coordination between College Eye directors and F-4c crews, pilots from the Bth Tactical Fighter wing
(C)

not only received an orientation but went along as observers on
actual EC-121D missions. On 23 October, Majors Joseph
Moore and william Kirk flew from lIbon, where the task force
had been based, to udorn for this type of f.arntliartzation.
Major Moore joined the crew of the plane selected for the
next dayrs Bravo mission--an EC-121D called Triple Ni*eI
because of the three 5ts on its tail number' Maior Kirk returtled
to Ubon to fly combat air patrol for a strike scheduled for the
afternoon of the 24th'.

€l The day got off to an auspicious start for Triple
the senior director, Capt. Joseph McGrath,
when
Nickel

picked up several distinct returns during the morning, dispatched F-4crs to intercept, and contributed to the possible
destruction oI a North Vietnamese MIG. For a time, however
the mission rested in the hands of a radar technician' TSgt
James Bleeker. "Heat, " he recalled, "caused a resistor to
burn out on our main scope, " but he "tied the resistor together with str ing and put the scope back in action' "
*rC,
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9|rIn the afternoon, Major Kirk arrived on station.

As Major Moore watched, Captain McGrath acquired a target
and radioed a vector to Kirkrs flight, which intercepted the
enemy. Closing in from behind, Kirk launched a heat-seeking
missile that exploded near the tail of a MIG-21. A series of
rapid turns ensued before Kirk was again in position to attack.
He then launched two more missiles, one of which inflicted
further damage, and finally finished off the plane with 20-mm
fire. The North Vietnamese pilot parachuted as his MIG
plunged to earth. 31

G Increasing reliance

on the QRC-248 led to cancel-

lation of the 1ow-altitude Alpha track. l-rom station Charlie
over Laos and from Bravo, 10,000 feet above the gulf, two
EC-121D's fitted with this equipment could monitor North
Vietnam's heartland and the border with China. By the end
of November, the task force commander was reporting that
the low-al1 itude Alpha station had become "an expensive
luxury, " and before the end of December it was abandoned. 32

f| Even with the QRC-248, fighter control continued
to be a demanding job. One College trye director, Capt.
Richard Carle, discovered this when he found himself in a
situation where the airborne automatic radio relay failed him,
a f,light of MIGrs without transponders appeared on radar, and
several of the F-105Drs in the area shut off their identification
gear. As the action unfolded, one segment of the F- 105D
strike force saw MIG's approaching, jettisoned its bombs, 3nd
turned away from the target, heading in a direction from which
another Thunderchief formation was approaching. Sirnultaneously, several of the escorting F -4's attempted to head off
the MIGrs. Four groups of aircraft- -the F-4rs, the MIG's,
and the two F-105 contingents--were now converging at
velocities approaching the speed of sound. Captain Carle got
through the F -4rs, vTafo€d thern that "rnultiple friendliesl'
were dead ahead and thus averted a calamity. Both the Americans and North Vietnamese emerged unscathed drom the melee
that erupted when the Phantom crews and MIG pilots caught
sieht of each other.33
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(jlAirborne controllers like Captain Carle utilized @
QRC-248 tn conjunction with the recognition gear used to identify
friendly aircraft. Unfortunately, the latter could not cope with
the number of aircraft simultaneously in action over the North.
Work had therefore begun on an automatic recognition and decoding device, the GPA- 722, which was successfully demonstrated at Van Nuys, California, in November 1966. Development
of this new equipment for spotting friendly planes was sluggi4$
until October of the following year, when MSgt Gary Walker
rounded up the necessary component parts, assembled one of
the sets, and tested it in an EC-721D at McClellan AFB where
it performed as expected. Nevertheless, despite Walkerts
"quick look" test, it was June 1968 before College Eye received
enough of the devices to equip atl its planes.34
A

Potential Rival

F) Late in July 196?, another Connie arrived in Southeast Asia. The newcomer was Rivet Top, an EC-721K, a prototype which the Tactical Air Warfare Center was testing for
use as an airborne command post equipped to direct the complex aerial war being waged over the North. The electronic
arri.y installed in Rivet Top was designed to provide the airborne commander with up-to-the-minute data on every aspect
of the enemyrs defenses. 35
a.,
€) fo deal with one component of North Vietnamrs air
defenses, the SAM, Rivet Top boasted radar direction finding
equipment plrrs a computer that contained data on as many as
100 launch siles. The computer compared every radar signal
received with the information stored in its memory and automatically revised its data bank, as necessary, Armed with this
intelligence, the airborne commander could issue missile ',:t
warnings and direct attacks on sites where the radar transmissions originated.'l'
'j'For Rivet Top control of Wild Weasels, see p.

51
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Top was designed to steal enemy radar retrfFhs,
enabling the airborne operator to photograph the image being
seen by an enemy radarman on the ground below. Since the radar
return disclosed principal terrain features like mountains or
lakes, intelligence analysts could compare this^Picture with existing aerial photos to locate the transmitter. ro

SRivet

llT'hese feats were beyond the electronic ability of
Coltege Eye EC- LzlDt s, but Rivot Top, in addition to these,

could also control fighters, o job the task force claimed as its

own. Iirdeed, the EC- lztK carried control equipment not found
in the Dts. Seated before special consoles in Rivet Top's
crowded interior, communication specialists eavesdropped on
radio traffic between enemy ground controllers and interceptor pilots. Moreover, in addition to the College Eye recognition
gear, the K model boasted equipment capable of interrogating
two Russian -designed transponders that were immune to the
proddings of QRC-248. One was the SRO-1, used in some eY?ty
MIG's and based on an identification set furnished the Soviet
Union by its World War II allies. The other was the SOD-57,
originally intended as an aid to airport traffic controllers but
used over North Vietnam to help ground contt-ol intercept 9B"rators determine the heading and altitude of ti,eir aircraft. r I

€) Operations analysts at Seventh Air Force headquarters compared the performance of College Eye, Rivet Top,
and the Navyrs EC-121M, Big Look, which also could triggefl
identification devices that did not respond to QRC-248. These
comparisons placed College Eyers EC-121D's dead last in
ability to detect and report hostile aircrajlt, a finding that
seemed to jeopardtze the task force's future.3B
F) ttre officers assigned to the Coliege E)'e Task
Force rallied to the defense of their organization. According
to Col. Ross Davidson, task force commander, the analysts
had based their conclusion on the erroneous premise that
more equipment meant more MIGIs detected. This was not
so, he argued, for discussions with both f[hter pilots and his
own controllers had convinced him that the QRC-248 was responsible for 90 percent of the information obtained on MIG
traffic. Since all three EC-L21 variants used this same piece
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of equipment, any difference in effectiveness had to sten4[rom
operating technique. Here College Eye was at a disadvant-age.
Task force operators, sti1l laboring under rules designed to
prevent compromise of the QRC-248, employed a rapid sweep
and focused a rr'rinimum of energy on possible targets. colonel
tavidson was confident, however, that his EC-l?lDts could do
as well as Rivet Top or the EC- I27M, if the operators were
39
allowed to reduce antenna speed and spotlight the
"n.my.
(O fne views of the task force commander apparently
were accepted, for College Eye and its EC-I21Dts remained
on the job, sharing the fighter direction mission with Rii%t
Top and then taking over after that aircraft returned to the
United States in September 1968. The improved equipment
that Rivet Top had used to identify hostile planes was tested
by College Eye in 1968 and became standard in the EC-121T,
which replaced the D models beginning in 1977.40
(e) fne EC-I21D did undergo major modification as
., result of Rivet Top's success in controlting fighters. t.
Ling-Temco-Vought corporation was awarded a contract to
add communications intercept equipment to 14 Aerospace
Defense Command pianes. The first of these so-called
Rivet Gym aircraft flew a test mission over the Tonkin Gilf
on 5 May 1 68, some five weeks after President Johnson
suspended tee bombing north of the 20th parallel. The newly
installed equipment generated enervating heat that forced
the exhausted operators to shut C lwn so delicate electronic
components could cool. Despite this problem, results were
judged satisfactory, and in two weeks the College Eye task
force was using the original Rivet Gym alternately with TACts
Rivet Top. turing September 1968, when Rivet Top departed
for the United States, Ling-Temco-Vought was finishing work
on the last Rivet Gym aircraft.4l
"4!

'r'This was the only role in which Rivet Top was an
unqualified success. The planers radar locating equipment how
ever, became confused in the rrraze of signals emanating fr,m
North Vietnam and did not live up to expectation,
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QAccording to a College Eye veteran, the communi
cations intelligence obtained by Rivet Gym could be "classed
as tnice to havet, t'but was notttabsolutely essential to a defensive warning system. " This officer, Capt. Richard M"
Williams, was quick to add, however, that Rivet Gym did
provide "extremety valuable information for offensive antiMIG employment, such as heading, altitude, intent, ej9" t'42
A Band of Brothers

*tt

196?, College trye finally found at Korat
a satisfactory base, the fourth it had occupied since deploying
to Southeast Asia in April 1965. While flying out of Tan Son
Nhut, the first of these airfields, task force mernbers complained that they were treated like poor relations. Offices
were crowded, and the operations section did not have enough
safes to store the flood of top secret messages. Ramp space
for College trye airplanes was at a premium, ground creq,jr
had to borrow tugs to tow the EC-121Drs, and other units
helped themselves to any task force ground equipment left

$turing

unattended.

O In these circurnstances, reported a College Eye
senior noncommissioned officer, "all rnaintenance personnel

became experts at locating and returning rnisplaced equipment. " They also enlisted the aid of petty officers in a Navy
detachment that flew constellation transports, and the sailors
proved "a valuable source of tools and parts. " Whatever
maintenance took place at Tan Son Nhut resulted from "p""sonal contact of the NCO's with their counterparts on the base
or in the Navy detachment. " Luckily, mechanics at the task
forcers main support base on Taiwan performed all except
minor repairs.43

ffir When Col. Robin OIds, commander of the 8th
Tactical Fighter Wing at llbon, learned that College Eye
was to move to his base, he rnade it clear to the task force
commander, Lt. Col. Waldo W, Peck, that he did not like
the idea of having EC-12LDts muscle their way in among his
Phantoms, taking up ramp space and complicating supply problems. Seventh Air Force was determined, however, to reduce congestion at 'Ian Son Nhut, and the higher headquarters
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as always, prevailed. College Eye moved to Ubon in Fe#uary
1967. Colonel Olds accepted the decision and proved a gracious
host. More important, the colonelrs pilots became interested
in what the EC-L2IDts could do for them and took part in planning session that led to the shift frorn MIG warning to flighter
control. 44
(U) Not long after the task force began flying from Ubon,
an incident occurred that resulted in what one of its officers
called "b complete overhaul of the task force spirit. " Ar{ltrrspectio n party headed by Lt. Gen. James W. Wilson, Commanding
General, Thirteenth Air F'orce, passed the parking area where
the College Eye planes stood. Lieutenant General Wilson, with
lesser officers in his wake, boarded one of the EC-121D's.
According to SMSgt Harold Rauback, who stood ramrod straight
by the entrance, the general declared that the task force had
the "sorriest, raunchiest, and most disgraceful machines he
had ever seen. " He told the sergeant he would return within
three weeks, at which time he expected to find the planes
spotles s.

A,

(U) An orgy of cleaning ensued, during which everyone
from Lieutenant Colonel Peck to the newest administrative
clerk wielded brushes, soapy water, and rags. Anger gave
way to humor, and humor became pride, as a sense of shared
labor inspired the men of the task force. "I seriously doubt, "
said one participant in the cleanup, "we would have scoled the
successes we did in the following year, " if it had not beetfor
Lieutenant General Wilsonrs visit.

3) Colonel Olds gave the task force everything it
needed to clean up the planes, and thanks to his cooperation
the Thirteenth Air Force commander was able to inspect the
EC-121D's and pronounce them passably neat. Despite the

colonelrs initial reluctance, Ilbon proved an infinitely more
satisfactory base than Tan Son Nhut. College Eye received
adequate ramp space and maintenance facilities, air
those in
tioned offices, and vehicles for its exclusive use. If "ofrtdifferent
in
a
too
charge at Ubon were accommodating, so
way was the local populaee, for the task force venereal
disease rate increased dramatically. 45
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(O Unon was prirnarily a fighter base, however, and
college Eye soon found itself part of a complicated series of
moves that brought the task force temporarily to Udorn, also
in Thaitand, so that an F-4 unit could take up residence at
Ubon. Meanwhile, construction was progressing at Korat air
base, Thailand, which would become the EC- L21D operating
base. The shift to udorn took place in July 1967, and the move
to Korat in October.46
(lD tfre crowded temporary base at Udorn lacked the
maintenance facilities available at lJbon but nevertheless
seemed a "very pleasant base overall. " When the task force
arrived at Korat, not all the building was finished, but the
task force comrnander, Colonel Davidson, was able to report
that reaction to the new base was "enthusiastic. " He added
between his unit and the host 3BBth Tacthat the relationshipi'""c""ds
all expectations. "47
tical Fighter Wing
Acceptance and Departure

(3 Late in 1967, everything seemed to fall into place
for the college Eye Task Force. Morale had soared since the
plane-washing affair in July. Korat was proving the best in a
series of bases. Finally, F-4 crews were accepting the airborne controllers as full partners in the air war over North
Vietnam.
acceptance came at a critical time' for
enemy interceptors were becoming increasingly aggressive'
By the end of January 1968, General Momyer was expressing
concern "over the advantage North Vietnamese MIGrs enjoy
over our aircraft by virtue of their GCI [Ground Control"c
Interceptl. " College Eye responded to the MIG challenge by
assisting in the destruction of two enemy interceptors and
the possible downing of a third, all within one week' 48

G tfris

('|Tne enemy, too, began to realize the growing effectiveness of College Eye. Late in January, General Momyer
warned that North vietnamese fighters might attack the
EC- 12lDrs and other support planes. scarcely had he uttered
this warning than MIG's drew menacingly near Rivet Top as

1?q

it was returning to Thailand after a patrol over the Gulf o$,
Tonkin. Throughout February, hostile fighters approached
EC-121Drs on Charlie station, and on one occasion a MIG came
hurtling across the Laotian border, forcing the Connie to turn
away as the fighter closed to within 25 nautical miles. Seventh
Air Force met aggressiveness with caution, ordering the
EC-121Drs to remain south of the 19th parallel except during
those hours when strikes were specifically scheduled to take
Place.49

(lFEven as it helped meet this latest MIG challenge,
CoIIege Eye reverted briefly to its air defense mission in
response to reports of Russian-built biplanes operating near
the demilitarized zone. For approximately 2 weeks in February 1968, the task force manned an additional orbit over
the Tonkin Gulf off the North Vietnamese town of Dong Hoi.
The EC- 121D1s used search radar to cover an area from
south of Da Nang northward beyond Vinh but did not detec&r
the reported intrud""s. 50

St

The capture of an American TACAN transmitter
situated atop a mountain near the southern end of the Plain
of Jars posed a potential threat to College Eye operations
over Laos, because the EC-121trs operating there relied on
a navigational signal broadcast from this station to eonfirm
their orbit. But actually, the loss of this checkpoint had
little impact on task force operations, for President Johnsonrs
ban on bombing north of the 2Oth paralle1 went into effectra
shortly after the site was captured, and College Eye pulled
its aircraft southward to cover North Vietnamts panhandle.
The new Laos orbit was east of Vientiane on the Laos-Thailand border, about 120 nautical miles south of the old position. Similarly, the overwater station had moved southward
a distance of 60 nautical miles to a point seaward of Vinh.51

CtQ\fter 1 April 1968, College Eye support fighterbomber missions over southern North Vietnam and parts of
Laos, doing much the same work it had earlier. Airborne
controllers were now responsible for enforcing a new buf@r
zone that reflected the bombing restrictions. in addition, a
Rivet Gym aircraft kept the demilitarized zone under radar
surveillance during June, searching unsuccessfully for reported enemy helicopter activity. 5Z
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QThe bombing halt, effective 1 November brought
Rolling Thunder to an end, permitting College Eye to abandon
the Tonkin Gulf orbit and operate exclusively over Laos. As
far as North Vietnam was concern, emphasis shifted from
the destruction of enemy aircraft to the tracking of friendly
ones to prevent border violations. According to Col. Floyd M.
McAllister, who commanded College Eye during the year
ending in June 19?0, the "most critical equipment for mission
performance were the APS-95 search radar in the IFF Ildentification Friend or Foe] mode, the ApX-4g interrogator
and the GPA-122 Decoder. " The eRC-248, essentiJ aurffig
Rolling Thunder, was of little value in the absence of radarcontrolled North Vietnamese interceptors. Said Colonel
McAllister: "our detection of enemy aircraft by means of the
QRC-248 was.
reduced as time went on, and toward the end
of our tenure in SEA the QRC-248 was almost useless. "53
G tfre initial College Eye tour of duty ended on 2g
June 19?0, when the last of its planes left Korat for Itazuke
air base, Japan. The organtzation departed at a time when the
United States was reducing the number of Air Force
units in Southeast Asia. The legend, unsupported by"rppoff
evidence,
has arisen that the withdrawal was an error by some budget
analyst, trying to economtze by transferring Detachment 1,
552d Airborne Early warning and control wing, not realizing
that this was the college Eye task force he was banishing. 54
(D By the time College Eye left Southeast Asia, the
tour of duty for task force members was 140 days. The
officers and men who flew the pacific with the original Big
trye detachment had returned to the united states after 90
days, but the Aerospace Defense command soon found that
it could not provide replacements so frequently. The longstanding Southeast Asia commitment disrupted the commandrs
personnel policies, caused some dissatisfaction with the frequency of overseas tours, and led to temporary short"g"=''#
duty controllers and aircraft maintenance me.r. 55

tiAlthough the withdrawal from Southeast Asia
apparently was planned rather than accidental, the task force
could not be spared for long. Four of its planes returned to
Korat in September 1g70 and spent ?6 days supporting air
operations over Cambodia. Again, in March lg7I, College
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Eye dispatched planes to assist in the Cambodian enterprise.
These left Thailand in July, but another contingent, flying
the improved EC-121T, arrived in December, so that College
Eye was on hand when North Vietnam launched its spring
offensive against the South. 56
(U) l'itteO out to function as the airborne component of
an automated command and control network, the EC-121f was
no stranger to the Vietnam war when it replaced the College
Eye EC-121trs. In the summer of 1970 and in the spring of
L977, the T model had undergone combat evaluation in Southeast Asia. Also, two of the planes, manned by volunteers
under command of Lt. Co1. John B. Mulherron, had taken part
in the November 1970 attempt to rescue prisoners of war believed held at Son Tay, North Vietnam. 57
(lD During the Son Tay raid, the role of the EC-121Tts
and its airborne replacement, was to control the F-4 fighter
cover at altitudes below ?000 feet, where the curvature of the
earth prevented coverage by shipboard equipment in the*$ulf
of Tonkin. En route to the station from which it was to perform the fighter control mission, one o.f the EC- 121T's developed an oi1 leak and had to turn back. The other plane was
orbiting above the gulf when the crew discovered the recognition gear would not work. Since it could interrogat e neither
friendly nor enemy identification transponders, fighter control
was irnpossible. The EC-121T did maintain radar surveillance,
however, in order to provide MIG warning, but enemy interceptors did not intervene.5B

Airborne Controllers in the 1972 Fighting

O

The North Vietnamese onslaught against the South

early in. 1,972 tncreased the burden on College Eye air crews.
Before the enemyts spring offensive, four EC- lzlTt s flying
out of Korat had manned a Laos orbit from which they rnaintained surveillance over air operations in the northern part
of that kingdom. On 1 March 1972, while carrying out this
task, a Connie piloted by Capt. Walter Collins, with Capt.
Joseph G. Euretig as senior director, helped an F-4D,
manned by Lt. Col. Joseph W. Kittinger, Jr,, and lst Lt.
Leigh A. Hogden, down a MIG-21, the first successful
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interception controlled by College Eye since its return to Southeast Asia in December 1971. During Freedom Train and Linebacker, kills of this sort became commonplace, as the task
force increased to seven planes, reestablished a Tonkin Gulf
station, and assumed a role similar to that it was performing
when Rolling Thunder came to an end.59

p2 During Linebacker the assigned EC-721Trs arrived
at the Laos and Gulf of Tonkin stations before the day's attacks
began. As the fighter-bombers and their escorts approached,
the airborne controllers identified each flight, established radio
contact, then followed transponder returns throughout the mission, From the crowded operations center inside the Connie,
men of College Eye observed the replies of North Vietnamese
transponders, sometirnes triggering the devices, issued MIG
warnings, and shifted patrolling Phantoms to meet the attacks.
In addition, the task force issued collision warninqs andrllelped
pilots find tankers during refueling emergenci"s. d0

G l-it<e the EC-121Tts, some Navy and Air Force F-4rs
could now intercept and decode MIG transponder returns, but
they too still profited from College Eye surveillance. Crews of
the speciaily equipped Phantorns, although able to identify a
MIG at ranges beyond 100 nautical miles, had to have visual
confirmation, unless some control agency such as College Eye
could confirm the identification electronically. If the F-4 received this verification, it could launch an air-to-air missile
without making visual contact. 61
G July L972 proved an eventful month for the task force.
Bth,
On the
Capt. Michael Edwards guided Captains Steve Ritchie
and Charles B. Debellevue, pilot and weapons system officer of
an F-4E, into position to shoot down a pair of MIG-2lrslrBut'
unfortunately, success did not always crown College Eyers endeavors during that month. Late in July, the possibility was
raised at a Seventh Air Force tactical conference that an
error by an EC-I21T controller had resulted in one F-4 lost
and another damaged. His scope inundated by friendly and
hostile returns, a tired controller may have used the wrong
call sign so that a combat air patrol approaching Hanoi from
the west reacted to a MIG alert intended for a chaff flight departing east of the city. 62
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?f ilne establishment of a weapons control facility at
Nakhon Phanom, Thailand, caused a readjustment of College
Eye responsibilities. The new installation, called Teaball,
went into action on 30 July, launching "an all out offensive
against the MIG's. " Presumably using equipment similar to
that i.nstalled in the EC-121T's, Teaball controllers picked {$r
the enemy moments after he took off and tried to direct the F-4
fighter cover into position to prevent attacks on Linebacker
strike forces. 63

its principal job
was to provide information to controllers in College Eye
EC-721 Its and on board the Navy radar ship, nicknamed Red
Crown, in the Tonkin Gulf. Airborne controllers issued instructions to the combat air patrol, while Red Crown handled the strike
force. In the event of radio or radar failure, the EC- 721T yielded
its responsibility to the shipboard controllers. Teaball, under
this arrangement, commenced tracking the interceptors as soon

Ff

When Teaball began operating,

as they took off and radioed the data, via an automatic airborne
reIay, to the College Eye controllers, who repeated it for the
Phantom crews.

1'277, which lacked automatic radi'r
relay equipment, athwart the line of communication between
Teaball and the patrolling Phantoms proved a mistake, and within 3 weeks new procedures were put into effect. Beginning 20
August, College trye yielded primary control of fighter patrol
as soon as MIGrs became airborne. At that moment Teaball
took over, communicating directly with the fighter cover and
also issuing warnings to chaff or strike forces when MIG
attack was imminent. The EC- I27T would take over should the
radio link between Nakhon Phanom and the combat air patrol

G Plac'ng an EC-

fail.

64
4{|

CBecause the EC-12tT carried equipment that picked
up enemy identification signals, the controllers on board could
acquire life-or-death information. As a result, they cont^inued
to watch the unfolding air battles, even though Teaball was in
charge, interrupting to warn the combat air patrol of any
rapidly developing threat that ground controllers might have
missed. By the end of August, however, a new directive had
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restricted College Eye's initiative, specifying that: "Disco [the
EC-121T call signl may interject to pass information on IFF/
EIFF [Identification Friend or Foe/Enemy Identifi.cation Fri€qj
or Foel only if this information would aid Teaba}l control . . "
The primacy of Teaball controllers when MIG's were aloft was
thus confirmed. 65

G ilne next change in College Eye duties occurred on
14 September, when it swapped primary responsibilities with
Red Crown. The airborne controllers took over the chaff flight,
the strike force, the follow-up photo reconnaissance flight, and
their escorts (such as Iron Hand); Red Crown assumed responsibility for handling the combat air patrol when MIG|s were ncfi&l

airborne. 66 Teaball took charge whenever enemy interceptors
appeared but yileded to Red Crown when the Ngvy eontroller.s decided "their air picture permits close control of the CAP
[Combat Air Patrol] force. " After surrendering control to
Red Crown, Teaball could "interject essential information when
it will aid in the intercept. ''67 If Teaball went out of action,
Red Crown took its place, wi.th Disco backing up the Navy facility.
Once again, the change seemed to be an attempt to entrust control of the combat air patrol to a facility with dependable communication". 6B

S

On 6 Oetober, under the new procedures, Disco *er
issued a 1VIIG warning to an Iron Hand flight escorting a Linebacker strike force. The two F-4tr's in the flight turned to
dispose of the threat, but one of them had to dive into a valley
i.n order to evade a MIG-19. The enemy pilot pursued but was
unable to pull up and crashed to his death. After assisting in
this unorthodox kill, College Eye reverted to more normal tactics on the Bth, when lst Lt. Michael Clifton alerted Maj" Gary
L. Retterbush and Capt. Robert H. Jasperson, members of an
F-4E crew, who shot down a MIG- 21..69

pf For the balance of the air war against the North,

the

College Eye Task tr'orce employed radar and recognition gea{t
in tracking night-flying I'-111Ars, controlled fighter cover for
B-52rs attacking the passes leading from North Vietnam into
Laos, and collaborated with Teaball and Red Crown during
L,inebacker II. The orbit assigned to the EC-121Trs during
the last phase of the campaign apparently limited the usefulness
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of the airborne controllers. Task force officers complained
that their overland station was too low to obtain satisfactory
coverage of the B-52 raids around I{anoi and Haiphong. 70
bummrng up*

(QT]ne arrival of the Big jrye task force in Southeast
Asia stirred little enthusiasm among the units already there,
and 2d Air Division was at first reluctant to use the EC-121Drs
on their logical mission, since they seemed suicid.rily vulneF
able to enerny fighters. This fear proved groundless, however,
for MIG!s failed to down any of these planes or the T models
that supplanted thern. Even though the specially equipped air:craft soon demonstrated their value in issuing MIG warnings,
some pilots continued to resent the border warning rnissions
performed by Big Eye and College Eye, an activity that could
result in a reprimand for an incautious airman. During 1967,
however, the task force received equipment that enabled it to
track the responses from Russian-built identification transponders. No longer content with merely monitoring air traffic
and issuing appropriate warnings, task force controllers began directing F-4rs against enemy interceptors. This new
equipment contributed to most of the 23 confirmed and 2 probable MIG kil1s in which the task force participated from 1965
through 1972.77

F) tespite this success, neither the EC- 72IL nor the
more advanced T model fully satisfied the needs of fighter
pilots. For example, Col. George W. Rutter, who commanded
the 366th Tactical Fighter Wing during Linebacker, complained
that Red Crown, Teaball, and Disco had failed to give "accurate,
real-time information on MIG activity and. . . precise, positive control to the CAP [Combat Air Patrol] and escort flights so
as to cope with the MIG threat. " The EC-121T, he believed, had
"radar system limitations . . . that preclude effective radar
coverage of the target area where fhe MiG defenders have the
advantage of excellent GCI [Ground Control Intercept] control. 'l
Although Teaball had proved a "valuable aid, " he maintained that
"the only long-term solution to this problem" lay in development
of a replacement for the EC-I21T "that can provide look-down
radar coverage of the target area combined with positive control
over counterair fighters operating in that area. "72
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(G ilne radios installed in the EC-721T represented

an improvement over those in the first D models but nevertheless imposed limits on College Eye effectiveness. From
the 1972 Laos orbit, the ultra high frequency signal tended to

dissipate in the vicinity of Hanoi and seldom reached Red Crown
without help from relay equipment. The Connie, moreover,
did not have an automatic relay on board, an obvious disadvantage in passing information between Teaball and the Navv cqdrol

"""nt"".
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p The significant contributions

made by officers and
men of Big Eye and College Eye were the more striking because of equipment they had to use. As one of their number,
Maj. Lowell J. K. Davis, has written' "the dedication and determination of the F,C-I21 radar crewsrr offset the "inherent limitations" of what he termed "a relatively obsolete airframe and
."
a weapons system designed for a less demanding role .
the
operation,
skilfull
modification
and
Thanks to continual
aging equipment formed an essential link in a control network
that enabled American fighters to cope with a capable and determined foe.74
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GLOSSARY

Douglas Skyraider attack
bomber, powered by a
single radial engine, built
in single-seat and two-place
versions, and flown by the

A-l

Navy and

Air Force.

A-4

McDonnell Douglas Skyhawk,
a single-seat attack bomber
powered by one turbojet engine, and used by the Navy
and Marine Corps.

A-6

Two-place, twin turbojet,
all-weather attack plane
built by Grumman for the
Navy and Marine Corps.

A-7

Single-place attack plane,
powered by a single jet engine, buiit by Ling- TemcoVought for the Navy and
Air Force.

AAA

Antiairc raft artillery

Acquisition Radar

Detects targets at a range of
about 100 nautical miles and
tracks them to within range of
fire control radars.

AD

Air Division

ADC

Aerospace Defense Command
(Air Defense Command prior

to

1968)

Airborne Early Warning and

AE W&C

Control

ffi
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AF

Air Force

AFB

Air Force

Base

AFM

Air Force

Manual

AFP

Air Force

Pamphlet

AFSC

Air

AFSSO

Air Force Security

tr'orce Systems Command

Service

Off ice

AGM

Air-to-ground missile

AGM_45

Shrike air-to-ground missile;
homes on radar transmitters.

AGM-78

Standard ARM air -to- ground
missile; homes on radar
transmitte rs and incorporates
improvements over the older
Shrike.

AIG

Address Indicator Group

ALQ- s t

Self-protection jammer; deceives enemy radar operators by broadcasting a false
radar return.

ALQ-

Redesignation of the QRC- 160,4'See QRC- 160.

?1

ALQ-87

Self-protection pod, originally
designated QRC- 160-8,

Entered service late in 196?
Ar,Q-94

Deception jammer carried by
the General Dynamics F-111.

3[0ilF
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ALQ-101

1

_n.,

Se 1f-protection pod, which
saw service in 1972; performs deception and noise
.i^mr*
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ALQ-

119

in.t
r rr5 .

Self-protection pod designed
to replace the ALQ-71 and
ALQ-87; capable of noise
and deeeption jamming,

ALR-

1B

Jamming transmitter designed for use against airborne radar but employed
by Linebacker II B-52's
against the T-8209 radar.

ALT-6

B- 52 jamming transmitter;
being replaced during 1972
by the ALT-22.

ALT-22

Jamming transmitter installed in all Linebacker II
B-52Drs and in some B-52Grs.

ALT-28

Jamming transmitter employed
by Linebacker II Stratofortresses
against track-while-scan radar
and the SAM guidance beacon.

APGC

Air Proving

APP

Appendix

Apr

April

APS-95

Search radar installed in the
EC- i21D.

APX-49

Recognition set used to identify

Ground Center

friendly aircraft.

.4

/,4
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ARC-37

Ultra high frequency radio.

ARC- 109

Radio that replaced the
ARC-27 in the EC-727D
during 1968.

Arc Light

B-52 operatrons in Southeast
Asia.

ARM

See AGM-78.

Atch

Attachment

Aug

August

AW

Automatic weapons.

AWC

Air War College.
B

B-

17

Flying Fortress; Boeingbuilt four-engine bomber
that saw extensive service in
World War II.

B-29

Super fortre

;

four- engine
bomber built by Boeing, which
carried the war to Japanese
cities in 1945, and served in
ss

the Korean conflict.
B- 50

Boeing Superfortress; replaced
the B-29 and saw combat in
Korea.

B-52

Strato fortres s; swept- wing
strategic bomber built by
Boeing and powered by eight
turbojet or turbofan engines.
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B-5

Martin-built version of the
British Canberra twin-jet

7

medium bomber.
B- 66

See EB- 66

8-427 Z

Teamwork. See T-8209

Barlock radar

Ground control intercept radar.

Barrage jamming

The form of electronic jamming
in which the operator distributes
power over a wide frequency band.

Barrel roll

Aerobatic maneuver in which the
plane is rolled while simultane*
ously revolving around a fixed
axis, so that it follows a corkscrew flight path.

BASS

Acronym for Bistatic Aided
Strike System, an attempt to use
radar detection gear on board a
Rivet Top EC -721 to direct Wild
Weasel aircraft against Sam sites.

Beacon

See guidance beacon.

Big Eye

See College Eye.

Big Look

EC-121M; Navy version of the
EC- 127.
Book

BK

Brig

Gen

Burn through

Brigadier General
Juncture at which radiated power
of the radar transmitter overcomes
the jamming signal, generally at a
range of B to 10 nautical mi1es,- enabling the operator to isolate the
target.
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L-

c-

130

Lockheed's Hercules; fourengine turboprop transport.

Air Patrol.

CAP

Combat

vdPr

Captain

CE TF

College Eye Task Force.

\- Lf

Commanding General.

Ch

Chapter.

Chaf

f

Chaif Bomb

Radar reflectors dispensed
from aircraft to confuse the
picture on enemy scopes.

Leaflet dispenser, containing an explosive charge,
modified to scatter cnaff.

CHECO

Contemporary Historical
Evaluation of Combat
Operatiuns.

CIA

Central Intelligence Agency

Cigar

World War II countermeasures
equiprnent that jammed radio
communication arnong German
rnterceptor pilots and ground
controlle r s.

CINCNORAD

Commander in Chief, North
American Air Defense Command

CINCPAC

Commander in Chief, Pacific.

CINC PACAF

Commander in Chief, Pacific
Air Forces.
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CINCSAC

C

lutte

r

Commander in Chief, Strategic Air Command.
See noise.

CO

Commanding Officer.

Co

Company

Co1

Colonel

College trye

Task force of EC-121Ii's;
provided early warning of
air attacks from the ll{sp1[.
Officially, t.etachment 1,
552d Airborne -Uarly Warning and Control Wing.

Comti Boy

Reporls on electronic
counterm€asltrcs activity in
Southeast As ia.

Comty Coat

Reports on electronic countermeasures activity in Southeast
Asia.

Connre

Lockheed EC-721 Constellation.

Cons

tellation

Corona Harvest

See EC - 727.

Air Force project to collect

historical data on the Southeast Asia war.

CSAF

Chief of Staff, U. S.

TCS

teputy Chief of Staff

tec

tecember

-{

Air Force.

GIIF,
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Form of jamming in which

Deception

aircratt broadcasts a
false radar return to rnisIead tne defenders.
the

Buffer area established
between North and South

DemrlLtar tzed Zone

Vietnam.
Dep

Deputy

Dept

Department

Destroyer

See EB- o6

Det

Detachment

Dg

Downgraded.

DIA

Defense Intelligence AgencY.

Dir

Director

Disco

A call sign used by Air
Force EC-121's.

Div

Division

Doc

Document

Down link

See guidance beacon.

Drone

A remotely controlled pilotless aircraft.
E

EA_

1

trA-3

-Electronic warfar e ve.rsi.on
of the Douglas A- 1 Skyraider.
.Electronic warfare version
of Navyts Douglas Skywarrior
twin-jet light bomber.

ttlfn* ,
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Grumman A-6 modified for
electronic warfare.

b

E,B-4'IE

Electronic counte rmeasure
version of the Boeing Stratojet medium bomber, a sweptwing aircraft powered bY six
turbojet engines.

EB- bb

Electronic warfare version
of the Air Force twin-jet
RB- 66 reconnaissance
p1ane, descended from the
same Douglas prototYPe as
the Navy EA-3.

EC-

Lockheed Constellation fourengine military transport
converted for electronic

121

warfare.
trCM

-Electronic counte rmea sure s.

Ed

Editor

EF-

Two-place, twin-jet Douglas
Skyknight equipped for electronic countermeasures missions and uqed by the NavY and
Marine Corpq,

1OB

Enemy identification friend or

EIFF

foe.

et al.

And others

EWO

Electronic Warfare Officer
F

McDonnell Douglas Phantom, a
two-place, twin-jet fighter bomber used by the Air' Force, Navy,
and Marine Corps.

F-4

ffi

s'
F-

100

Single-jet, single-seat
North American Super Saber
fighter-bomber, also employed by the Air Force in
a two-seat version.

F- 104

Lockheedrs Starflghter, a
single -p1ace, lightweight
Air F'orce fighter, powered
by one turbojet engine.

F-105

Republic Thunderchief
fighter-bomber, a single-

jet aircraft built for the
Air Force in single-seat
and two-p1ace models.

F-111

Air l-orce twin-jet, twoplace, variable-sweep
aircraft built by General
Dynamics for all-weather
operation.

Fan

Song

Track-while -scan I dudl
used to determine the azrmuth and range to SAM
targets.
l-ebruary

Feb
tr-err et

FingertLp tbrmation

-Llectronic reconnaissance

aircraft or mission.

One in which a tlight of four
aircraft maintains an align-

ment resembling the fingertips of the human hand extended palm downward.

Fire

Can

Soviet-designed radar used
by the North Vietnamese to
control antiaircratt guns ranging in size from 37-mm to
100-mm.

r57

Flak
F

lying Boom

F-iying Telephone Pole

Antiaircraft fire or antiaircraft guns.
A method of refueling in
which an operator on board
the tanker maneuvers a fuelcarrying boom into a receptacle on the fuselage of the
other aircraft.
Guideline surface -to-air

missile.
l-reedom Dawn

B-52 attack against Bai
Thuong airfield, near Thanh
Hoa, North Vietnarn, on 72

April
Freedom Porch

19

t2.

B-52 strikes against Haiphong
North Vietnam, 15 April 7972.

-F

reedom Porch Bravo

Tactical strikes against the
Hanoi- Haiphong area delivered
on 16 April 1972.

F

reedom Train

Operation, lasting from 6
April through B May 1972, in
which U. S. aircraft attacked
targets between the demilitartzed zone and the 20th
para11e1.

Freedom Train Bravo

B-52 attack against Vinh,
North Vietnam, on 9 April 1972.

Freighter Captain

B-52 strike against Thanh Hoa,
North Vietnam, 2L April 1,972.

Frequent Winner

B-52 attack on Thanh Hoa,
North Vietnam, 23 April I972.
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G

GCI

Ground Controlled Intercept

Gen

General

Gimp

An evasive maneuver used bY
drones to frustrate fighter
attacks.

GPA-T22

R

ecognition equipment caPable
of automaticallY decoding the
response from identification
tr.ansponders carried by U. S.

aircraft.
Guidance beacon

or signalling device
that tells weapons controllers
the trajectory of a surface-toair missile.

Guided bombs

Ordnance directed to the ta'get
by a member of an aircraft crew
using either television or a laser
beam.

Guideline

Missile used with North Vietnam's
SA-2 system, it consists of booster and sustainer stages, measures 10. 6 meters (35 feet) in
length, and carried a 189. 6-Kilogram (420-pound) high exPlosive
warhead detonated bY a radar Prox-

Signal

imitv f.uze.

H

Hat Rack

Device that could recognize both
MIG and SAM threats and trigger
appropriate drone response.

Heat-seeking missile

Missile fitted with an infra-red
device enabling it to home on the
heat generated by jet engines.

'

HC- 130P
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Tankef version of the
Lockheed C-130

Hist

History

Hq

Headquarters

Hunter

-killer

Tactics which employ
hunter aircraft, usually
carrying special detection equipment, to locate
targets for munitions -

carrying killers.

ibid

The same source cited
immediately above.

IFF

Identification Friend or Foe

Intvw

Interview

Iron Hand

Originally hunter - killer
operations against SAM
sites, the term came to
refer to radar suppression
involving specially equipped

aircraft.

Jamming Package

Standardized instructions
prescribing jamming procedures for -trB-66 electronic
warfare officers.

Jan

January

JCS

Joint Chiefs of Staff

Jr

Junior

'flfGi5fb

IbU

Jul

July

Jun

June

K

KC-

Boeing Stratotanker, powered
by four jet engines, which
served in Vietnam as a radio
relay and communications
intelligence aircraft as well
as a tanker.

135

L
Linebacker

Air Attacks, beginning 9
May 19 72, agaLnst targets
throughout North Vietnam.
Carried out in conjunction
with minelaying and a naval
blockade, the operation was
designed to isolate North Vietnam from foreign sources of

military aid.

Linebacker II

Sustained B-52 attacks against
targets in the Hanoi-Haiphong

area, 1B-30 December

1,972.

LORAN

Long Range Navigation, a 6y6tem of navigation in which position is determined by the time
difference in the arrival of signals from ground stations.

Lt

Lieutenant.

Lt Col

Lieutenant Colonel

I-,t Gen

Lieutenant General
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M

Magnetron

Type of vacuum tube used
to generatc jamming power.

Maj

Major

Maj Gen

Major General

Mandrel

British World War II
countermeasures trans -

mitters that jammed German early warning radars.
Maneuver pod formation

More flexible version of
the pod formation. It was
used during 1972 to provide
better visual coverage to the
rear of the flight.

Mar

March

Mgt

Management

MIG

Symbol indicating that an aircraft is the product of A. I.
Mikoyan and M.I. Gurevich,
a team of Russian designers.

MIG-

17

Swept-wing, single-p1ace interceptor powered by a single turbo-

jet
MIG-

19

engine.

First Soviet fighter-interceptor
capable of supersonic speed, it

was a single-turbojet, sweptwing aircraft with a one-man
crew.
MIG-

21

Short-range, delta-wing interceptor powered by a single turbojet engine and carrying a crew of
one.
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mm

Millimeter

Msg.

Message
N

nd

No date

No

Number

Noise

Jamming signal designed
to obscure the image on
the radar scope; the interference or clutter that
appears on the scope.

Normal jamming

Disruption of the Fan Song
track-while- scan radar
beam.

Nciv

November

np

No pagination"

NSA

National SecuritY AgencY'

N\iN

North Vietnam
o

Oct

October

Ofc

Office

op1

Operational

ops

Operations
P

Page

r

J[315h
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PACAF

Pacific Air Forces

PACOM

Pacific Command

Panoramic scan receiver

Electronic device used to
determine the bearing to
enemy radar.

passim

Throughout

Passive tracking

Radar operator tracks the
scource of jamming; he does
not employ his tracking beam,
since its return would be
masked by the jamming
signal.

Phantom

See F-4

Pod formation

Formation flown in such a
manner that the jamrning signals from the self-protection
pods on the individual aircraft
reinforce each other.

Post target turn

Change in heading that occurs
after bomb release as the
attacking aircraft begin their
exit from the target area.

pp

Pages.

Probe and drogue

Aerial refueling method in
which the fuel intake pipe - the probe--is inserted into a
funnel-shaped receiver at the
end of a hose trailing from the
tanker.

.'Jfcttrn

Series of strikes against

Proud Deep Alpha

airfields, petroleum storage
facilities, and militarY bar-

racks in North Vietnam, 26-30
December 1971.

Provisional

Prov

Proximity

See radar proximity fuse.

fuze

Pt

Part

PuIse Repetition Frequency

Number of radar pulses
generated per second.

a
QRC- 128

Equipment, installed in the
rear cockpit of some fighterbombers or attack planes to
jam radio comrnunication between ground controllers and
interceptor pilots.

QRC- 160

Family of self -protection Pods
whose development began Prior
to the Vietnarn war. The QRCL60A failed its combat test,
but the QRC - 160.4.- 1 proved
satisfactory.

QRC-248

tevice for interrogatrng

QRC-335

Jamming device fitted to the
Wild Weasel I'-105G and caPab1e of deception as well as
noise jamming.

the

identification transponde rs
carried by North Vietnamese
fighters.

'ffi

ro3

R

R&D

Research and Development

Radar Homing and Warning

Electronic equipment that
warns of hostile radar tracking and indicated the genera}
Iocation of the enemy set.

Radar proximity fuze.

Fuze that detonates upon signal from a miniature radar
transmitter in the device
its elf.

Ram

air turbine

Turbine for which the motive
power is a flight-generated
stream of air.

.

RB- 66

See EB-66

RC- 121

See EC- 121

Red Crown

Navy control ship positioned
in the Tonkin GuIf and capable
of controlling aircraft over
North Vietnam.

RF-4

Reconnaissance version of the
McDonnell Douglas F-4.

RF-

Two-p1ace twin turbojet reconnaissance plane built by
McDonnell Aircraft.
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Rivet Bounder
R

ivet Gym

Deception jammer activated by
the Fan Song guidance signal.
EC-TzL modified to include the
fighter control features of
Rivet Top.

r66

ftivet Top

Lockheed EC-721K fitted out
as an airborne command post
for the air war over North
Vletnam.

Rolling Thunder

Air war conducted against
North Vietnam from March
1965 through October 1968.

Route Package

Northern half of the panhandle region, one of seven
carefully defined portions of
North Vietnam that came
under attack during Rolling

2

Thunder.
Route Package

Segment of North Vietnam
lying just north of Route

3

Package 2.

Rprt

Report

RSI

Research Studies Institute.

Ryanrs Raiders

F-105 unit that conducted
night harassment against the
North; so designated because
of Gen. John D. Ryanrs interest in the project.
S

S

SA-2

Secret
Soviet -designed surface

-to-

air missile system incorporatilg the Fan Song radar, the
Guideline missile, a fire control computer, and a target
acquisition radar, plus launchers
and motor transport.

ro/

SAB

Scientific Advisory Board.

SAC

Strategic

SAM

Surface

Scrambler

Coding system that distorts
radio or telephone conversation as it leaves the transmitter and returns it to an
understandable form at the
receiver.

SEA

Southeast Asia.

Self-protection pod

Aerodynamically shaped jamming device carried exterternally by tactical aircraft.

sep

September

Short, Stirling

Air

Command

-to-air missile

Product of Short Brothers

Aircraft, this four engine
British heavy bomber saw
extensive service in World
War II.
Shrike

See AGN-45.

Skyhawk

See

Skyknight

See EF10B

soD-

Identi fication equipment,
originally intended to aid air
traffic controllers, used to

57

A-4

direct North Vietnamese MIGIs.

Sortie

Takeoff and landing by a single

aircraft.

ffif,[a.

lslenf.
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Sparrow

Solid-propellant, radar-

guided air-to-air missile
developed by the Raytheon
Cornpany.
Spec Comm

Special Communications

Special jamming

Disruption of the signal from
the guidance beacon, or down
link, mounted on the Guideline
mis s ile.

Spoon Rest

North Vietnamese acquis ition
radar frequently used in conjunction with Fan Song.

Spot Jamming

Form of electronic jamming in
which all available power is concentrated on a narrow frequency
range.

Squawk

To use the identification gear
carried by individual aircraft.

SRO-1

Identification equipment
carried by early-model MIG
interceptors.

Standard ARM.

See AGM-78

Stand-off jamming

Jamming from long range, as the
countermeasures aircraft remalns
beyond reach of surface-to-air

missiles.
Stratofortres

s

See B- 52

Subj

Subject

Superfortress

See

Super Saber

See F- 100.

B-29, B-50

bffnfr-I.

SW

Strategic Wing

Sweep jamming

Form of electronic jamming
in which a concentrated bearn
is swept over a wide frequency

t69

range.
Component of a self-protection
pod that introduces random
bursts of energy into the jamming barrage.

Sweep modulator

T
T- 8209

Radar signal employed late in
the war to direct North Vietnamese surface-to-air missiles
and antiaircraft guns. Also
known as B-427 Z- -Teamwork.

TAC

Tactical Air Command

Tactical Air Control Center,
North Sector

Control agency established in
1966 for the air war over
North Vietnam.

TAWC

Tactical Air Warfare Center.

Teaball

Weapons Control Center at
Nakhon Phanom, Thailand.

Terrain masking

Protection afforded by ridges

or similar geographic features
against radar detection.

TE WS

Tactical Electronic Warfare
Squadron.

TFS

Tactical Fighter Squadron.

Thud

Thunderchief. See F-105D.

€f;offl.;

17o

Thud Ridge

Ridge line used by Air Force
F105rs for terrain masking as
they approached the Hanoi
area from the northwest.

Thunderchief

See F- 105

TF,-77

Task Force 77, the U. S.
carrrer task force operating
off the Vietnam coast.

Tonkin Gulf incident

Attack on 2 July 1964 bY
North Vietnamese patrol
boats on the U. S. destroYer
Maddox.

Track-while - scan

Feature of the Fan Song radar
enabling it to detect additional
aircraft while tracking a sPecific target.

Triple A

See AA'4".

Trolling

Missions in which electronie
warfare aircraft attemPt to
trigger enemy radar in order
to locate or attack the transmitters.

Tactical

TRS

Rec onnais sance

Squadron.
TRW

Tactical Reconnaissance Wing

TS

Top Secret
U

U

Unclassified

u-2

Lockheed I s single -turbojet,
single -p1aee, high-altitude
reconnaissance plane.

.tf0tFr

1.71

USAF

U. S.

Air Force.

USAFE

U. S.

Air Forces,

USAFSS

U. S. Air Force Security
Service

USMC

U. S. Marine Corps

USN

U. S. Navy

Europe

V

Vector homing and
warning

-Electronic equipment that
warns of enemy radar tracking and furnishes a bearing to
the hostile transmitter.

vol

Volume

Voodoo

See RF- 101

w
Wg

Wing

Wild Weasel

F-100F, F-105F or G, or F-4C
aircraft fitted with radar homing and
warning gear for the neutraLizatLon
or destruction of radar-controlled
weapons.

British World War II term for

Window

chaff.
Z
Z

Grenwich Mean Time
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This study is based on material from six broad categories:
messages; published works; Air Force efforts to document the
war, including Projects CHECO and Corona Harvestr o.nd monographs prepared by historical offices at Air Force headquarters
and at the major commands; tactical manuals; reports; and recurring histories submitted by commands, numbered air forces,
wings, task forces, and squadrons. A seventh category, special
intelligence dealing with the effectiveness of countermeasures
over North Vietnamr w&s left untouched because of access

restrictions.
Because the author did not have access to this essential
material, the Chief, Histories Division, Office of Air Force
History, Mr. Carl Berger, arranged for persons having the

necessary security clearance to review the draft manuscript
and make sure that this account was not contradicted by information unavailable to the person who wrote it. Extremely helpful
comments were attached to letters sent to Mr. Berger by
these Air Force officers: CoI. Floyd A. McLaurin, Commander Air Force Electronic Warfare Center; Co1. Robert L.
Rodee, Chief, Tactical Division, Directorate of Operations,
Headquarters USAF; Col. Edgar A. Gill, Jr., Chief, Strategic
Forces/C3 livision, Directorate of Programs, Headquarters
USAF; Col Edward L. Scott, Director of EW Operations, Headquarters Tactical Air Command; Maj. Allan P. Botticelli,
Analysis and Evaluation Group, Assistant Chief of Staff, Studies and
Analysis, Headquarters USAI'; Maj. John P. Shrnoldas, Executive Officer, Directorate of Reconnaissance and Electronic Warfare, Headquarters, USAF; Col. Robert S. Johnson, Assistant
Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations, Aerospace Defense Command;
Maj. Jesse P. Wiggins, Directorate of Operations, Tactical
Air Command; and CoI. Peter Tsouprake, Electronic Systems
Division, Air Force Systems Command.
The author did consult those U. S. Air Force Security Service reports to which he had access and also relied upon a top
secret monograph, Electronic Wgft"t" jn SEA, by James E.
Pierson, a Securitv Service historian.
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In dealing with electronic countermeasures, or any other
facet of electronic warfare, the Air Force historian cannot avoid
the security problem, If a study is to be readily available throughout the Air Force, it cannot probe the topic too deeply. The ttrevitable result has been a succession of histories that deal superficially with the subject, sometimes actually misleading the reader
who is not already.familiar with tne more arcane aspects of electronic warfare.
Although helpful in themselves, Project CHECO and Corona
Harvest reports were less valuable than the documents and submissions gathered for their preparation. Especially helpful were
the "inputs" to Corona Harvest by Pacific Air Forces and Aerospace Defense

command'

..",

The recurring histories submitted by participating units provided data on operations and maintenance. Forwarded with them
were thousands of exhibits and supporting documents, including
key messages and many of the compilations of tactical doctrine
used in this study. One history in particular was remarkably
well done--the account of the 30?th Strategic Wing (Provisional),
October-December 7972.
The important data on Linebacker trI was collected by John
Greenwood in his chronology of SAC participation in that operation.
The appendix dealing with fighter control could not have been
written without the excellent history prepared in 1969 by Capt.
R :hard M. Williams, USAF. The lllstggr of College Eye, April
1965-June i969, by Grover C. Jarret, yieldeci a great deal of
information as did the CHECO report on College Eye written by

Capt. Carl W. Reddel,

T"ISAF.

F-or insig'hts not found in documents, the author turned to the

Air Force coilectioir of oral hi.story interviews and the end-oftonr reports subrnitted for Prr:ject Corona llarvest. Cited in thi.s
study are some 10 in;:rviews and 15 end-of-t.our reports. Of

these, the most useful were the interviews with Col. Floyd
XlcAliister, Lt. Col. Robert E. Beih, anrj Lt" CoI. Merlyn
Dethlefscn, anci the repor:ts sutrnitted by Col. Robin Olds, Col lan
D. Ro'i.hwell, and Marine Capt" John D. Pvcior.
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ABSTRACT

(lf Electronic countermeasures support for the air war

against North Vietnam included stand-off jamming, Wild
Weasel operations, the use of self protection pods, and the
employment of chaff. The use of rudimentary countermeasures began during World War II and continued in the
Korean conflict. tespite this experience, and an on-going
program of research and develop?nent, the U. S. Air Force
was hardpressed to neutralize North Vietnam's radar-controlled defenses, but did prevail and successfully delivered punishing blows during Linebacker II in December 1972.

9) Closely related to the countermeasures effort was the
use of the specially equipped aircraft of the Big Eye (later redesignated College Eye) task force. This unit gradually ac the skill and equipment that enabled it effectively to direct
friendly fighters against MIG interceptors. In 1972, however,
College Eye yielded some of its earlier responsibilities to other
control agencies.
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